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Abstract

Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) is commonly used in Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) to represent any continuous field and is one of
the standard implementation techniques for digital terrain models. How-
ever, there are use-case needs for TIN-in-database in the GIS communities.
Such needs like: one does not have to recompute a TIN repeatedly. There is
a need for a library of storage and manipulation functions to be designed,
developed and implemented in an open source spatial database allowing
us to routinely use TIN with other feature data sets and making use of the
offered capabilities of spatial databases. Therefore, it is of great value to
implement such library.

The main three objectives of this project are to: define a proper ADT for
TIN; define alternative implementations of such ADT; and implement the
type system and the functions of TIN. The first objective is achieved using
the second-order-signature specification framework, the ISO abstract spa-
tial schema specification, and the OGC abstract and implementation spec-
ifications. The second objective is achieved by describing, analyzing, and
adopting the possible approaches based on functions applicability, feasibil-
ity of the desired platform and environment, and bridging the definition of
the ADT with selected approach. The third objective is accomplished using
the adopted implementation TIN tiling approach, considering implementa-
tion platform, PL/pgSQL for implementation leading to a type system and
TIN interpolation functions implemented in PostgreSQL/PostGIS.

A library of TIN storage and manipulation functions has been devel-
oped allowing us to ‘interoperably’ use it along with other spatial data sets
in an open source spatial database while making use of the capabilities,
scalability, security, and performance of such database and addressing real
use-case needs of TIN-in-database.

Keywords
TIN, ADT, open source spatial database, GIS, ISO, OGC, PostgreSQL/PostGIS
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and problem statement

1.1.1 Motivation

A Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) is a vector-based data structure com-
monly used in GIS software to represent any continuous field. For example,
it is one of the standard implementation techniques for digital terrain models
(DTMs) [dBKS+01]. A TIN is simply a set of vertices that represent corners
of irregular network of triangles that provides irregular ‘tessellations’ covering
the study space. Each vertex has a stored georeference and a stored field value;
however, these tessellations do not have other associated stored field values,
rather than that these are generated by interpolation from the values of the
three vertices for each triangle [PS85].

In OGC terms, a TIN is a polyhedral surface that is composed of polygon
patches (all triangles) connected along their common boundary edges and each
coordinate has included a Z dimension. A TIN as a vector-based representation
is often stored using a file-based storage technique such as an ASCII-based file
or the ESRI TIN dataset files[Cha07]; which is not as perfect and as preferred
as in a database. Databases store, query and manage very large and integrated
collections of data in a well-structured way, which is not quite the case for file-
based storage techniques.

A spatial database is a database designed to store, query, and manipu-
late geographic information and spatial data. It is also called geodatabase or
geospatial database, but in the open source community the preferred term is
“spatial database.” In a spatial database, spatial data (of the vector type) is
treated as any other data type. Point, line and polygon are different types of
vector data, and they normally have an associated georeference system. A ge-
ometry data type can be assigned to a spatial database tuple to represent the lo-
cation of an object in the real word; also another standard databases data types
can be specified to this tuple to store the object’s associated attributes [CR91].

The main benefit of spatial databases, over file-based data storage tech-
niques, is that they allow a Geographic Information System (GIS) to build on
the offered scalability, security, capabilities, and performance of database man-
agement systems such as relational database management systems (RDBMS) [RSV02].
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1.1. Motivation and problem statement

Spatial databases provide services through a rich function set. Taking account
of support for SQL and the capability to produce amalgamated spatial queries,
these functions allow vector data to be manipulated and queried using client
software or an SQL command, for instance, finding the nearest supermarket
in an area within a coverage zone; these functions can be encapsulated within
objects or features to ensure that their consistency is preserved. Moreover, a
client/server database supports multiple users simultaneously and lets them
always share, view, edit, and query the database in the same way without con-
flict.

Nowadays, the open source spatial database technology is gaining grip in
database server infrastructure areas. Many organizations currently are using
open source components or are thinking of an open source management plan.
An open source spatial database is an example of the open source development;
it does not mean just access to the source code [Tie06]. The distribution terms
of open source spatial database must comply with other criteria. This permits
users to use, change, and improve the system, and to redistribute it in modi-
fied or unmodified form. It is often developed in a public, collaborative manner.
Having open source spatial databases implies considering the importance of in-
teroperability that is needed to allow developers to make complex services and
spatial information accessible and constructive independent from the various
kinds of applications based on standardization and this is the role of The Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC). OGC is “an international industry consortium of
361 companies, government agencies and universities participating in a consen-
sus process to develop publicly available interface specifications. OpenGIS spec-
ifications support interoperable solutions that ‘geo-enable’ the Web, wireless
and location-based services, and mainstream Information Technology.” [Con08].

1.1.2 Research problem

There are use-case needs for TIN-in-database in the GIS communities. Such
needs are like: one does not have to recompute a TIN repeatedly. For example,
a user needs to build up a TIN on a provincial scale by considering some complex
constrains. However, s/he only has the resources to build a portion of the entire
TIN at a time. Then s/he is forced to build a small TIN, and with a large buffered
area, and slowly pan over the entire province, thus building the TIN in the
overlapping buffered areas repeatedly. Therefore, having a reusable TIN stored
in a database is rather interesting. Recently, some development efforts have
been done concentrating on developing a way of storing 3D data represented
in TINs and polyhedron geometries using PostgreSQL/PostGIS [Pos08b] and
implementing some navigation functions towards a kind of Web Map Service
(WMS) for 3D data [CJ07]. However, this work has not considered by the open
source spatial database developers and especially the PostgreSQL/PostGIS com-
munity as a good meaningful implementation for a useful data structure for
TIN. From the spatial database perspective, it just creates one big object of TIN
and there is no real use-case needs for such TIN-in-database. Since, such ap-
proach does not consider the database advantages that can be offered to a TIN
in a database and the needed functions that can be applied on a TIN. More-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

over,storing and manipulation TINs routinely in an open source database along
with other spatial data sets has not yet been implemented. In comparison with
lines and polygons, for instance, TINs require much more special manipulation
and query-like functions, i.e., querying, updating. Besides, TINs are more com-
plicated models than other spatial data sets, a challenge arises when trying to
find the optimal data structure for them in a database that reflects optimizing
the performance of the functions.

Furthermore, considering the advantages of open source spatial databases,
the principal problem is that: the current TIN data structures and their func-
tionality are not available in the open source DBMS field apparently. In another
words, there is a need for a library of storage and manipulation functions to be
designed, developed and built in an open source spatial database based on a
well defined abstract data type (ADT) for TIN. Therefore, it is of great value
to define an ADT for TIN and develop such library independent of a specific
platform. This library also complies with standard specifications such as the
ISO spatial schema specification 19107 and OGC Simple Features Specification
(SFS), which extends an open source spatial database with TIN. Without the
introduction of TIN into an open source spatial database, TIN would not have
the advantages as other spatial data types in the spatial database.

1.2 Research identification

In this section, we describe the overall objectives, the research questions to be
answered, the innovation aimed at and provide an overview of related work.

1.2.1 Research objectives

The objectives of this research are corresponding to the results that audience
whom are interested in this research can use and develop such as software
design and engineering researchers, software developers, and others.

Main objective

The aim of this research is to build a library of storage and manipulation func-
tions, based on a proper definition for ADT of TIN, in an open source spatial
database, allowing us to routinely use TINs with other feature data sets and
making use of the features that such database offers.

Subobjectives

• To define a proper ADT for TIN,

• To define alternative implementations of a TIN ADT,

• To choose, among the alternatives, a suitable implementation of the par-
ticular ADT and work it out,

• To implement the type system and the functions of TIN, and

3



1.3. Method adopted

• To operate the resulted type system and functions using a TIN data.

1.2.2 Research questions

Each of following research questions need to be answered by the thesis, to reach
the afore-mentioned objectives.

• How to define an ADT of TIN?

• How to define a set of alternative implementations of the ADT of TIN?

• What are the criteria needed to choose, among the alternatives, an imple-
mentation of TIN?

• What are the implementation requirements?

• How to implement the ADT of TIN?

• Can the resulted library operate properly with other spatial data types?

1.2.3 Innovation aimed at

The novelty of the research aimed at is defining and building a library to sup-
port an open source spatial database with TIN structure and functionality based
on an ADT definition for TIN, which has not been developed yet, through the ap-
proach of finding a suitable implementation data structure that covers use-case
needs of TIN-in-database.

1.3 Method adopted

According to the above research questions, The adopted philosophy of the work
to address these questions are based on combination of three approaches: the
software engineering phases for system development process as discussed in [JBR99,
EN07], the framework and algebra of ADT definitions reported in [Güt93, SB06]
and the object-relational database design approach proposed by [EMC03]. In
general, the proposed adopted method consists of five main phases: ADT defi-
nition, TIN structure design, implementation, testing and documentation.

In particular, the first three phases of the method are sequential: ADT def-
inition, design and implementation. They are the base of the development life
cycle of this project. Basically, these three phases have two parallel activities:
functional and data structure development activities, as shown in figure 1.1.
The proposed adopted approach considers both activities to be developed in
parallel. Although there are no functional development activities in the de-
sign phase of the TIN structure alternatives, we consider them as one of the
parameters that constrained the selection of the alternatives.

In addition, the remaining two phases of the method, testing and documen-
tation, are considered early and they go in parallel till the end of the project
because the documentation is needed in every phase to be combined at the end,
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Figure 1.1: The adopted method based on [JBR99, EN07, Güt93, SB06]

that is the reporting stage, also the testing phase is required in every step, i.e.,
testing definitions, models, algorithms or final code.

At the ADT definition phase, the research questions are used to define the
universe of discourse of the library; this definition provides characterization
of the ADT of TIN and an apprehending of which functions are required and
what kind of data structure is intended to develop. Moreover, it is necessary
to comply with the standard specifications [Int02, Ope99] when we define the
ADT of TIN.

Based on the required functions , a set of alternative implementations of
the ADT of TIN are considered and compared with the definition of the type
system of the ADT of TIN. Then, a particular implementation is chosen. After
that, at the implementation phase, the chosen implementation alternative is
implemented producing the library of the type system and the set of the cho-
sen functions. Before the implementation phase, the design of the TIN ADT
is implementation-independent and in the implementation phase the project
become implementation-dependent.

1.4 Thesis outline

According to the design of the methods, since the three main phases are: ADT
definition, TIN structure design, and TIN implementation, then we report each
phase in on chapter. Therefore, the report of this project is structured and
written in 5 chapters as below:
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1.4. Thesis outline

Chapter 1 briefly discusses motivation for the project, states the problem, iden-
tifies the research objectives and questions and describes the adapted
method.

Chapter 2 represents the conceptual and basic theoretical part of the project.
A TIN is defined and the ADT of TIN is defined formally and informally ac-
cording to the ISO 19107 [Int02], the OGC Specifications [Ope99, Ope06]
and the second order signature algebraic framework [Güt93, SB06]. The
type system is defined first, i.e., the first signature, and then, the needed
set of functions are defined, i.e., the second signature, based on the first
signature. the described the transactional specification and the set of
rules that define the consistency of the TIN.

Chapter 3 is the ‘logical’ design of the TIN data structure alternatives. It is
implementation-independent stage. It provides wide range of implemen-
tation alternatives and give a chance to select the suitable one before going
to the implementation.

Chapter 4 is the implementation part. It considers some implementation re-
quirements and based on the chosen implementation alternatives, the
TIN type system and function implementations is described. Functions
algorithms are presented. The actual library as a set of storage and ma-
nipulation functions is by the source code. A Testing demonstration for
them is provided.

Chapter 5 discusses the practical aspects, existing problems and future im-
provements of the functions. In the end, it provides a summary and con-
clusion of this project.

6



Chapter 2

TIN vision and definition of
ADT for TIN

This chapter provides an abstract foundation to use TIN later on with other
data types. We describe the meaning of a TIN and give an overview of the con-
ceptual schema for explaining and manipulating the spatial characteristics of
TIN complying with the ISO and OGC standards. We also propose to represent
TIN as an attribute data type with appropriate operations, that is, to provide
an abstract data type (ADT) extension to an open source relational database
management system (RDBMS) data model. This chapter presents a design of
such a system of ADT.

2.1 Standardizations

This section describes the concept of modeling TIN structure and operations
according to the specifications of the International Standards (ISO) and the
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC).

2.1.1 Abstract semantics from ISO

In concept and from an abstract level, a TIN is an abstraction of a real world
phenomenon associated with a location related to the earth [Int02]. The ISO
19107 considers a TIN as a geometric object that can be represented as vec-
tor data stating the spatial characteristics of TIN. In general, a geometric ob-
ject is defined in ISO standard as “a spatial object representing a geometric
set” [Int02]. In the model described in the ISO 19107, the spatial characteris-
tics of a TIN are expressed by one or more spatial attribute values. Besides,
these spatial characteristics can be described quantitatively using coordinates
and mathematical functions [Int02].

Conceptual data models and defining spatial operations for TIN based on
standards should be considered, that is to offer clear and consistent TIN data
structure. According to the ISO 19107, to conform the model with standards,
there are many standard conformance options. Several advantages can be

7



2.1. Standardizations

achieved from such standardization, for example, it will improve the interop-
erability between applications by sharing spatial information [Int02].

To understand the definition of the TIN according to the conceptual schema
described by the spatial schema of the ISO 19107 standard [Int02], we start
from the abstract root classes that lead to TIN. The International Standard
ISO 19107 [Int02] describes a geometric object class (GM Object) in general
as the set of objects that provides values for one or more spatial attributes to
describe spatial characteristics of geographic features. GM Object is fully ab-
stract, in other words no object can instantiate it directly, but instances of this
class must be instances of one of its non-abstract subtypes, such as GM Surface
and GM Point. According to this standard, the abstract class GM Primitive
is defined as a GM Object with objects not containing their boundary points,
meaning that they will be topologically open. For example, surfaces under a
subclass of GM Primitive will not contain their boundary curves.

Moreover, GM Surface (Figure 2.1) is defined in this standard as a subclass
of GM Primitive and is the origin for two-dimensional geometry, taking into
account that it can be constructed in two-dimensional or three-dimensional co-
ordinate spaces. GM Surface consider only the “orientable” surfaces, and hence
the surface orientation chooses a “top” direction. The “top” direction, according
to the ISO 19207, is “the side of the surface from which the exterior boundary
appears counterclockwise” [Int02].

Figure 2.1: Polygonal surface [Int02]

Besides, GM Surface is the base for other subclasses of geometry. GM SurfacePatch
(Figure 2.1) describes a uniform portion of a GM Surface. Each GM SurfacePatch
should be in at most one GM Surface. The ISO 19107 [Int02] states that “a
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Chapter 2. TIN vision and definition of ADT for TIN

GM Polygon (Figure 2.1) is a surface patch that is defined by a set of boundary
curves and an underlying surface to which these curves adhere. The default is
that the curves are coplanar and the Polygon uses planar interpolation in its
interior.” Based on that, a GM PolyhedralSurface (Figure 2.1) is defined in the
ISO 19107 as a GM Surface which consists of Polygon surfaces (GM Polygon)
connected along their common boundary curves.

Consequently, A GM TriangulatedSurface (Figure 2.1) is a GM PolyhedralSurface
that is composed only of triangles (GM Triangle), with no restriction on the
type of the triangulation. A GM Triangle (Figure 2.1) is a planar GM Polygon
defined by three corners and without holes. These corners, of a GM Polygon in
general, are the defining points of the boundary, let us call them vertices.

Figure 2.2: TIN construction [Int02]

Finally, a TIN is defined in the ISO 19107 [Int02] as a GM Tin (Figure 2.1),
that is, “a GM TriangulatedSurface that uses the Delaunay algorithm or a simi-
lar algorithm together with consideration for breaklines, 1 stoplines, 2 and max-
imum length of triangle sides (Figure 2.2).” Triangles intersecting a stopline
should be removed from the TIN surface making kind of holes in the surface.
If the triangles at the boundary of a surface intersect a stopline, the result will
change the boundary of the surface. The parts of breaklines must be incorpo-
rated in the TIN even if that will lead to violating the Delaunay rules. If any
triangle side exceeds maximum length, the contiguous triangles to that triangle
side shall be removed from the surface. The main idea of Delaunay algorithm

1. “Breaklines are lines of a critical nature to the shape of the surface, representing local
ridges, or depressions (such as drainage lines) in the surface” [Int02].

2. “Stoplines are lines where the local continuity or regularity of the surface is question-
able” [Int02].

9
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is that for each triangle in the network, the circle passing through its vertices
does not contain, in its interior, any vertices of any other triangle [Int02].

2.1.2 OpenGIS Implementation Specification

From the OGC implementation specification point of view, a TIN (Figure 2.3) is
a PolyhedralSurface composed only of Triangle patches [Ope06]. A Polyhedral-
Surface (Figure 2.3) is an adjacent assortment of Polygons, which share com-
mon boundary segments. For each contiguous pair of Triangles, the boundary
they share shall be considered as a finite set of Line segment. Each such Line
should be component of the boundary of no more than two Triangle patches. A
Triangle is a simple planar surface, consisting of a single “patch” that is associ-
ated with one “exterior boundary,” which can be represented as two-dimensional
geometric object, defined by three dissimilar and non-collinear vertices, and has
zero interior boundaries. It is simple if and only if all of its elements are sim-
ple [Ope99]. Polygon is more general case than Triangle: it may have interior
boundaries, holes, and can have its boundary be defined by more than three
vertices [Ope06].

Figure 2.3: Geometry class hierarchy [Ope06]

A LineString is a one-dimensional geometric object represented as a chain of
vertices; it uses linear interpolation between vertices. A Line segment is defined
by exactly a pair of these vertices. A LineString is by definition topologically
closed; it is simple if it does not pass through the same point twice, and it is
closed if its start vertex is equal to its end vertex. A LineString that is closed
and simple is called a LinearRing [Ope06].

10
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Following the OGC Implementation Specification [Ope06], the rules that
define valid Triangles can be listed as follows:

1. Triangles are topologically closed, i.e., they include their boundary.

2. The boundary of a Triangle consists of only one single LinearRing that
structures its exterior boundary.

3. A Triangle may not have cut lines, spikes or punctures.

4. The interior of every Triangle is a connected point set.

2.2 Definition of Abstract Data Type for TIN

Taking into account the specifications of the ISO and the OGC, this section
proposes to represent a TIN as an ADT with suitable operations. Here, we
present a design of such a system of ADT. It turns out that besides the main
spatial data types, a TIN data type is needed. For example, one needs a TIN
type to represent the terrain of a specific area, or any other field value related
to the area e.g., pollution, surface temperature. By the end of this section it
becomes vital to achieve

1. uniformity in the design of the type system i.e., type constructors can be
applied uniformly,

2. consistency of operations, i.e., operations vary over as many types as pos-
sible and act consistently, and

3. closure and consistency between structure and operations and related types.

Fulfilling these objectives leads to a plain and meaningful system of ADT that
may be integrated into a query language to yield an influential language for
querying spatial data, including TIN. This section defines the TIN data type
and operations and provides a specific and conceptual base for implementing
an extension for a RDBMS to support TIN.

It is essential to note that in a design of ADTs like this, the definitions
of the structure, i.e., spatial data types, and the semantics of operations can be
specified at different levels of abstraction. In [EGSV99], the distinction between
two levels of modeling is discussed to some extent, and the terms abstract and
discrete modeling are used here for them. Mainly, the advantage of the abstract
level is that it is conceptually simple and clear, because one does not have to
state semantics in terms of the finite implementations. One is also free to later
pick a different finite implementation. Alternatively, the other step of setting
up a finite implementation is still desired. The benefit of discrete modeling is
that it is closer to implementation. The design of this section is an abstract
model in this sense.

Some devoted work towards a formal definition for spatial data types has
been reported in [SV89, GNT91, Güt93, GS93, WB93, GS95, CF96, SB06]. In
this project, we consider the framework and algebra provided in [Güt93, SB06]
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because they provide a more formal abstract framework using a relational spa-
tial algebra known as a many-sorted algebra which allows to easily embed ge-
ometric data types and operators. This algebra can be used as a highly expres-
sive retrieval and data manipulation language for geometric as well as standard
data.

Consequently, the definition of a TIN data type in this project is based on a
formal specification framework that allows us to describe widely varying data
models and query languages. Such a specification framework, called second-
order-signature, was introduced in [Güt88], presented formally in [Güt93] and
extended to a wider complete framework in [SB06]. The basic idea is to use
a system of two coupled signatures where the first signature describes a type
system and the second one an algebra over the types of the first signature. This
framework is one of the fundamental bases for extending databases by provid-
ing new ADTs using algebra. For example, there exists substantial work using
this framework as the base for extending databases such as [GS95, GBE+00,
DGI04, AHG05, GAA+05].

ADTs consist of data types and operations that encapsulate the data types.
Following [Güt93, SB06], in the next two sections, we define a system of data
types and operations, or algebra, appropriate for representing and querying
geometries, and specifically TIN. Defining an algebra consists of two steps. In
the first step, we propose a type system by recalling some basic types, including
Integer , Real, and some spatial data types, such as Point . Then we introduce
type constructors to be applied to the basic types and spatial data types to yield
a new data type for TIN, which semantics is specified by a carrier set. In the
second step, we design a compilation of operations over the type system. For
each operation, a signature is defined, describing the syntax of the operation
(e.g., the result type and correct argument(s)), and its semantics is specified by
defining a function on the carrier sets of the argument types.

2.2.1 The Type System

In general, the concept of a signature can be introduced after [Güt93] as follows.
Sorts and operators are the two main components of any signature. Operators
are symbolized with strings of sorts. To provide a signature with semantics,
we must associate a function with each operator and a set with each sort. This
compilation of sets and functions constructs a (many-sorted) algebra [Güt89].
A signature defines the syntax of algebra by generating a set of terms [Güt93].
Figure 2.4 is an attempt to visualize the relation between these names. A term
can be constructed using some signature. The sort of a term is the sort of its
outermost operator [Güt93]. For example, for the description of a stack, we
can find a signature for stack operations as shown in Table 2.1. We have sorts:
STACK , BOOL, and INT , and operators: empty , top, and push. A term of this
signature is top(push(empty,6)) and the sort of this term is the sort of the
operator top.

For a certain signature, the applicability of operators is determined by sorts [LEW97].
In other words, the fundamental intuition behind sorts and operators can be
explained in two points. First, each operator is assigned to a sort based on
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Figure 2.4: Signature concept

Table 2.1: Signature for Stack Operations (after [Güt93])

Sorts STACK , INT , BOOL
Operators empty → STACK

top STACK → INT
push STACK × INT → STACK

the “genus ” of its output; this also will lead to find the sort of any generated
term. Second, the algebra defined in the signature decides which terms can be
generated and which operators are applicable.

To define the type system, we follow the second-order-signature framework
of [Güt93]. The type system is defined here as a signature, the first signature
of the framework. When a signature is used to define a type system, sorts and
operators are called kinds and type constructors, respectively. The set of terms
generated by the signature defines the types (Figure2.4) existing in the type
system [Güt93]. Let us specify the signature defining the type system in this
project as shown in Table 2.2. Observe that kinds are written in capitals.

A study of this signature demonstrates that some types exist. Kinds intro-
duced here are BASEDATA, SPATIALBASE, TRIANGLE, and TIN. Type construc-
tors considered in the type system of this project are Integer , Real, String, Bool,
Point , LineString, MultiPoint , TinLineSegment , MultiLineString, MultiPolygon,
Triangle, and Tin. Examples of possible types that can be defined by this sig-
nature are: Tin(MultiPoint), Bool, and TinLineSegment . Type constructors with
no arguments (e.g., MultiPoint) are called constant types because they are al-
ready types [Güt93]. Besides, we can see that other types can be constructed
from the signature. Although the relevant focus is Tin data type, it is necessary
to include the related base and spatial types into the type system to obtain a
uniform and closed system of operations [GBE+00]. To define The Tin type we
need just the TinLineSegment to be defined, however, we need the other types
(e.g., MultiPoint , LineString, MultiLineString, MultiPolygon) in the definition of
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Table 2.2: Signature Describing the Type System

Kinds BASEDATA, SPATIALBASE, TIN
Type con-
structors

Integer , Real, String,
Bool

→ BASEDATA

Point , MultiPoint ,
TinLineSegment ,
LineString, Multi-
LineString, MultiPoly-
gon

→ SPATIALBASE

Triangle SPATIALBASE → TRIANGLE
Tin SPATIALBASE

∪ TRIANGLE
→ TIN

the operations of the TIN ADT.
Up to here, we have described some ‘names’ for types generated from the

signature that define the desired ADT for TIN. Later on, we describe their
semantics by associating carrier sets, formally using algebra, after we first de-
scribe them in an informal way.

In addition to providing informal and formal definitions, we distinguish be-
tween a structured and an unstructured definition. We present both structured
and unstructured definitions for the following spatial types: LineString, Mul-
tiLineString, TinLineSegment , MultiPolygon, Triangle, and Tin. For Point , and
MultiPoint both definitions are equivalent. The unstructured definition simply
determines the point set that defines a spatial object, i.e., an object of type TinLi-
neSegment or Tin. The structured definition provides a unique representation
and shows the view of the structuring elements of a spatial object [SB06].

Base Types

The base types considered in the type system of this project are Integer , Real,
String, and Bool. All base types here are constant types, and have the normal
interpretation: integer, real, string, and boolean, respectively, except that each
carrier set is extended by the value ⊥ (meaning: undefined), as described by the
following definition provided by [GBE+00]:

Definition 2.2.1. [GBE+00] The carrier set for a type α is denoted by Aα. The
carrier sets for the types Integer , Real, and Bool are defined as:

• AInteger = Z ∪ {⊥},
• AReal = IR ∪ {⊥},
• ABool = {FALSE, TRUE} ∪ {⊥},
• AString = V ∗ ∪ {⊥}, where V is a finite chosen alphabet.

If we need to talk about the carrier set without the undefined value, we will
write Āα = Aα \ {⊥}.
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Spatial Types

To introduce the new data types in this project, we consider the need for the
following geometric data types that are identified in OGC specifications: Point ,
LineSegment , LineString, MultiLineString, MultiPolygon, and MultiPoint [Ope06].
We use these spatial types because they are related to the desired TIN ADT.
They have been defined in the OGC Simple Feature Specification [Ope99] and
here we recall their definitions informally, then we provide their formal defini-
tions following [SB06, GBE+00].

A value of type MultiPoint is a finite 3 set of points, where a Point value rep-
resents one and only one point in a chosen coordinate space, i.e., the Euclidean
plane, or is undefined. According to OGC, a Line segment is a curve consists
of exactly two vertices with linear interpolation between them [Ope99], and
a curve, in general, is a sequence of vertices specifying the interpolation be-
tween vertices. In other words, a curve consists of one or more Line segments
each composed of two distinct vertices (the start and end vertex) connected by
a straight line, hence its interpolation is linear [Int02]. A value of type TinLine-
Segment is a finite set of elements of type LineSegment , that is a special case
of the type MultiLineString defined in the OGC Specification [Ope96]. Finally,
a MultiPolygon is a two-dimensional collection of Polygons [Int02]. A Polygon
is defined in the same OGC specification as planar Surface with one exterior
boundary and zero or more interior boundaries. Each interior boundary speci-
fies a hole in the Polygon [Ope99].

Formally, these types have been defined in the ISO standards [Int02] and
in the OGC Simple Feature Specification [Ope99] using some lightweight alge-
bra, though, we define them using the formal framework and developed algebra
of [Güt93, SB06]. They are based in the topology and point set semantics con-
cepts. The point set topology concept states that space is composed of infinitely
many points and that any spatial object is a subset of space [Gaa64]. Point
set topology implies considering concepts of continuity and closeness. Special
topological characteristics of a point set like its exterior, interior, boundary, and
closure have been defined with point set topology [GBE+00]. For this part of
the formal definitions, we assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts
of topology [Gaa64].

Before going to define the spatial data types, we give some explanations for
the considerations in this design of type system. First, to organize the design
of the operations in Section 2.2.2, we distinguish between two views of spatial
data: point versus point set ( generally, element vs. set). For example, Point
is the single value type, and MultiPoint , MultiLineString, MultiPolygon, and Tin
are the set types. Second, we include the undefined value ⊥ in types that is
because we want to have closure for the operations [GBE+00]. Considering an
operation in some query expression, we should be able to use the result value
within another expression of another query.

Here, we recall the definitions of the Point and MultiPoint types.

3. We require finite number of components in all spatial data types because we are only ca-
pable to deal with finite compilations of instances of these data types in geographic applications.
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Definition 2.2.2. [GBE+00] The carrier sets for the types Point and MultiPoint
are:

APoint = IR2 ∪ {⊥}, AMultiPoint = {P ⊆ IR2 | P is finite} ∪ {⊥}
Hence, a value of type MultiPoint is a finite set of isolated points in the plane

or is undefined (⊥).
Before we define the TinLineSegment spatial data type, we need the defi-

nition of the LineSegment and for this we need the structure of a curve to be
defined. And before all of that, we need a few definitions of topological concepts,
following [GBE+00], itself based on [Gaa64].

Definition 2.2.3. [GBE+00] Let X be the space, i.e., IR or IR2, and S ⊆ X. We
call S a point set in X. For r > 0, let U(x, r) = {p ∈ X | d(p, x) < r} be an r-disk
around x, where d is the distance metric.

• A point x ∈ X belongs to the interior of S, denoted by S◦, if there exists an
rdisk around x that is fully contained in S.

• It belongs to the boundary of S, denoted δS, if every r-disk around x inter-
sects both S and X\S.

• It belongs to the exterior of S, denoted S−, if it is in the interior of X − S.

• The closure of S, closure(S), is S ∪ δS. A set is closed if it contains its
boundary.

Hence any set S partitions the space X into three disjoint parts δS, S− and
S◦.

For the coming definitions, we need the concept of a regular closed set [Til80].
That is, a regularization process to ensure that a value of a certain type, should
not have geometric inconsistencies such as a dangling, isolated or missing val-
ues of LineString or Point in the form of punctures and cuts [GBE+00].

Definition 2.2.4. A set Q ⊆ IR2 is called regular closed if and only if the closure
of its interior corresponds to the set itself, Q = closure(Q◦).

Here, we recall the concept of a curve by adopting the definition provided
in [GBE+00].

Definition 2.2.5. 4 A curve is a continuous mapping f : [0, 1] → IR2 such that

map(f) = {p ∈ IR2 | ∃t ∈ [0, 1] : f(t) = p}.

Observe that this is a definition of an arbitrary curve in IR2. Similarly, the
OGC and the ISO specifications [Ope99, Ope96, Int02] describe a curve as “a
homeomorphic image of a real, closed, interval [0, 1].” The points f(0) and f(1)
are called the start and end points of f or simply the end points of f . However,
we call them start and end vertices.

4. The following are equivalent mappings e(t) : [a, b] ≡ e(a + (b − a)t) : [0, 1] ≡ f(t) : [0, 1]
[Int02]
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A non-self-intersecting curve is a special case of the general curve defined
above. According to the OGC and ISO standards, a simple curve has no self-
intersection or self-tangency. To define that, we add the following:

∀a, b ∈ [0, 1] : f(a) = f(b) ⇒ a = b ∨ {a, b} = {0, 1}

Besides that two different interior points cannot be equal, this definition
ensures that an interior and a start/end point are not equal.

While we want to work with lines and not with ‘curved’ curves, a special case
of a curve needs to be defined, that is, a straight line. The OGC and the ISO
specifications call it LineSegment and we will use this name for our straight
line.

Definition 2.2.6. Let C be the set of all simple and regular closed curves with
respect to Def. 2.2.5 and Def. 2.2.4. A simple curve l ∈ C is called LineSegment
such that a linear mapping function is defined: ∀t ∈ [0, 1] ⇒ l(t) = l(0)(1 − t) +
l(1)t.

In this definition, we observe that a LineSegment is always simple and not
closed, i.e., its start and end points are not equal. We proof that as follows.

Proof. With regards to Def. 2.2.6, ∀t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1] : f(t1) = f(t2),
f(t1) = f(0)(1 − t1) + f(1)t1,
f(t2) = f(0)(1 − t2) + f(1)t2
⇒ f(0)(1 − t1) + f(1)t1 = f(0)(1 − t2) + f(1)t2
⇒ (f(1) − f(0))t1 = (f(1) − f(0))t2
⇒ t1 = t2

Therefore, the LineSegment f is always simple, for f ∈ L, L is the set of all
LineSegments.

Observe that this definition complies with the ISO Abstract Specification
and the OGC Simple Feature Specification [Int02, Ope99], generally, “a curve
is simple if it does not pass through the same point twice.” This also includes
the special cases of the curve: LineSegment . That means, there is no self-
intersection or self-tangency in the LineSegment . Hence, a LineSegment is
simple in that sense. In addition, LineSegments that we want to work with, as
a set, must be simple in the sense that the intersection of two LineSegments
provides only a finite number of intersection vertices. This is guaranteed by the
following definitions.

Definition 2.2.7. [GBE+00] Let Q ⊆ IR2 and p ∈ Q. Then p is called isolated
point in Q ⇔ ∃r ∈ IR, r > 0 : U(p, r) ∩ (Q\{p}) = φ.

Here U(p, r) denotes an open disk around p with radius r as defined in
Def. 2.2.3. The notion isolated(Q) denotes the set of all isolated points in Q.

Definition 2.2.8. [adopted after [GBE+00]] Let L be the set of all LineSeg-
ments. A subset of LineSegments L′ ⊂ L is called simple ⇔ ∀l1, l2 ∈ L′ :
isolated(map(l1) ∩ map(l2)) is finite.
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Now, we provide some adopted definitions for some properties of the Line-
Segment .

Definition 2.2.9. [after [GBE+00]] Let L be the set of all LineSegments. We
call the two LineSegments f, h ∈ L equivalent if and only if map(f) = map(h).

The TinLineSegment data type is designed to represent any finite union of
LineSegments. Here, we have the simplicity property to be defined to ensure
that, for example the intersection operation of two TinLineSegment values re-
sults in a finite set of points that can be represented by the MultiPoint data type.
Consequently, we adopt some definitions from [GBE+00] that ensure: (1) a TinLi-
neSegment value is a point set in the reference space that can be described as
a finite union of LineSegments (the unstructured definitions), and (2) there is
a unique collection of LineSegments that can serve as a formal representation
of this point set (the structured definitions).

A TinLineSegment value is defined as a point set in the coordinate space
with a certain structure. First, the structure is defined, we call it a C-complex.
Then, its related point set is defined, afterward, a TinLineSegment is defined
as a point set that could belong to such a C-complex. Here, we provide the
structured and unstructured definitions for the TinLineSegment type.

Definition 2.2.10. [GBE+98] Two regular closed sets Q1 and Q2 are called
quasi-disjoint: ⇔ Q1 ∩ Q2 is finite.

Definition 2.2.11. [after [GBE+98]] Let f, g be LineSegments. They are quasi-
disjoint if and only if ∀t1, t2 ∈ (0, 1) : f(t1) �= g(t2). They meet in a vertex p if and
only if ∃t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1] : f(t1) = p = g(t2).

Definition 2.2.12. [after [GBE+98]] With regards to Def.2.2.11, let L be a set
of LineSegments. A C-complex over L is a finite set of LineSegments C ⊆ L
such that

1. ∀f, g ∈ C, f �= g : f and g are quasi-disjoint.

2. ∀f ∈ C ⇒ ∃g ∈ C, f �= g : f and g meet in p.

The set of points of this C-complex is denoted by points(C), that is ∪l∈Cmap(l).
Also, the set of all C-complexes over L is denoted by CC(L).

Definition 2.2.13. [GBE+98] Let L be a simple set of LineSegments. The
carrier set of the TinLineSegment data type is

ATLS = {Q ⊆ IR2 | ∃C ∈ CC(L) : points(C) = Q} ∪ {⊥}
Since for a given TinLineSegment value Q there is a unique C-complex C

with points(C) = Q, we can denote it by sl(Q) (the simple LineSigments of Q).
Now, we need to take into account the definitions of the other data types,

i.e.,MultiLineString, and MultiPolygon that will not be used in defining the Tin
type but they will be used to define its operations. These data types have been
already defined in [GBE+00] under other names of data types, i.e., line and
region. The consideration of these types is to have a uniform and consistent
type system.
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TIN Spatial Data Type

Based on the introduced notions and definitions of TIN in Section 2.1 and con-
sidering the spatial types defined above, we derive a corresponding ADT for
TIN. The type constructors Triangle and Tin are used for this purpose.

Informally, we define an ADT for TIN based on the introduced abstract
definition provided by the ISO spatial schema specification [Int02] and the
representation model reported in the OGC Simple Feature Access Specifica-
tion [Ope06]. A TIN is a 21

2 dimensional 5 patch of adjacent triangular surfaces
(Triangles) that is defined by a set of boundary line segments and triangles to
which these segments stick. For each contiguous pair of triangles, the bound-
ary segment they share shall be considered as a LineSegment . Such triangle
uses interpolation algorithms in its interior. A triangle is a simple planar sur-
face defined by exactly three dissimilar and non-collinear corner points called
vertices, a triangle has one exterior boundary and has no holes (zero interior
boundaries). It is simple in the sense that it has no abnormal geometric points,
such as self-intersection or self-tangency. The algorithm used to construct a
TIN value is the Delaunay algorithm or a similar algorithm.

A formal definition of the TIN data type is based on the specification frame-
work [Güt93], the point set topology concept presented in references such as [Gaa64],
and considering the previous definitions for some complex spatial data types
provided in [GBE+00, SB06]. Hence, for this part of the formal definition, the
basic concepts of topology are expected to be known to the reader.

A Tin value is defined as a point set in the coordinate space with a certain
structure. In a similar way as for TinLineSegment , we first define the structure,
let us call it a T-complex. After that, we find its related point set, and then define
a Tin as a point set that could belong to such a T-complex. Again, for a Tin point
set, its T-complex is uniquely defined.

Before we give a definition for the structure T-complex, we first provide some
supporting definitions.

Definition 2.2.14. [adopted from [SB06] and [GBE+00]] Two regular closed
sets T1 and T2 are called separated ⇔ T1 ∩ T2 = ∅.

Definition 2.2.15. [SB06] A set T ⊆ IR2 is called connected if and only if it is
not the union of two nonempty separated sets.

Definition 2.2.16. [SB06] Let q = (x, y) ∈ IR2. Then the length or norm of q is
defined as ‖q‖ =

√
x2 + y2. A set T ⊆ IR2 is said to be bounded if there exists a

number r ∈ IR+ such that ‖q‖ < r for every q ∈ T .

Definition 2.2.17. With regards to Def. 2.2.12, let L be a set of LineSegments.
A T-complex over L is a finite set T of nonempty, bounded, connected, regular
closed sets such that

1. ∀t1, t2 ∈ T, t1 �= t2 : t1, t2 are either separated or quasi-disjoint.

5. 2 1
2

(two-and-a-half dimensional) is a term used to describe surface considered “between”
two-dimensional and three-dimensional spaces, that is, at a specific location in two-dimensional
space there is only one corresponding value in the third dimension.
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2. ∀t ∈ T, ∃c1, c2, c3 ∈ CC(L) : δt = points(c1) ∪ points(c2) ∪ points(c3).

Here, δt denotes the boundary of t. Each element of the T-complex is called
a Triangle, it has a boundary, i.e., δt, composed of three edges, i.e., c1, c2, c3, such
that the set of points of this boundary equals to the union of the sets of points
of its three edges. The union of all points of all Triangles is denoted points(T ).
The set of all T-complexes over L is denoted TC(L).

Hence, a Tin can be viewed as a finite set of components called Triangles.
Any two distinct triangles of a Tin are either disjoint, have a single vertex or
one entire edge in common. Observe that in case of a shared edge, it is only two
isolated vertices in common. Moreover, the definition ensures that the “bound-
aries” of a Tin are simple in the same sense that Triangles are simple. For
example, the intersection of two values of type Tin will also produce only finitely
many isolated intersection vertices. According to this definition, Triangles are
connected based on Def. 2.2.15, then the boundary of a triangle has only outer
parts, there is no inner parts, i.e., the triangle has no holes.

Definition 2.2.18. With respect to Def. 2.2.17, let L be a simple set of LineSeg-
ments. The carrier set of the Tin data type is defined as

AT in = {Q ⊆ IR2 | ∃T ∈ TC(L) : Q = points(T )} ∪ {⊥}
We require that the same set L of LineSegments is used in defining the

TinLineSegment and the Tin type. Since for a given Tin value N , its T-complex
is uniquely defined, we can denote it by triangles(N).

Following [GBE+00], for all the defined spatial data types, we extend the
abbreviation Ā to them, in fact, also to all types whose carrier set consists of
sets of values. Hence, for these types α, we write Āα = Aα \ {∅}.

2.2.2 TIN Operations

Introduction.

The design of the operations is based on three principal points:

1. Address the interesting phenomenon.

2. Reach consistency between operations.

3. Design general operations.

The first point is important, with the aim of achieve a powerful query lan-
guage, it is essential to take account of operations that tackle the vital concep-
tion from various domains of mathematics. Where first-order logic and basic
set theory are definitely the most elementary and best-understood components
of query languages. In addition, we need to have operations based on topology,
metric measurements, distance, area, etc. Second, to accomplish consistency of
operations of the TIN data type, we ensure that the types of the produced values
of these operations are part of the type system of this project. Third, to keep op-
erations more clear, distinguishable and understandable, it is essential to view
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Chapter 2. TIN vision and definition of ADT for TIN

types as uniform assortments of types. The adequate approach to achieve this
is to consider each type either as part of a one-dimensional, two-dimensional
or 21

2 -dimensional space and to relate all values to either single elements or
subsets of the relevant space. For example, the type Point describes single el-
ements of the two-dimensional space, while MultiPoint , and LineString describe
subsets of the two-dimensional space.

This section develops an algebra and sometimes informal description for
operations defined over the types, defined previously in Section 2.2.1, based on
the general single value vs. subset of space view of these types. According to
the type of the output and arguments and the functionality of the operations,
we consider the following classes of operations following [GBE+00]:

Predicates This class of operations returns Boolean values.

Set operations These are the basic set operations such as the intersection of
sets. This class of operations returns spatial data values.

Aggregate operations This type of operations computes a single value from
a set in the relevant space.

Numeric operations These are very much related to the aggregate opera-
tions and compute a numeric value from a set i.e., the area of the surface
of a Tin value.

Other operations Operations to represent a TIN in text or binary represen-
tation following the well-known standards defined by [Ope99] and other
operations such as an operation to check the type of the geometry.

The considered operations in this project have been classified as shown in
Table 2.3, listing just the names of operations, which also gives an impression
about what sort of functions needed to be applied on TIN. Later on, we clarify
these operations in detail and provide their signature. The formal definitions
of most of the operations are defined semantically.

Classification of Types.

In this section, we carefully study operations based on the type system. As
mentioned above, we are dealing with single values and sets of values in 1-
dimensional, 2-dimensional and 21

2 -dimensional spaces. Following [GBE+00],
types can then be classified according to Table 2.4.

The table demonstrates that we are working with different classes of types:
four different one-dimensional spaces called INTEGER, BOOLEAN, STRING,
and REAL, one two-dimensional space called 2D, and one (two-and-half)-dimensional
space called 21

2D. One-dimensional spaces are extra classified into two classes

1. MultiPoint
2. LineString
3. MultiLineString
4. MultiPolygon
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Table 2.3: Classes of Operations (after [GBE+00])

Class Operations
Predicates Isempty , Issimple, Isvalid, TEquals, TDis-

joint , TIntersects, TTouches, TCrosses,
TWithin, TContains, TOverlaps.

Set Operations Triangulation, ReTriangulation, Set-
FieldValue, TransFieldValue, SetSRID,
TRemap, Translate, TScale, TGetB-
Box , TSectorize, TIN2ContourLine,
TIN2ContourPlgn, TIN2Vertices, Interp-
Triangle2Plgn, SlopeTriangle2Plgn,
AspectTriangle2Plgn, TIntersection,
TUnion, TDifference, TCrossings,
TTouchPoints, TCommonBorder , Tin-
Between, TSymdifference, TBuffer ,
TBoundary , TriangleN.

Aggregation TCentroid, TPointOnSurface.
Numeric FieldValue, TMax , TMin, TAverage,

NumTriangles, NumVertices, TPerime-
ter , 2DArea, SurfaceArea, Slope, As-
pect , Distance, GetSRID, TMemSize.

Other operations TAstext , TAsbinary .

Table 2.4: Classification of Types (after [GBE+00])

Space Continuity Type class SINGLE SET
σP σL σA σT

1D discrete
INTEGER Integer
BOOLEAN Bool

STRING String
Continuous REAL Real

2D 2D Point MP 1 LS 2,
MLS 3

A 4

21
2D 21

2D Tin
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discrete or continuous. The distinction between discrete and continuous one-
dimensional spaces is essential for some numeric operations. To include a con-
sistent terms in any of the particular spaces, we call a single element a SINGLE
and a subset of the space a SET, and then we categorize types consequently as
SINGLE types or SET types. We also extra distinguish between four different
SET types: set of points type (MultiPoint), line types (e.g., MultiLineString), two-
dimensional polygonal types (i.e, MultiPolygon, Triangle), and 21

2D surface type
(Tin). Hence, there are four classes of SET types: Point-SET (σP ), Line-SET
(σL), Area-SET (σA) and TIN-SET (σT ).

Annotations.

In brief, adopting from [GBE+98], we give notation for signatures that are
based on Table 2.4. In defining operation signature and semantics, π and σ
are type variables, ranging over all types of SINGLE and SET of Table 2.4,
respectively. If several type variables take place in a signature (e.g., for opera-
tions with two arguments), then they are always expected to range over types
of the equivalent space. Therefore, in a signature π × σ → α, for example, we
can select the two-dimensional space where we can instantiate π to Point and σ
to MultiPoint or MultiLineString.

A signature σ × σ → α means that each of the two arguments have to be of
the same type. On the contrary, a signature σ1 × σ2 → α means that the type
variables σ1 and σ2 can be instantiated separately; however, they must range
over the same space. The notation α ⊗ β → γ is used if any order of the two
argument types is valid, consequently it has the meaning of both of the two
signatures α × β → γ and β × α → γ.

Here, we define four extra-detailed type variables: σP , σL, σA, and σT . They
range over all types of Point-SET (MultiPoint), Line-SET, i.e., LineString and
MultiLineString, Area-SET (e.g.,MultiPolygon), and TIN-SET (Tin), respectively.
This distinction is required to define the signature of the operations, as we will
see later.

Semantically, single values of a π type (SINGLE) are denoted by u, v, etc.
and generic sets of values (SET) of a σ type by U, V, etc. In case of operations
with several type variables (e.g., operations with two or more arguments), u or
U refers to the first and v or V to the second argument. Single values of Real
and Integer types are denoted by r and n, respectively.

In defining the semantics of operations, we assume rigorous evaluation,
e.g., for any function f defining the semantics of an operation, we assume
f(. . . ,⊥, . . .) = ⊥. Hence, we will not consider undefined arguments explicitly
in definitions.

Predicates.

Following [GBE+00], both unary and binary predicates are considered. There
are three unary predicates: Isempty , Issimple, and Isvalid. We can use Isempty
to ask whether a SINGLE value is undefined or a SET value is empty. The pred-
icate Issimple can be used to check whether a SET value is simple. It is simple
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in the sense that it has no abnormal geometric points, such as self-intersection
or self-tangency [Ope99]. For example, a value of type MultiPoint is simple if
no two points of the MultiPoint have identical values. Although a Tin value is
simple by definition, see Def. 2.2.8 and Def. 2.2.17, we may need this predicate
operation to check the simplicity of a Tin value especially after applying some
maintaining operations or to check an existing one. The unary predicate Isvalid
can be used to check the validity of the geometry, whether it is well formed, as
specified by the OpenGIS Simple Feature Specification [Ope99] or it is unde-
fined and for Tin, according to the type system and its carrier set. As a result,
we propose the signature in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Unary Predicates (after [GBE+00])

Operation Signature Semantics
Isempty [undefined] π → Bool u = ⊥ (for TRUE output)

σ → Bool U = ∅ (for TRUE output)
Issimple σ → Bool see Def. 2.2.8 and Def. 2.2.17
Isvalid σ → Bool as specified by [Ope99]

To focus on the desired data type in this project, Tin, and to achieve uni-
formity and consistency between operations, we design the binary predicates
based on the following approach. First, we consider all the possible relation-
ships between two SET values, i.e., two Tin values, and a SINGLE value versus
a SET value (e.g., a Tin value vs. a Point value). Second, to give semantics to
predicates, they are designed based in the set theory and topology, i.e., consid-
ering the boundary δV and interior V ◦ of a SET value V . Third, we evaluate the
possible interactions between the different combinations of SINGLE and SET
values then, based on that, we introduce names for operations. Hence, we find
the signature in Table 2.6.

There are other predicates can be obtained such as distance-related pred-
icates. However, to avoid redundancy, we have decided not to offer them as
predicates, rather than that, such predicates can be obtained using evaluations
of other operations from another class (e.g., numeric class).

Example 1. “ What are the provinces which are not neighbor of Overijssel”

SELECT P2.name

FROM province P1, province P2

WHERE P1.name = “Overijssel” and TDisjoint(P1.area, P2.area)

1. The attached field values of the corresponding vertices are equal.
2. The Crosses operation is applicable to the following situations: σP × σL, σP × σA, σL × σL

and σL × σA [Ope99].
3. The intersection of the interiors produces a value of one of the types of the Line-SET (σL).
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Table 2.6: Binary Predicates(after [GBE+00, Ope99])

Operation Signature Semantics (set theory, topology)
TEquals σ1 × σ2 → Bool U = V | σ1 �= σT �= σ2

σT × σT → Bool U = V ∧ (∀u ∈ U,∀v ∈ V, i ∈ Z :
FieldV alue(ui) = FieldV alue(vi)) 1

TDisjoint σ1 × σ2 → Bool U ∩ V = ∅
π × σ → Bool ∀v ∈ V : u �= v

TIntersects σ1 × σ2 → Bool U ∩ V �= ∅
TTouches σ1 × σ2 → Bool (U ∩ V �= ∅) ∧ (U◦ ∩ V ◦ = ∅)

π × σ → Bool (∃v ∈ V : u = v) ∧ (∀v ∈ V ◦ : u �= v)
TCrosses 2 σL × σA,

σL × σT ,
σP × σA,
σP × σT ,
σP × σL

→ Bool (U◦ ∩ V − �= ∅) ∧ (U◦ ∩ V ◦ �= ∅)

σL × σL → Bool U◦ ∩ V ◦ → π

TWithin σ1 × σ2 → Bool (U ∩ V = V ) ∧ (U◦ ∩ V ◦ �= ∅)
π × σ → Bool ∃v ∈ V ◦ : u = v

TContains σ1 × σ2 → Bool (U ∩ V = U) ∧ (U◦ ∩ V ◦ �= ∅)
σ × π → Bool ∃u ∈ U◦ : u = v

TOverlaps σP × σP ,
σA × σA,
σT × σT

→ Bool (U◦ ∩ V ◦ �= ∅) ∧ (U◦ ∩ V − �= ∅) ∧ (U− ∩
V ◦ �= ∅))

σL1 × σL1 → Bool (U◦ ∩ V ◦ �= ∅) → σL
3 ∧(U◦ ∩ V − �=

∅) ∧ (U− ∩ V ◦ �= ∅))
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Set Operations

Set operations are essential, they provide constructive functions to produce new
geometry. These operations can be defined for all geometric types, as feasi-
ble [Ope99]. Here, we offer them for SET types as well as for SINGLE types
considering the applicability of the operations. To fulfill the second principal
point mentioned in section 2.2.2, that is the consistency between operations,
and the uniformity in the type system, the definitions of set operations consider
Tin data type as well as other applicable data types.

By default, we restrict to only closed point sets exist in the two-dimensional
space. This restriction is a common and natural one. Simply because miss-
ing interior parts or boundary points or lines sound unnatural and not ex-
pected [GBE+98]. Hence, we require closed types to be fed to set operations.
In addition, in order to ensure the consistency of the produced types while pro-
viding the set operations, we have to apply a closure operation after applying
the set operations. This will add all points on the boundary and ensures that
the resulted types are closed.

Due to many possible data types which can be used to execute an operation,
we need to know which argument type combinations are required, that is gener-
ally for the various operations, and specifically for set operations. This involves
an analysis of these types and decisions for which combinations of them make
interesting outputs. Hence, it is required to know what the result types will be.

Having different types of arguments and applying set operations to values
of these types, we expect to get results that are mix of different types, e.g., Mul-
tiPoint , MultiLineString, Tin, etc. [GBE+00] discussed this issue from the point
of interest that the highest dimension type of the result is the main interested
type based on the concept of regulized set operations [Til80]. We follow the the
adopted regularization framework given in [GBE+00] regarding the semantics
of the three standard set operations, union, minus, and intersection, and we fur-
ther adopt and apply this concept for the set operations specified in Table 2.7.

We describe below the behavior of each set operation named in Table 2.3
while providing them with different argument type combinations. Then, we ob-
tain the signature of each operation as shown in Table 2.7. In this table, we use
some notations under “Semantics” and some of them are adopted from [GBE+00].
We assume a dimensional order i.e., MultiPoint < MultiLineString < MultiPoly-
gon < Tin, and to ask about the minimum dimension we use the notation
minD() e.g., minD(σP , σT ) = σT . Definitions that did not fit into the table
are provided separately.

Table 2.7: Set Operations(after [GBE+00])

Operation Signature Semantics
Triangulation σP× Real → σT

ReTriangulation σT × σP×
Real

→ σT

σT × σT → σT

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.7 – Continued
Operation Signature Semantics
SetFieldValue σT × σP ×

Real
→ σT

TransFieldValue σT × σP ×
Real

→ σT

SetSRID σT × Inte-
ger

→ σT

TRemap σT × Inte-
ger

→ σT

Translate σT × Real
× Real

→ σT

TScale σT × Real
× Real

→ σT

TGetBBox σT → σA

TSectorize σT × σA → σT

TIN2ContourLine σT × Real → σL

TIN2ContourPlgn σT × Real → σA

TIN2Slope σT → σT

TIN2Aspect σT → σT

TIN2Vertices σT → σP

InterpTriangle2Plgn σT → σA

SlopeTriangle2Plgn σT → σA

AspectTriangle2Plgn σT → σA

TIntersection π × π → π if u = v then u else ⊥
π ⊗ σ → π if u ∈ V then u else ⊥
σ1 × σ2 →

minD(
σ1, σ2)

see Def. 2.2.19

TUnion π ⊗ σ → σ if σ = σP then V ∪ {u} else V
σL × σL → σL U ∪ V
σA × σA → σA U ∪ V
σT × σT → σT if not TIntersects(U, V ) then return ⊥

else consider one of the intersected parts
and apply ReTriangulation(U, V).

TDifference π × π → π if u = v then ⊥ else u
π × σ → π if u ∈ V then ⊥ else u
σ × π → σ if σ = σA ∨ σ = σT then closure(U \ {v})

else U \ {v}
σL1 × σL2 → σL1 U \ V
σA1 × σA2 → σA1 closure(U \ V )
σT1 × σT2 → σT1 closure(U \ V ) then update the triangu-

lation on the boundary.
TCrossings σL × σL → π see Def. 2.2.19
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.7 – Continued
Operation Signature Semantics
TTouchPoints σL × σS ,

σA1 × σA2

→ π see Def. 2.2.19

TCommonBorder σA1 × σA2 → σL see Def. 2.2.19
TinBetween σT ×

Realmin ×
Realmax

→ σT {p ∈ U | (FieldV alue(p) ≤ rmax) ∧
(FieldV alue(p) ≥ rmin)} then update the
triangulation on the resulted boundaries
and holes.

TSymdifference π × π → π if u = v then ⊥ else u
π ⊗ σA → σA if u ∈ V then ⊥ ∪ closure(V \ {u}) = ⊥

else {u} ∪ closure(V \ {u})
π ⊗ σT → σT if u ∈ V then ⊥ else include {u} in a re-

triangulation with closure(V \ {u})
π ⊗ σL → σL if u ∈ V then ⊥ else V
σL × σL → σL (U \ V ) ∪ (V \ U)
σA × σA → σA closure(U \ V ) ∪ closure(V \ U)
σT × σT → σT closure(U \ V ) ∪ closure(V \ U) then up-

date the triangulation on the boundaries
TBuffer π × Real → σA If r ≥ 0 then {u}∪ {p ∈ IR2 | min-

imum distance from u to p ≤ d} else
TDifference({u}, {p ∈ IR2 | minimum
distance from u to p ≤ ‖r‖})

σP×
Real,
σL× Real,
σA× Real

→ σA If r ≥ 0 then U∪ {p ∈ IR2 | minimum
distance from p to the closest point from
U ≤ r} else TDifference(U , {p ∈ IR2 |
minimum distance from p to the closest
point from U ≤ ‖r‖})

σT × Real → σT If r ≥ 0 then TUnion(U, Triangula-
tion of {p ∈ IR2 | minimum distance
from p to the closest point from U ≤
r} else TDifference(U,Triangulation of
{p ∈ IR2 | minimum distance from p to
the closest point from U ≤ ‖r‖})

TriangleN σT× Inte-
ger

→ Trian-
gle

nth Triangle

TBoundary σL → σP δU , the union of the two endpoints (ver-
tices).

σA → σL δU , this is the equivalent of the topologi-
cal boundary.

σT → σL δU , that is, TDifference(
⋃n

j=1 δTj ,
⋃n

j=1

TCommonBorder(Tj , Tj+1)) where T ⊂
U .

Triangulation Construct a Tin value using the Delaunay algorithm or a similar
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algorithm from a set of points, represents the first argument, each point
represents a vertex of the triangles of the TIN and has a field value at-
tached to it; this field value is given by the second argument as shown by
Table 2.7.

ReTriangulation This operation can be operated in two versions as shown in
Table 2.7. The first version should extend a Tin value provided by the the
first argument using the second argument which is a set of points attached
with field values of type Real, as the third argument. The second version
of the operation adds a Tin value provided by the second argument to an
existing one, the first argument, by retriangulating their edges, in other
words, by “sewing” their boundaries together.

SetFieldValue Set a field value to a Tin value at a specific vertex of the trian-
gle(s). This operation returns a Tin value after setting the field values of
the original TIN to the values provided in the third argument.

TransFieldValue Translate a field value(s) of a Tin value at a specific point(s) to
another value(s) by adding the value provided in the Real argument as
offset. This operation returns a value of type Tin after translating the field
values of the TIN, given in the first argument.

SetSRID This operation should set the spatial reference identifier on the pro-
vided Tin value in the first argument to an integer value given by the
second argument. This operation returns the Tin value with the SRID
attached and stored with the geometry.

TRemap Regenerate a value of type Tin with its coordinates transformed to
the spatial reference specified by the integer argument. This operation
returns the transformed TIN.

Translate Translate the given value of type Tin to a new location using the val-
ues of the second and third arguments as offsets.

TScale Resize the Tin value in the first argument by multiplying the coordi-
nates with the numeric arguments.

TGetBBox Return the bounding box of the provided Tin value as a Polygon.

TSectorize Create a Tin value by finding all the triangles in the provided Tin
that fall within the specified bounding box (the second argument). The
bounding box must be in the same reference system as the provided Tin.

TIN2ContourLine This operation generates lines from the Tin type. It returns a
geometry of type MultiLineString where each group of lines passes through
locations have the same field value. Observe that there will be locations
where no contour lines pass through. Therefore, the Real argument is
used to set the contour interval. The higher the value of this argument
the lower the number of contour values that can be produced and vice
versa.
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TIN2ContourPlgn This operation is similar to TIN2ContourLine operation. How-
ever, it generates a polygonal geometry value of type MultiPolygon repre-
senting different sets of non-overlapping areas. These areas cover spaces
between contour lines produced by the operation TIN2ContourLine.

TIN2Slope Considering field value as an elevation value, then at a specific loca-
tion of a TIN value, there is a slope, which is the slope of a plane tangent
to this location. This operation uses one argument of type Tin and con-
structs another TIN its field values represent the slope values based on
the field values of the first TIN.

TIN2Aspect Similarly, we can compute the aspect at any location on a TIN.
Aspect at a given location is an azimuth of the maximum slope direction
at this location. This operation returns the aspect values represented as
TIN value for the area provided by the argument of type Tin.

TIN2Vertices Return all the vertices of the provided TIN as a value of type
MultiPoint .

InterpTriangle2Plgn Return all the interpolated areas ( triangles) of a TIN value
as a value of type MultiPolygon.

SlopeTriangle2Plgn Similar to InterpTriangle2Plgn, but it returns all the tri-
angles, as a value of type MultiPolygon, classified by slope. Observe that
each triangle of a TIN has one slope and one aspect value.

AspectTriangle2Plgn Based on the provided TIN, this operation returns all the
triangles, as a MultiPolygon, classified by aspect.

TIntersection This operation results in dimensions equal to or smaller than the
dimension of the lowest dimensional argument. This means that we could
have results of type MultiPoint or LineString, when we apply intersection
for two values of type LineString and Tin, for instance. We follow the def-
inition of the intersection operation given in [GBE+00] and we apply it
for the operation, TIntersection. The definition considers the regularized
semantics, in other words, “it returns the highest-dimensional part of the
result” [GBE+00]. However, if we are interested in other kinds of results,
then we also follow [GBE+00] by introducing special operations such as
TTouchPoints and TCommonBorder .

Here, we recall some definitions for various intersection operations from [GBE+00]
and we adopt them for the types of this project.

Definition 2.2.19. [after [GBE+00]] Let P,L, A, and T denote arguments of
zero-dimensional, one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and 21

2 -dimensional type
such as MultiPoint , MultiLineString, MultiPolygon, and Tin respectively. Let Q be
an argument of any of the four types and S denotes any one of the two argu-
ments A or T . For commutative operations, we give the definition for one order
of the arguments only, as it is identical for other order. Definitions are ordered
by argument combinations.
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TIntersection(P,Q) = P ∩ Q

TCrossings(L1, L2) = {p ∈ L1 ∩ L2 | p is isolated in L1 ∩ L2}

TIntersection(L1, L2) = (L1 ∩ L2) \ TCrossings(L1, L2)

TTouchPoints(L, S) = {p ∈ L ∩ S | p is isolated in L ∩ S}

TIntersection(L, S) = (L ∩ S) \ TTouchPoints(L, S)

TIntersection(S1, S2) = closure((S1 ∩ S2)◦)

TCommonBorder(A1, A2) = TIntersection(δA1, δA2)

TTouchPoints(A1, A2) = TCrossings(δA1, δA2)

TUnion On one hand, arguments of the same types under this operation pro-
duce union of the point sets of these arguments, so this has the normal
semantics. On the other hand, applying this operation on different types
will lead to apply the concept of regularization and the result will be in
the higher dimensional argument type as shown in Table 2.7.

TDifference The type of the result of this operation is always the same type of
the first argument. We have to apply closure to the result. If the dimen-
sion of the second argument is equal or higher to that of the first, this
operation return new results. However, if the dimension of the second ar-
gument is smaller, then the result is equal to the first argument value,
because of the closure applied to the result.

TCrossings This operation is special intersection operation. It takes one-dimensional
arguments and does not return the highest-dimensional part of the result
as the regularization concept states, instead of that, it returns isolated
vertices, zero-dimensional part, from the intersection result.

TTouchPoints This operation is similar to TCrossings operation. However, it
takes combinations of two-dimensional or one-dimensional argument ver-
sus two-dimensional argument. It also returns isolated vertices from the
intersection result.

TCommonBorder To return the common border between two two-dimensional
arguments, this operation can be used. It executes special intersection
operation for the boundaries of the arguments and produces the result in
one-dimension, i.e., LineString or MultiLineString

TinBetween This operation returns a geometry of the same type of the first ar-
gument, Tin. It determines subset of the first argument where the field
values attached/computed for each point of this subset that are in the
range specified by the second and third arguments. After that, a trian-
gulation process needs to be done to “sew” the resulted boundaries and
holes.
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TSymdifference The type of the result of this operation is always the same
type of the highest dimension argument. If one of the arguments is SIN-
GLE value, i.e., value of type π) and this value equals a value of the other
argument, then the result is undefined. Otherwise, the result of this oper-
ation is the union of the “mutual” difference, i.e., TSymdifference(π, σ) =
TDifference(π, σ) ∪ TDifference(σ, π). Observe that we have to apply
closure to the result of the difference where the first argument is of two-
dimension (i.e, σA).

TBuffer The type of the result of this operation is always of the two-dimensional
types (i.e, σA). This operation adds points to the point set of the first
argument such that the minimum distance from these points to the closest
point from the first argument is less than or equal to the distance given in
the second argument. If the first argument is of type Tin, then the added
area needs to be triangulated and appended to the value given in the first
argument.

TBoundary Returns the closure of the combinatorial boundary of its unique
argument. The combinatorial boundary is defined as the returned ge-
ometry under the geometry operation C Boundary() defined in [Ope96].
“C Boundary() - will return the geometry of the combinatorial boundary
of the current object. For objects of maximum dimension, such as areas in
two-dimensional space, this is the equivalent of the topological boundary.
For curves this is the union of the two endpoints. For surfaces, this is the
edge of the surface (which is the boundary of the object as a 2d manifold).
For complex geometries, we take the “mod 2” union of the components.
Meaning that a point is in the boundary of a complex object (represented
as disjoint representational geometries) if it is in an odd number of the
boundaries of its component simple geometries.” [Ope96]. Note that the
boundary of a value of type Point or MultiPoint is the empty set.

TriangleN This operation takes one argument of type Tin and returns the Nth
triangle in this Tin. Complying with OGC specifications, the order of the
triangles in the Tin is not geometrically significant [Ope99].

Aggregation

Aggregation operations computes a single value from a set in the same space.
In other words, these operations can reduce sets of points to points, i.e., value
of type Tin to value of type Point (Table 2.8). The signatures of these operations
are defined in the table and we explain their functionality as follows.

Table 2.8: Aggregate Operations (after [GBE+00])

Operation Signature Semantics

TCentroid σT → Point
∫

T
(x,y) dT∫
T

dT

TPointOnSurface σT → Point p ∈ U
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TCentroid This operation computes the mathematical centroid for a provided
value of type Tin and returns a value of type Point . The result point
is not necessarily to be on this Tin value, it may be located outside the
Tin [Ope99]. This mathematical centroid is computed by taking the aver-
age weighted by area [Int02] [Ope96]. This average is usually called the
center of gravity; it is based on vector addition [GBE+00].

We know that a Tin value consists of elements of triangles, and to define
its TCentroid, we need to calculate the area of each triangle. To do so,
integration is computed over the triangles of the Tin value according to
the following formula

∫
T

f(x, y) dT

this integration is applied on a function f over an arbitrary Tin value T on
the two-dimensional space. In our case this function is the vectors (x, y)
for each element dT as shown in Table 2.8. These vectors are the x- and
y-projections of each element [GBE+00].

TPointOnSurface Take one argument value of type Tin and returns a point that
is for sure located on the given Tin value [Int02], [Ope99]. This operation
works quite similar to the operation TCentroid, but TPointOnSurface re-
turns a point certain to be inside and not necessarily in the center of the
provided Tin value.

Numeric Operations

There exist some numeric operations to be defined for the Tin data type (see
Table 2.9) for the following purposes.

1. To retrieve the field value at a specific point(FieldValue).

2. To find the extreme field values(TMax , TMin).

3. To compute sizes: the length of boundary of a Tin value (TPerimeter),
the area of the projected surface (2DArea), and the area of the surface
(SurfaceArea) which equals to the total area of all triangles.

4. number of components: the number of triangles (NumTriangles) and the
number of vertices of triangles (NumVertices)

5. To calculate slope and aspect at a specific point.

FieldValue The first argument is a value of type Tin and the second is a value
of type Point . This operation returns a numeric value of type Real which
represents the field value attached with the provided point value. We
assume that field values are always numerics and we farther assume that
they are of type Real since it can be dominant, i.e., a value of type Integer
can be represented as a value of type Real.
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Table 2.9: Numeric Operations (after [GBE+00])

Operation Signature Semantics
FieldValue σT× Point → Real ∃ p ∈ U : return the attached

value with point p

TMax σT → Real ∀ p ∈ U :
max(FieldV alue(p))

TMin σT → Real ∀ p ∈ U : min(FieldV alue(p))
TAverage σT → Real ∀ p ∈ U :

average(FieldV alue(p))
NumTriangles σT → Inte-

ger
NumVertices σT → Inte-

ger
TPerimeter σT → Real length(TBoundary(U))
2DArea σT → Real

∫
U dU

SurfaceArea σT → Real ∀ triangles T ⊂ U , T́=f(T ) :∑ ∫
T́ dT́

Slope σT× Point → Real First derivative of T at v |
∃v ∈ T

Aspect σT× Point → Real Direction, i.e., azimuth, of
the slope

Distance σT⊗ Point → Real Distance between v and the
closest point of U to v

σT ⊗ σ → Real Minimum distance between
a point ∈ U and a point ∈ V

GetSRID σT → Inte-
ger

Retrieves the spatial refer-
ence identifier number of U

TMemSize σT → Inte-
ger

Calculates the size of the
memory used by U
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TMax Returns the highest extreme field value which can be found among the
values attached to all the points of the provided Tin value.

TMin Takes one argument of type Tin and returns the lowest extreme field value
attached.

NumTriangles Returns a value of type Integer represents the number of the
triangles of the provided Tin value.

NumVertices This operation has one argument of type Tin and returns a value
of type Real stands for the number of distinct points in the whole Tin.

TPerimeter Has one argument value or type Tin and return a value of type Real
represents the length of the boundary of the provided argument.

2DArea Returns the area of the Tin value in two-dimensional space as a value of
type Real. It takes one Tin value and returns the total area of the triangles
that the Tin value is composed of.

SurfaceArea Returns the area of Tinvalue in (two and half)-dimensional space.
It has one argument of type Tin and returns the summation of the area of
each triangle as a value of type Real, taking into account the field value
as a third dimension value which make difference in the area of each tri-
angle. Probably, the surface area SurfaceArea of a Tin value is larger than
its 2DArea.

Slope The first argument is a value of type Tin and the second is of type Point .
This operation returns a value of type Real represents the slope of the
provided surface (Tin value) at the given point. Slope can be seen as a
plane tangent to the given surface of the Tin at the provided point.

Aspect The first argument is a Tin value and the second is of type Point . This
operation returns a value of type Real characterize the aspect of the sur-
face of the given Tin at the provided point. Aspect can be considered as an
azimuth of the maximum slope direction.

Distance This operation returns the minimum distance between the closest
point of the first provided argument object to the closest point of the sec-
ond argument. For example, the distance between two points on two dis-
tinct Tin values is the absolute value of the distance between these two
points in (two-and-half) dimensional space, i.e., considering the field val-
ues as a third dimension value.

GetSRID Return a numeric value of type Integer represents the Spatial Refer-
ence Identifier (SRID) number of the provided Tin value.

TMemSize Calculates the size of the memory used by the Tin value given by the
argument. This operation returns a value of type Integer .
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Other operations

There are still some operations to manipulate a Tin value (see Table 2.10). For
example, operations to represent the given Tin in text or binary representation
according to the well-known standards defined by OGC [Ope99].

Table 2.10: Other operations

Operation Signature Semantics
TAstext σT → String the well-known text repre-

sentation of U ,i.e., TIN((0 0
‘3’, 0 1 ‘5’, 1 1 ‘4’, 0 0 ‘3’)).

TAsbinary σT → Binary the well-known-binary for-
mat of U

TAstext Returns the well-known text representation of the given TIN, following
the OGC Simple Feature Specifications [Ope99].

TAsbinary This operation takes a Tin value as an argument and returns the
same Tin value in the format of OGC “well-known-binary” according to
OGC Specifications [Ope99]. This operation may help to speed up the
data manipulation because the use of the binary format is much faster
than using the converted string representation.

2.2.3 Other Functions

Besides the manipulation functions of the operations defined in Section 2.2.2,
there are some functions related to database adminstration to have fully in-
tegrated tool of using TIN data in a spatial RDBMS. For example, we need
functions to instantiate a Tin value in a database. Key functions for database
administration for TIN include:

Preparation Prepare an environment in the database to receive a Tin value.

Import/Load Import a Tin value in a file or any other format into a TTin value
stored in the database.

Copy Make a copy of an existing Tin value in the database.

Validate Validates a Tin value as specified by the OpenGIS Simple Feature
Specification [Ope99].

Export Exports a Tin value or a subset of it to an external file.

TIN2Raster Converts a Tin value into a raster format.

Raster2TIN Converts a raster format TIN into a Tin value.
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Chapter 3

TIN Implementation
Alternatives

The TIN conceptual data model described in the preceding chapter might be
implemented in several ways. As is known in data modeling and software engi-
neering [Dom88], a data model is a notation for describing data. Data models
can be categorized into three types: conceptual data model, logical data model,
and physical data model. We provided an abstract data (ADT) type for TIN
in the previous chapter that is equivalent to the conceptual data model. In
general, the logical data model can be considered as a bridge between the con-
ceptual data model and the physical data model. In this project, implementing
an ADT of TIN is similar to the notion of the physical data model. Hence, be-
fore we implement the ADT of TIN, we need to determine what implementation
alternatives are available and what other choices can be adopted or fabricated
leading to a better and more desirable implementation approach.

This chapter provides and describes different implementation alternatives
that provide us the opportunity to select a suitable one in the next step. In the
various sections of this chapter, we do not care about the implementation itself
or its platform. In other words, while we are providing the various implemen-
tation alternatives, this project is platform-independent.

In Chapter 2, the distinction between abstract and discrete modeling is dis-
cussed to some extent. We have seen that discrete modeling is closer to imple-
mentation. Hence, the design of this chapter is a discrete model in this sense.
Here, considering the definitions provided in Chapter 2, we define TIN in a way
that will help us to describe the TIN data structure and make it ready for the
implementation phase. By definition, a TIN is simply formed by a patch of ir-
regular triangles. Each triangle consists of three “weighted” vertices of at least
three components: x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and field value. These vertices
represent non-interpolated data (actual or “raw” data). For example, if a TIN
is going to be used to represent a terrain, then vertices might come from mea-
sured spot heights of a field survey, from selective photogrammetric sampling,
or from digitizing of contours. From an algorithmic point of view, having a set of
vertices, a systematic relation that connects any three vertices forms a triangle,
and if more connections are made for all vertices, then we get a network called
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TIN. Observe that in the preceding line, we described the connection saying
“systematic,” meaning that we use a triangulation algorithm. Triangulation is
the first process applied on the raw vertices. More details on this process and
other following processes are presented in the next chapter.

3.1 Existing TIN data structures

A TIN might be stored in different structures, the choice mainly depends on
how it complies with the abstract model, what we intend to do with the TIN,
what sort of operations we want to apply on it, and what platform and environ-
ment are desired to implement these operations on top of. In addition, we have
to consider the simplicity and efficiency of the desired structure, compatibility
with other data types in that environment. Therefore, the selected approach
will affect the algorithm’s performance, and will consequently influence the ef-
ficiency of the operations. For example, if one wants either to implement the
TIN data structure in main memory during run-time and store it using the file
system, or to implement it in a database system and make use of the advan-
tages and utilities of the database management system, then the selection of
the TIN structure will definitely be affected by the desired working environ-
ment, and will be influenced by the platform and the available programming
language.

3.1.1 Serialized object approach

In this extreme approach, a TIN data structure consists of only one serialized
and encapsulated mesh object. This approach can be realized in two environ-
ments, main memory and database. First, when a TIN object will be always in
memory, which will not work well, especially when there is a really large TIN
data set. While TINs are really often large spatial data sets, this approach can-
not be considered appropriate. Secondly, in terms of database, this object will
be stored in a single tuple. Having this single tuple representing a TIN, there is
no real use-case that makes use of TIN in database such as queries and spatial
indexes, especially when we deal with very large TINs that could have millions
or billions of triangles, for instance. Although this approach can be structured
internally to comply with the abstract definition of TIN data type presented in
Section 2.2.1 and its operations defined in Section 2.2.2, this approach is not a
suitable one to implement TIN data structure in a database [CJ07].

3.1.2 Tabular and multiple row object approaches

Vertex-based data structure

A TIN data structure can be represented by the vertex-based approach that
is proposed by Goodchild and Kemp [GK90]. This approach is called vertex-
based because vertex is the main entity. A TIN object is represented in a single
relation (table), that has the following structure:
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vertex (id: integer, x: real, y: real, w: real, VertexNeighbor1: integer, Ver-
texNeighbor2: integer, VertexNeighbor3: integer, . . . VertexNeighborN v:
integer)

Each vertex of the TIN is stored in a single tuple. Hence, such single tuple
represents a vertex that holds its identifier (id), the three values of x-coordinate
(x), y-coordinate (y), and vertex weight (field value (w)), and the reference posi-
tion values of each of its neighbor vertices (VertexNeighbor1, VertexNeighbor2,
. . . VertexNeighborN v where N v is the maximum number of the neighbor ver-
tices of a vertex), these reference values are the identifiers of the neighbor ver-
tices. For example, in Figure 3.1, we see a tuple of the vertex number 150 that
has five neighbors and holds the three values of x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and
vertex field value (1.0, 2.0, 10.0). In the same tuple, there are the reference
values of the surrounding vertices, i.e., 80, 15, 52 and two more.

Figure 3.1: A vertex-based TIN structure (1) [after [GK90]]

Although, in terms of main memory, this approach works well for contour-
ing and needs less storage space [GK90], the number of neighbor vertices for
each vertex is not constant, a vertex may have two, three or more surrounding
vertices. Therefore, in terms of database, storing the reference positions of the
neighbor vertices of a vertex implies that an unknown number of attributes,
i.e., columns, need to be used, so this is not a suitable approach.

Alternatively, another vertex-based data structure for TIN that provides a
way to represent TIN is represented in a single table and a single liked list. The
table has the following structure:

vertex (id: integer, x: real, y: real, w: real, nid: integer)

In this structure each vertex in the table has its corresponding connected
neighbor vertices, i.e., a liked list of type integer. The neighbors of a vertex are
defined by its encircling vertices either clockwise or counterclockwise.

Each vertex is represented in a single tuple of the table vertex and a liked
list contains the reference values of its neighbor vertices. Hence, a single tuple
in the table vertex represents its identifier (id), the three values of x-coordinate
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(x), y-coordinate (y), and vertex weight (field value (w)), and the value of the
pointer that represents the liked list of its neighbors references. For example,
in Figure 3.2, there is a tuple of the vertex number 150, in the table vertex, that
holds the three values of x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and vertex field value (1.0,
2.0, 10.0) and the value, i.e., 1, of the pointer to its liked list.

Figure 3.2: A vertex-based TIN structure (2) [after [McK87]]

The suitability of this approach depends on the capability of the application
and tools used. For applications that work in main memory and use a dynamic
internal data structure, i.e., using pointer technology, this approach is suit-
able, however, for a database, it is difficult to implement this approach because
pointers are not available. However, dynamic internal data structures using
pointers provide advantages over normal static arrays, for instance, in terms of
computer memory consumption during software/program execution.

Triangle-based data structure

A triangle-based approach is also proposed by Goodchild and Kemp [GK90].
This approach is called a triangle-based structure because the triangle is the
primary entity of this structure. A TIN object is represented in a single relation
(table), where each triangle of the TIN is stored in a single tuple. The table has
the following structure:

triangle (id: integer, x1: real, y1: real, w1: real, x2: real, y2: real, w2: real,
x3: real, y3: real, w3: real, n1: integer, n2: integer, n3: integer)

Therefore, a single information represents a triangle that includes thir-
teen values: its identifier, the three vertices each with its three values of x-
coordinate, y-coordinate, and vertex weight, and the reference position values
of its three neighbor triangles (n1, n2, n3). In terms of applications that use
main memory, this approach is a good and suitable one especially for slope anal-
ysis [GK90].

From a database perspective, this approach displays redundancy in stor-
ing shared vertices many times among the neighbor triangles. Hence, another
adopted triangle-based approach can be found and consists of two tables vertex
and triangle according to the following structure:

vertex (id: integer, x: real, y: real, w: real)
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triangle (id: integer, v1: integer, v2: integer, v3: integer, NumNbr: integer,
nb1: integer, nb2: integer, nb3: integer) Foreign keys (FK): v1, v2, v3 are
FK to vertex id and nb1, nb2, nb3 are FK to triangle id

In the table vertex, a tuple represents vertex identifier, x-coordinate, y-
coordinate, and field value. Whereas the table triangle represents triangle
identifier, three reference positions of its three vertices in the vertex table, the
number of the triangle neighbors, and three reference positions of its neighbor
triangle. For example, in Figure 3.3, a triangle number 3 has the three vertices
150, 15, and 52 and has three triangle neighbors, they are number 5, 4, and 1.

This approach tries to reduce the redundancy. The adopted approach repre-
sents triangle information in two tables. Each vertex is represented only in the
vertex table. Each triangle is also defined in another table by three reference
position values, used as pointers to its three vertices and pointers to its neigh-
bor triangles. Observe that a triangle might be surrounded by either one, two,
or three triangle neighbors. Two triangles are neighbors if they have a single
edge in common. In general, this approach is widely used and can be found
in the work of [McL76, GCR77, MW82, Tar84, Tsa93, BDTY00, BDP+02] and
others.

Figure 3.3: Triangle-based TIN structure

Vertex-based data structure with triangle’s flavor

Although a triangle-based structure has advantages of good analytical perfor-
mance for some functions such as slope [GK90], it needs about double the stor-
age size needed for the vertex-based approach. A vertex-based structure works
better for contouring and point insertion [McK87].

[McK87] proposed a data structure that combines both approaches:triangle-
based and vertex-based data structures, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. It has two
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tables: vertex and triangle and a liked list of type integer. The structure of the
two tables is as follows:

vertex (id: integer, x: real, y: real, w: real, nid: integer)

triangle (id: integer, v1: integer, v2: integer, v3: integer) Foreign keys: v1, v2,
v3 are FK to vertex id and nb1, nb2, nb3 are FK to triangle id

The table triangle represents triangle identifier, three reference positions
of its three vertices in the vertex table. For example, in Figure 3.4, a triangle
number 3 has the three vertices 150, 15, and 52 and each of them has iden-
tifier, x-coordinate, y-coordinate, field value, and the value of the pointer that
represents the liked list of its neighbors vertices.

Observe that neighbor triangles information is not represented in any table.
The neighbor vertices list is generated using the triangle table because the cor-
responding neighbor vertices of a vertex are equivalent to the set of the other
two vertices of every triangle that this vertex is incident to. Depending on the
application, this combined approach also works well for applications that work
with both original approaches: the vertex-based and the triangle-based struc-
ture approaches.

Figure 3.4: A combination of the triangle-based and the vertex-based TIN structure [af-
ter [McK87]]

Edge-based data structure

The edge-based approach is another structure that is based on triangle edges [Mou93,
GTS09, Ter09] and others. It proposes three relations for vertices, edges, and
triangles. The vertex table is the same as is in the previous approach. The edge
table has the following structure:

edge (id: integer, start: integer, end: integer, left: integer, right: integer) For-
eign keys: start, end are FK to vertex id and left, right are FK to triangle
id

The table triangle has one of the following structures:

triangle1 (id: integer, v1: integer, v2: integer, v3: integer) Foreign keys: v1,
v2, v3 are FK to vertex id
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OR

triangle2 (id: integer, e1: integer, e2: integer, e3: integer) Foreign keys: e1,
e2, e3 are FK to edge id

The edge table contains information about the edge’s start and end vertex
and about its left and right triangle (if existing). The triangle table contains
information about either incident vertices or edges. We can find the second
one applied in the work of [GTS09, Ter09]. For example, as in Figure 3.5 and
considering the table triangle2, triangle number 3 has edges: number 1, 2, and
3. Each of them has a tuple in the table edge, for instance, edge number 1 has
start vertex number 150 and end vertex number 15, its left and right triangles
are number 3 and 4, respectively.

Figure 3.5: An edge-based TIN structure

3.2 Examples of existing libraries

3.2.1 The CGAL library

CGAL is an open source computational geometry algorithms library [CGA09].
It provides data structures and algorithms written in C++, allowing to access
efficient and reliable geometric algorithms. CGAL is used in various areas that
rely on geometric computation such as GIS.

TIN in CGAL

There exists an implementation for a TIN data structure in the CGAL library.
The TIN data structure can be seen in CGAL as a data structure to handle the
representation of a two-dimensional Delaunay triangulation.
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The representation of CGAL’s TIN (CGAL two-dimensional Triangulation)
data structure is based on vertices and triangles, meaning that it follows the
triangle-based data structure. In addition, edges are not ignored, they are im-
plicitly represented through relations describing how two triangles are adja-
cent or through the relation between a triangle and a vertex, as we will see
later. Hence, the CGAL TIN data structure also makes use of the edge-based
approach and takes it into account. The TIN data structure in CGAL can be
described as (1) a container for vertices and triangles and (2) operations to con-
struct, maintain, and modify these objects (vertices or triangles). The TIN data
structure maintains relations among the vertices and triangles while opera-
tions are performed, i.e., relation between a vertex and a triangle or the relation
of a triangle and its three adjacent triangles.

A data structure based on vertices and triangles

The CGAL’s TIN data structure defines two data types in the form of C++
classes to store explicitly values for vertices and triangles as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.6. Each vertex is represented explicitly by an object of type Vertex. A
vertex stores two items: (1) a value of type Weighted Point (x-coordinate, y-
coordinate and weight/field value) represents the location of the vertex and the
field value and (2) a value of type pointer called FaceHandle, i.e., a pointer to
a triangle, that is a reference position value that points to, arbitrarily, one of
the triangles that the vertex is incident to. In addition, some other information
is stored internally in other parent classes such as the geographic reference
system.

Figure 3.6: CGAL’s TIN structure

Each triangle is represented explicitly by an object of a type called Face,
CGAL uses the term Face for triangle in the case of two-dimensional triangula-
tion. A triangle object stores two arrays, one of type pointer called VertexHan-
dle, i.e., pointer to a vertex, and another one also of type pointer called Face-
Handle. Each of these two arrays consists of three elements, meaning that, we
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have six elements for each triangle, as shown in Figure 3.6. The array of type
VertexHandle stores the reference position values of the three incident vertices
of a triangle. The array of type FaceHandle stores the reference position values
of the three neighbor triangles of a triangle.

The three vertices of a triangle are numbered 0, 1, or 2. The three adjacent
triangles of a triangle are also numbered 0,1, and 2, in such a way that the
triangle numbered i is opposite to the vertex with that number as illustrated in
Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Vertex and face numbering[after [CGA09]

Each edge can be represented implicitly by one of two relations: as edge of a
triangle f that is opposed to vertex i, or as edge of the neighbor triangle of the
triangle f numbered i. Each vertex gives access to one of its incident triangles,
and through that triangle to the other two vertices incident to that triangle, or
to the triangle’s three neighbor triangles.

Hence, we observe that though the CGAL data structure based on the triangle-
based approach described in Section 3.1.2, it also supports the edge-based ap-
proach indirectly, without storing edges themselves but rather functions that
can obtain them. A triangle’s edges are sometimes useful in algorithms such as
contouring algorithms [BDTY00].

TIN and the set of vertices and triangles

The CGAL data structure maintains a set of vertices and a set of triangles.
These are stored in containers called compact containers, based on the C++
array-like containers [BMPS08, BDTY00]. A pointer of type VertexHandle or
FaceHandle is used to access a vertex or a triangle in the corresponding con-
tainer, respectively. Hence, while CGAL programs are working in main mem-
ory, there are no tables to store vertices or triangles instead of that there are
containers working in memory to hold vertices and triangles. These containers
are in fact dynamic internal data structures working on pointers.

3.2.2 The TerraLib library

The TerraLib is an open source spatial library (free software) [Ter09]. It pro-
vides classes and functions written in ANSI-C++, allowing to develop GIS tools.
Its objective is to develop GIS applications, based on advanced techniques in
spatial databases.
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TIN in TerraLib

There exists an implementation of a TIN data structure in the TerraLib library.
TerraLib defines the TIN data structure to handle the representation of a two-
dimensional (Delaunay) triangulation.

This representation (TeTin) is based on vertices, edges, and triangles (edge-
based data structure). The TeTin data structure can be described as (1) a con-
tainer for vertices, edges, and triangles and (2) operations to construct, main-
tain, and modify a TIN in the container. The TeTin data structure maintains
relations among the vertices, edges, and triangles, when operations are per-
formed.

A data structure based on vertices, edges, and triangles

The TeTin data structure defines the three classes Vertex, Edge, and Triangle to
explicitly represent values for vertices, edges, and triangles, respectively. The
structure is as follows pseudo code:

Point as (x float, y float)

VertexType as (¡normal: 0, contour: 1, on break line: 2¿)

EdgeType as (¡normal: 0, contour: 1, on break line: 2¿)

Vertex as (p point, fieldvalue float, vt VertexType, onedge integer)

Edge as (start integer, end integer, left integer, right integer, et EdgeType)

Triangle as (edge1 integer, edge2 integer, edge3 integer)

Each vertex gives access to one of its incident edges and through that edge
to its incident triangle(s), or to the second vertex that is incident to this edge.
Each triangle gives access to its three incident edges that can be used to access
their incident vertices or triangles they are incident to.

The three edges of a triangle are numbered 0, 1, and 2 in clockwise order.
The left and right triangles of an edge (if existing) are also coded and if the edge
has no triangle at one of its sides, then the value -1 indicates for that side that
there is no triangle.

TIN and the set of vertices, edges, and triangles

The TeTin data structure maintains sets of vertices, edges, and triangles. These
are stored in containers having dynamic internal data structures, working on
pointers. A pointer is used to access a vertex’s, edge’s, or triangle’s container
using specific operations (methods). So, during execution time of TerraLib’s
programs, these container are maintained in main memory.
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3.3 A desired TIN data structure

In general, one can say that different applications require different implemen-
tations, and must take into account the question of effectiveness and compat-
ibility. Therefore, an alternative that can serve and accommodate a variety
of TIN manipulations, allowing us to regularly use TINs with other data sets
available in the database, is desirable and essentially leads to proper TIN sys-
tem support in a spatial databases.

Here, we need to carefully select one of the implementation alternatives
discussed above or adopt a better and desirable implementation approach to
implement our TIN ADT. Hence, the next interesting question is: what is the
desirable TIN implementation alternative? This is not a simple task, we need
first to define the working environment of our application.

At this point, we consider that our working environment is an open source
spatial database and not a main memory like most applications that imple-
ment TIN uses. Therefore, during the study of the provided implementation
alternatives in Section 3.1 we must take into account that we are not working
in a main memory settings but instead we work in a database environment.
Our implementation is still platform-independent implementation since we are
not restricted to a specific open spatial database and not constrained to some
operating system.

3.3.1 Evaluation of the available TIN data structures

Using the serialized mesh object approach described in Section 3.1.1 to realize
a TIN structure is not suitable as desired TIN data structure in a database.
Storing a TIN object in a single tuple is not really a sensible approach. Since
we may be forced to implement TIN internally as a value of an array of some
type, then to query for one triangle of the TIN, for instance, we will need to
go through all the triangles one by one for the whole TIN from the beginning
because we use the reference of the array and we do not have a dynamic array,
i.e., pointer.

Therefore, it does not make use of typical database utilities. Moreover, it
does not provide any idea of a use-case that benefits from a TIN in a database
especially that any TIN by itself is a large data set, what if we have a large TIN,
say, it has billions of triangles and/or vertices?

Applying the tabular and multiple row object approaches, described in Sec-
tion 3.1.2, the database environment would end up with extremely large ta-
bles that challenge the query planner and influence query speed. To imple-
ment a TIN data structure using this approach, it is required to design a re-
lational database that will includes some tables. For example, if we consider
the triangle-based approach, one design of this database holds results in three
tables. One for vertices, another one for triangles, and a third for vertices re-
lated to specific triangles and all will be large tables. Therefore, the larger
the table, the more you have to rely on optimization methods and this requires
performance evaluation to be performed against another approach in the same
database [MS05].
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3.3.2 Tiling TIN data structure

In this project, we propose what we call a tiling data structure, which is an
approach that fits in between the tabular multiple rows approach and the single
serialized object approach. As discussed above, the problem of using any of the
two existing approaches, the tiling approach solves this problem. In addition,
this approach considers the triangle-based data structure used in CGAL to be
its internal data structure.

It aims to consider the most targeted part of the TIN that will probably
has a quite small number of objects (triangles and/or vertices) instead of taking
into account the whole TIN. For example, having a TIN represents an elevation
model for a country, and the task is to find the elevation value at a specific point.
The tiling approach will not consider the whole TIN to be queried. It will direct
the query to use the area where it is most likely to find the desired point.

In general, the TIN area will be divided between a number of tiles. Hence,
the division will be up to the level of a triangle, i.e., a triangle will not be di-
vided. Therefore, each tile must know the triangles that belong to it, or the
other way around: each triangle should know its tile.

Therefore, if any query need to be executed on the TIN, it will deal with tiles
and will ask them all and only the interested tile(s) will answer. So, every tile
is responsible about the area it assigned. This will be using and knowing the
boundary of each “subTIN” under the tile.

Here, we distinguish between the tile and the subTIN. A tile would have a
rectangular shape and it is the tool used to do the partition of the TIN. Whereas
a subTIN has often irregular shape represents the union of all triangle that are
assigned to a tile. However, tile information and subTIN information could be
represented at the same level, such as the number of triangles and vertices

In specific, the tiling system is working as follows.

1. A network of tile covers the two-dimensional space is generated using:

(a) The width and height of the tile unit are parameterized, we provide
them manually.

(b) A point is provided to reference the tile network to the two-dimensional
coordinate space.

2. The considered TIN is overlaid with the tile. Only tiles that intersect with
any point of the TIN are considered in the next step

3. The objective here is to assign one tile to each triangle of the TIN. Mean-
ing that any triangle is considered to be ‘owned’ by only one tile, however,
each tile may have more than a triangle.

One needs to decide which triangle belongs to which tile. To address this
problem, we could have two possible approaches. They are:

1. We simply assign every triangle to the tile with which it overlaps. In
this approach, there will be redundancy, since there will be triangles that
overlap with more than one tile and will consequently be stored more than
once.
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2. Every triangle is assigned to the tile with which its area of overlap is
biggest. If two or more tiles have the same area of overlap, we assign the
triangle to one of them according to a systematic manner (e.g., we assign
the triangle to the tile with which it has a specific spatial order). However,
although it is rare that a triangle is divided equally by two or more tiles,
there could be other computationally-expensive ways to decide on these
categories of triangles such as taking into account the semantic topology
of these triangles relating to the surrounding triangles but, considering
the priorities of this project, we are not going to consider this step of de-
velopment at this project. Finally, in this case we assign the triangles to
the tile with the lowest primary key. In practice, it is ordered spatially
since the numbering of the primary key is starting from a corner of the
tiling system and go row by row in a regular way.

For the implementation effort of this project, we need to select one of the
above alternatives. The second approach is much more reasonable than the
first. Hence, at the end, a triangle should not be assigned to more than one
tile. To do so, we assign each triangle to the tile with which its area of overlap
is biggest. If two or more tiles have the same area of overlap of that triangle,
we assign that triangle to the tile with lowest primary key that is a spatial
sequence starting from the lowest left corner of the TIN area. The selection of
this order is just to have a systematic order, we could also select the starting
corner to be any corner of the selected area. At the end, each tile should result
in a set of triangles forming a small TIN (subTIN). For example, Figure 3.8
illustrate how a TIN is overlapped with a tiling system and produce subTINs.

Compliance with the ADT of TIN

The tiling approach complies with the ADT of TIN defined in Chapter 2. Since
it uses the triangle-based data structure, there are vertex table and triangle
table. It considers the relation between each two vertices, for example, the tuple
of triangle table holds the information needed to describe the relation between
this triangle and its start and end vertices.

On one hand, each relation between two vertices represents a line that con-
nects these vertices and can be seen as the representation of a value of the Line-
Segment defined in the abstract model (as in Def. 2.2.6). Correspondingly, the
integrated triangle-based structure that describe all the relations among all tri-
angles represents the abstract TinLineSegment data type defined in Def. 2.2.13.
In addition, the TIN interpolated areas inside triangles are represented by the
triangles in the triangles-based approach represent the abstract type Tin de-
fined in Def. 2.2.18. Finally, the tiling approach is using the triangle-based
data structure as its internal data structure for tiles. Observe that based on a
transformation from the implementation alternative we reach the ADT of TIN.

On the other hand, according to Def. 2.2.6, the linear function that maps
a LineSegment can yield a line that has a start and end vertex to be repre-
sented in the triangle-based approach, i.e., l(0) and l(1). Similarly, the abstract
TinLineSegment data type carrier set contains the point set of the lines that
form all the triangles edges using starts and end vertices represented in the
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Figure 3.8: Tiling TIN data structure
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triangle-based approach. Moreover, the carrier set of the Tin data type defined
in the ADT definition in Chapter2 includes the point set of the whole interpo-
lated areas/triangles of the TIN triangle-based data structure. Hence, we find
that also the transformation from the abstract model of the ADT of TIN to the
implementation is applicable.

Therefore, we conclude that the tiling approach complies with the ADT of
TIN defined in the previous Chapter.
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Chapter 4

TIN Implementation

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the implementation of the ADT of TIN is described based on
the selected implementation alternative presented in Chapter 3. In addition
the implementation stages, considerations and algorithms are presented.

In general, the life cycle of implementing a TIN in a database can be de-
scribed as shown in Figure 4.1. There are five main processes:

Figure 4.1: TIN-in-database life cycle

1. TIN builder: produces a TIN by triangulating some input data, i.e., a set
of points, into some file(s).

2. TIN realization in a database: decides on what sort of internal represen-
tation of TIN-in-database we should have.
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3. TIN loader: imports a TIN from an external source, i.e., some TIN file(s),
into a database.

4. TIN manipulation functions: provide query-like functions working with
other existing functions in a database.

5. TIN Dumper: exports a TIN from a database back to some external file(s).

Before implementing any of the above five processes, we describe a selected
environment and platform and show its requirements and properties. Starting
from this chapter, TIN implementation is platform-dependent. Hence, we will
select a platform and an environment needed to implement the ADT of TIN
on top of it. In Chapter 3, we have analyzed implementation alternatives and
selected an adopted platform-independent one that bridges the gap between
the ADT model and the implementation of this model. However, at this stage
of the implementation, where we present the physical model, we consider cer-
tain requirements such as a selected open source database and considering the
available programming language(s) capabilities within such database and tak-
ing into account the question of effectiveness and compatibility.

In Figure 4.1, the first process is to build TIN using a triangulation pro-
cess of measured or extracted spatial data, i.e., for terrain data: measured
spot heights, digitizing of contours. Although triangulation process is out of
the scope of our project, there exists some robust applications written in C++
and other languages that can implement this task efficiently such as CGAL
library [CGA09], TerraLib library [Ter09] and GTS library [GTS09].

The second process is to implement a TIN data structure internally in a
database. Based on a specific platform, this process will start from the selected
data structure in Chapter 3. Therefore, we design and implement data types,
that will hold the TIN, at this stage. Data type implementation depends on the
platform requirements.

In the third process, we implement a TIN loader that will import a TIN into
a database. First, we study what we have as input from a TIN builder or from
an existing TIN, according to the requirements and properties of the external
source of the TIN, then we determine what we want to have at the end inside
the database and we decide on the design of the TIN loader. After that, we
implement the loader. Finally, we test the loader using some TINs.

Fourthly, we implement some query-like TIN manipulation functions. Ob-
serve that the TIN data type implemented inside a database is encapsulated
and cannot be accessed only through the functions implemented in this step.
For very large data sets like TINs, the usual usage of a database is querying in-
formation more than modification. Hence, we assume that most of the functions
needed to apply on a TIN-in-database are to query information. Therefore, for
the purpose of modification and maintenance of a TIN, we assume that a user
will make use of the functionality available in some efficient external applica-
tions or libraries such as [CGA09, Ter09, GTS09].

Finally, we postpone the implementation of a TIN dumper to the future
work. It exports a TIN to an external file(s). Having the structure TIN-in-
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database, we can study how to get the TIN back in the format of the final exter-
nal file(s) that should support the same file formats of the TIN loader.

4.2 Implementation requirements

4.2.1 Platform and working environment

Before we go to implementation, we set the properties of the selected environ-
ment and platform and we consider them as the implementation requirements.
Although we use the available supported operating system, Microsoft Windows
XP, this does not necessarily mean that the implementation of the ADT of TIN
on top of a database will not work using other operating systems. In general,
since extendable open source spatial databases are suitable environments that
we can use to implement our project, we sensibly select a good open source
database as a sample database to implement our extension on top of it. There-
fore, we select the PostgreSQL/PostGIS, which is an open source spatially ex-
tended database [Pos08b, Pos08a]. Its full version information is as follows:

PostgreSQL: “PostgreSQL 8.3.5, compiled by Visual C++ build 1400”

PostGIS: “POSTGIS = ‘1.3.5’ GEOS = ‘3.0.3 -CAPI-1.4.2’ PROJ = ‘Rel. 4.6.1,
21 August 2008’ USE STATS”

The open source spatial database PostgreSQL/PostGIS has been selected
because of at least the following features:

• Standards compliant: PostgreSQL/PostGIS follows the OpenGIS “Simple
Features Specification for SQL” [Ope99], the ISO spatial schema specifi-
cation [Int02].

• Extensibility: It can be extended by adding data types, functions, opera-
tors and procedural languages, for instance.

• For developers: It usually takes not much time to get working and get
used to it, no matter what their previous background.

• We already have experience on PostgreSQL/PostGIS since we studied its
courses.

• Supported: PostgreSQL/PostGIS tries its best to keep the number of prob-
lems to a minimum so new users determine it easy.

• High performance: Features that PostgreSQL/PostGIS offers for increas-
ing performance as much as possible, such as AUTOVACUUM, its ad-
vanced indexing options, and using the explain tool to analyze SQL query
performance.

• Multiple procedural languages: server-side code can be written in many
languages (e.g., PL/pgSQL, PL/pythonu, PL/Tcl, Perl)
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• Advanced open source object-relational spatial database system.

In addition to the PostgreSQL/PostGIS backend spatial database including
the standard SQL, we need one or more procedural language to implement the
ADT of TIN. Hence, we select the following procedural languages to be used for
the development of the TIN loader and functions:

• PL/pgSQL (PostgreSQL 8.3.5)

• PL/Pythonu (Python 2.5 is used)

We use PL/pgSQL because it is the procedural language of PostgreSQL it-
self and because of its similarity to Oracle’s PL/SQL. In addition, we need
PL/Pythonu to be used to build the TIN loader because of its flexility and abil-
ity to deal with the external sources of the TIN.

4.2.2 External sources of TIN data set and TIN builder

In Chapter 3, we decided on the desired data structure, that is the tiling ap-
proach. In addition, the internal data structure is based on the triangle-based
structure and not the edge-based structure because of the following reasons:

• In terms of database, There is substantial data redundance with the edge-
based approach.

• Manipulation functions using edge-based approach require more process-
ing steps than triangle-based once. While we do not have pointers in any
database, we may use static arrays instead. For example, if the task
is to determine the three values of x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and field
value of a triangle, then using edge-based approach we need two processes
whereas only one process is needed for the triangle-based.

• In triangle-based approach, we can still obtain an edge without storing it,
using some function.

Therefore, our intended external input TIN data source must comply with
the triangle-based structure described in Section 3.3. There exist different file
formats provided by various libraries and projects, such as CGAL library [CGA09]
and GeomView project [Giv09], that are based on the triangle-based structure
and that can be used as input file formats to the TIN loader. Here, we provide
two file formats as our supported input formats.

CGAL file format

These are some examples of CGAL files. A CGAL file is good for storing a 21
2D

triangulation. CGAL files are ASCII-based code. A simple CGAL file has the
following structure (ignoring blank lines):

Line 1 (vertex count)+1 (triangle count) (triangulation dimension)
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Line 2 → Line (vertex count)+1 A line for each vertex. It includes three val-
ues: x, y, and field value. These lines represent vertex 0, 1, . . . , (vertex
count)−1.

Line (vertex count)+2 → Line (vertex count)+(triangle count)+1 A line
for each triangle. It includes three values: v1, v2, and v3, where v1, v2
and v3 are the the reference positions of the first, second, and third vertex
of the triangle according to the counterclockwise order.

Line (vertex count)+2+(triangle count) → Line (vertex count)+(triangle count)+3
A line for each triangle. It holds three values: t1, t2, and t3, where t1, t2
and t3 are the reference positions of the first, second, and third neighbor
triangle in counterclockwise order.

Vertices are implicitly numbered by the sequence of their listing in the file.
The first vertex has reference 0 and the last has reference (vertex count)−1.
For example, Figure 4.2 illustrates the internal structure of how a CGAL file
represents a TIN of two triangles and four vertices.

Figure 4.2: Example of a CGAL file

GeomView Object File Format (OFF files)

OFF files can be used to store a 21
2D triangulation, and also higher dimensional

objects [Giv09]. OFF files can be stored using the ASCII or a binary code. They
are suitable to store both the triangle-based data structure and the edge-based
data structure, but here, we consider only the triangle-based one. There are
different versions of the OFF format, the simplest and suitable files that are
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useful for our project have the following structure (ignoring empty lines). For
more generic structure of the OFF format see [Fsu09].

Line 1 OFF

Line 2 (vertex count) (triangle count)

Line 3 → Line (vertex count)+2 A line for each vertex to hold x, y, and field value.
Vertices are numbered: 0, 1, . . . , (vertex count)−1.

Line (vertex count)+3 → Line (vertex count)+(triangle count)+2 A line
for each triangle holding the three reference positions of the first, second,
and third vertex of the triangle according to the counterclockwise order.

Vertices are conventionally numbered by the sequence of their listing in the
file. The first vertex has reference 0 and the last has reference (vertex count)−1.
Blank lines are accepted and ignored.

The only difference between a CGAL file and OFF file is that in the former
references of the triangle neighbors of a triangle are stored in the file whereas
this is not the case in the OFF file format. However, we can compute these
values and generate them using PostgreSQL/PostGIS spatial functions.

There exist programs to convert an OFF format to other format and vice
versa such as IVCON [Bur09a] and IVREAD [Bur09b]. For example, using
IVCON we can convert from one to another one of the following list of file for-
mats [Bur09a].

3DS AutoCAD 3D Studio Max binary files,

ASE AutoCAD ASCII export files,

BYU Movie.BYU surface geometry files,

DXF AutoCAD DXF files,

GMOD Golgotha GMOD files,

HRC SoftImage hierarchical files,

IV SGI Inventor files,

OBJ A file format from Alias [Ali09],

OFF GEOMVIEW OFF files,

POV Persistence of Vision files (output only),

SMF Michael Garland’s format for his QSLIM program,

STL/STLA ASCII Stereolithography files,

STLB binary Stereolithography files,

TEC TECPLOT files (output only),
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TRI/TRIA a simple ASCII triangle format requested by Greg Hood,

TRIB a simple binary triangle format requested by Greg Hood,

TXT a text dump (output only),

UCD Advanced Visual Systems (AVS) Unstructured Cell Data (output only),

VLA Evans and Sutherland Digistar II VLA files for planetariums,

WRL WRL/VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) files (output only),

XGL the XGL format, based on the XML language and OpenGl graphics (out-
put only).

Moreover, there is support for OFF file format from CGAL library [CGA09].
A file converter can be found in the library, called ‘iv2off.cpp,’ it can be used for
this conversion. However, another solution to read and write OFF format from
CGAL programs is to include a header file in C++ language. More details can
be found at CGAL’s FAQ [CGA09].

Supported file formats

Since we have a rich converter for the OFF file format, that is the IVCON con-
verter [Bur09a], that can support more than twenty different file formats, it
is reasonable to select this format to be the main supported format of the TIN
loader of this project. However, we still can support CGAL files directly since we
started experimenting with CGAL files before OFF files. An additional advan-
tage for OFF files is that there exist OFF TIN data sets widely available in var-
ious sizes in the web (e.g., small files: hundreds of triangles, medium: hundreds
thousands of triangles and large: millions of triangles) [DSW09]. Moreover, we
can build a TIN from raw data using some existing programs or by writing and
compiling some C++ program using some libraries such as CGAL library.

TIN builder

TIN builder development is out of the scope of this project, however, we alter-
natively advice to use some external applications written in C++ or another
programming languages. It is also possible to use any other program while the
output file format is OFF [Giv09]. For example, someone may start with a point
data set, that could be measured or digitized, and using some triangulation ap-
plication or a library such as CGAL library [CGA09], TerraLib library [Ter09] or
GTS library [GTS09]. Then, s/he should ensure that the structure of the output
is based on the triangle-based approach, otherwise there are some converters
that can convert edge-based structures into triangle-based structures [Cpp09],
as discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, the output file of the TIN loader should be
one of the supported file formats.
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4.3 TIN internal data structure implementation

Here, we discretely define TIN data type needed in the database based on the
storage realization approached in Chapter 3 and considering the TIN ADT
defined in Chapter 2. Two new data types need to be created in the Post-
greSQL/PostGIS database complying with the tiling approach that internally
relies on the triangle-based data structure. One data type holds a vertex and
another one represents a triangle. For example, a part of a triangle-based TIN
data structure is shown in Figure 4.3. Vertices are represented together as a
list, each of four attributes: x-coordinate ‘x,’ y-coordinate ‘y,’ its weight (TIN
field value) ‘w,’ and the reference of one of the surrounding triangles ‘p.’ Tri-
angles are represented in another list with six attributes for each triangle: the
three reference values of the three incident vertices ‘v1, v2, v3,’ and the three
reference values of the three neighbor triangles ‘t1, t2, t3.’ Therefore, the new
vertex data type should represent the four attributes and the triangle data type
represent the six attributes illustrated above.

Figure 4.3: Example of a triangle-based TIN data structure

4.3.1 Vertex data type

There are four attributes of a vertex to be represented in the vertex data type.

1. X-coordinate is a float number that represents the coordinate of the vertex
in the x-axis according to the spatial reference system (SRS) of the TIN.

2. Y-coordinate is also a float number representing the vertex coordinate in
the y-axis in the same SRS.
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3. TIN field value such as an elevation or temperature value. It can be an
integer or a float number, however, for our project, we represent it always
as a float number.

4. A reference value, of type integer, of one of the triangles that the vertex is
incident to.

Based on experimental findings, the float numbers are selected to be of type
double precision (8 bytes storage size) according to PostgrSQL data types be-
cause we want to have the same precision considered for the POINT geometry
type available in the PostGIS. If we use lower precision data type, we deter-
mine minor differences causing topological inconsistency when we apply some
spatial functions and use the various geometry data types available in the Post-
greSQL/PostGIS along with the TIN data type. This consideration is also ap-
plied for the TIN field value since it will be used and compared with a z-point,
i.e., a point of the type extended to include a z-value.

4.3.2 Triangle data type

Six attributes of a triangle are needed to be stored in the triangle data type.

1. Three reference values, of type integer, to the first, second, and third ver-
tex of the triangle.

2. Three integer numbers represent three reference values point to the first,
second, and third neighbor triangle.

In addition, the TIN data structure itself in the PostgreSQL/PostGIS spatial
database maintains a set of vertices and a set of triangles. They are stored in
arrays of the vertex data type and the triangle data type defined above, respec-
tively. A reference value (array index) is used to access a vertex or a triangle in
the corresponding array. For the source code that implements these data types,
see Appendix C.

4.4 TIN Loader implementation

While TIN loader is a set of functions that imports a TIN from an external
source, i.e., an OFF file, into the PostgreSQL/PostGIS spatial database, the
question is how to implement this loader? An answer would be, first, by study-
ing and analyzing the required TIN input format of the source and the desired
TIN format in the database. Second, we design a method to do the loading
process, third, we implement the designed loader using the selected procedural
languages. Finally, we test the loader using some TIN data.

4.4.1 Input and output analysis

To understand where we start from, we answer the following raised question:
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Question: What information is already available in the input as external TIN
file?

The answer is that there are two lists, a list for vertices and another one
for triangles. Each vertex in the list has five values: Its implicit identification
number (its order in the list), x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and the field value
attached to this vertex, i.e., a field value. Each triangle in the list has seven
values: Its implicit reference number (its order in the list), three reference val-
ues that represent the identification numbers of its three incident vertices in
counterclockwise order, and three reference values that represent the identifi-
cation numbers of its three triangle neighbors in counterclockwise order. The
last three reference values exist in the CGAL files and not in the OFF files.

And to understand where we want to end up we need to answer the following
questions:

Q(1): How a TIN is going to be in a database?

A TIN is represented using the tiling-based approach and the triangle-based
data structure. Hence, a TIN is divided into a number of subTINs using the tile
system described in Chapter 3. Such number is computed from the tile width
and height provided by the user. Each tile extracts a smaller TIN (subTIN) from
the main TIN, meaning that, each subTIN extracted by a tile has two lists: one
for vertices and another one for triangles. Therefore, we have subTINs that we
need to store in a database in such a way that they represent only one large
TIN. Therefore, an answer to the above question is that a TIN is going to be
stored as subTINs. Then, the next question follows.

Q(2): How to store a set of subTINs in the database?

A general answer is that a TIN can be stored in one table. Each subTIN
is stored in a single record in the TIN table. Hence, for each tile we have a
subTIN. We mainly store its list of vertices as a value of type array of the type
vertex, that is implemented in Section 4.3.1. We store its list of triangles as a
value of type triangle[]. In addition, we can represent any information related
to a tile or the extracted subTIN in the same record such as the tile bounding
box and the summary values of a subTIN.

Q(3): What information is required in the eventual TIN table holding subTINs?

This table should contain information needed to be queried by useful ma-
nipulation functions applied on a TIN. Hence, each record in the TIN table
represents the information of a single tile and a single extracted subTIN and
should at least contain the following:

1. An identification number for the tile (tileid),

2. The bounding box of the tile,

3. A true polygon that covers the whole area of the subTIN, it will be used
for spatial search,
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4. A value of type vertex[] to store the list of vertices of the subTIN,

5. A value of type triangle[] to store the list of triangles in the subTIN, and

6. The minimum and maximum field value of each subTIN.

Problem On one hand, we know that identification numbers for vertices and
triangles of a TIN in an external file are known implicitly by their order
in the file, and on the other hand, the same principle applies when we ex-
tract smaller arrays from them for each subTIN. Hence, for each subTIN,
the identification number of a vertex or a triangle equals to its order in the
corresponding array which is not necessarily the same number of the ver-
tex or triangle in the external file, i.e., before applying the tiling process.
However, losing the original identification numbers means that triangles
may may have wrong references to their incident vertices and neighbor
triangles and similarly for vertices. Therefore, we need to address this
problem. We should determine a mechanism to check and update, for
each triangle, its reference values of its incident vertices and its adjacent
triangle. Now, the question is: How to update the reference values of the
vertices and triangles for each subTIN and for each triangle?

We have data that need to be organized and managed before and after the
tiling process. Before tiling, we have two lists of data, one for triangles and
another one for vertices. After tiling, we have three lists, one for tiles including
subTINs, another one for triangles, and a third one for vertices. On one hand,
a tile may have a relation with one or more triangles, and a triangle has a
relation with only one tile, i.e., a triangle is located only in a single subTIN. On
the other hand, a tile may have a relation with three or more vertices, and a
vertex may have a relation with one or more tiles. Therefore, we can organize
these data and relations using a relational database design. Hence, we need to
design small database schema to manage such data before and after tiling.

For that, it is wise to have a preparation stage that is an intermediate so-
lution to store temporarily such data in a database and do some management
and updates before we transfer data into the TIN table. By doing so, we ensure
that each triangle holds the correct references about its incident vertices and
its adjacent triangles. We also can keep track of the tiling process and memo-
rize it in such a way that allows the TIN dumper to be easily implemented. So,
instead of populating data into the TIN table directly, we use an indirect way to
do that.

4.4.2 TIN Loader design

To implement TIN loader properly, we provide a design for that. We divided the
design of the loader into two phases: the preparation and the population of a
TIN into its final TIN table. We describe each phase in the following sections.
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Preparation phase

In the preparation phase, we prepare the requirement needed to do the indirect
loading of a TIN into its eventual table. We set up the intermediate database
and the steps needed to prepare for a TIN data in the external source to be
populated into the TIN table.

The next question is as follows.

Question: What is the structure of our intermediate database?

Figure 4.4 represents a design of the intermediate database using the Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML). Here, we have four tables. Table tmp tile holds
a list of tiles, table tmp triangle holds a list of triangles, and table tmp vertex
holds list of vertices, and table tmp vertile is an association table between tmp tile
table and tmp vertex table that holds each vertex for each tile.

Figure 4.4: Temporarily intermediate database design

Table tmp tile has the following structure:

tileid an identification number of type ‘serial,’ which is a sequential integer in
PostgreSQL database. It is the primary key (PK) of the table.

bbox a bounding box of the tile of type ‘box2d,’ that is a minimal bounding box
type in PostgreSQL database. A value of this type represents two points,
these are the lower left corner (LL) and the upper right corner (UR) of a
bounding box.
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geom a true multiplygonal geometry of type MultiPolygon that covers the whole
area of a subTIN.

min, max Double precision numbers represents the minimum and maximum
field value for each subTIN, respectively.

Observe that we used MultiPolygon geometry type and not a polygon type
because it could happen that the tiling process results in a tile with some tri-
angles that are connected by just a vertex to the other triangles in the same
subTIN. For example, the triangle ‘A’ shown in Figure 4.5 is part of the subTIN
that has the same color and is sharing only one vertex with the subTIN. This
observation may happen due to the irregularity of the triangle networks of a
TIN. Hence, it may happen that a triangle (e.g., triangle ‘A’ in Figure 4.5) is
assigned to a tile with which its overlap area is biggest and has just one vertex
in common with the other triangles in that tile. Therefore, we cannot define the
subTIN shape as a polygon type because this violates the polygon definition in
ISO and OGC standards [Int02, Ope99]. We represent a subTIN as MultiPoly-
gon which is the true geometry type that complies with the standards.

Figure 4.5: MultiPolygon geometry type

The structure of table tmp triangle follows.

geom a true geometry of type polygon that represents a triangle.

seq a sequence number, of type integer, holds the order of the triangles for each
subTIN, i.e., per subTIN, it ranges from 1 to the number of triangles in the
subTIN).

t1, t2, t3 reference numbers, of type integer, of the first, second, and third
neighbor triangle according to the counterclockwise order, respectively .

v1, v2, v3 reference numbers, of type integer, holds the reference of the first,
second, and third vertex of the triangle, respectively .

tile a number of type integer represents the tile number that the triangle be-
longs to. It represents also a foreign key (FK) to tileid attribute in tmp tile
table.

triid the original identification number, of type integer, of the triangle through
the whole TIN. It is the PK of the table.
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Table tmp vertex has the following structure:

geom a true geometry of type point that represents a vertex.

x, y numbers of type double precision that represents the x-coordinate and y-
coordinate of the vertex in the TIN SRS.

field value a number of type double precision that represents a TIN field value
such as an elevation value.

vertid a number of type integer that represents the identification number of a
vertex in the whole TIN. It is the PK of the table.

Finally, a description of the structure of tmp vertile table follows.

seq a sequence number, of type integer, holds the order of the vertices for each
subTIN, i.e., per subTIN, it ranges from 1 to the number of vertices in the
subTIN).

tileid a number of type integer that holds the tile number. It is a FK to tileid
attribute in tmp tile table. It also contributes with vertid attribute in this
table to represent a PK for the table.

vertid a number of type integer that holds the vertex number that should exist
in the vertid attribute in tmp vertex table forming a FK to this attribute.
In addition, it contributes with the attribute tileid in this table to make a
PK for the table.

Preparation steps

Here, we provide a design for the algorithm of the preparation phase, for
that, the following steps need to be done.

1. Build the intermediate temporary database according to the structure de-
scribed above,

2. read data from the external TIN file into the temporary database,

3. construct the required geometries for the ‘geom’ attributes in the corre-
sponding tables,

4. create spatial indexes on the tables to speed up the spatial search in Post-
greSQL/PostGIS,

5. run the VACUUM ANALYZE command for each table and geometry col-
umn, that will collect table statistics to optimize query plans,

6. for CGAL files only, maintain the reference values of neighbor triangles,
i.e., t1, t2 and t3,

7. populate tmp tile table with the bounding boxes of each tile into the at-
tribute ‘bbox’ using the width and height parameters and the origin point
that will fix the tiling system,
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8. determine which triangle and vertex belong to which tile,

(a) Assign a tile to each triangle, and
(b) populate tmp vertile table, to relate vertices with tiles.

9. compute the geometry, i.e., attribute ‘geom’, in tmp tile table, as a true
multiplygonal boundary of patch of triangles that makes up the subTIN,

10. determine the value of the new sequence of triangles and vertices and
populate them into the attributes ‘seq’ in the corresponding tables,

11. for each subTIN, compute its minimum and maximum field value and set
the result to the two attributes: min and max in tmp tile table, respec-
tively.

12. for OFF files only, compute the reference values of neighbor triangles, i.e.,
t1, t2 and t3, and finally

13. for all tiles, for each triangle, update the reference values of the incident
vertices and neighbor triangles.

Populating TIN table phase

Here, we have two steps that need to be implemented to have a TIN data set in
its eventual table. First, we build the table based on a design of the structure
of the TIN table. Second, we use the intermediate tables to populate the TIN
table and we follow the required steps.

The eventual TIN table has the following structure.

tileid An identification number of type integer. It is the primary key (PK) of
the table.

bbox A bounding box of the tile of type ‘box2d.’

geom A true multiplygonal geometry of type MultiPolygon that covers the
whole area of the subTIN.

vertarr A value of type vertex[]. The structure of the type vertex is described
in Section 4.3.1.

triarr A value of type triangle[]. For more details about the structure of the
type triangle, see Section 4.3.2.

min, max Double precision numbers that represents the minimum and maxi-
mum field value for each subTIN, respectively.

To populate the TIN table from the intermediate tables, we need to imple-
ment the following steps.

1. Build the TIN table according to the structure described above,

2. create a value of type vertex[] for each tile,
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3. create a value of type triangle[] for each tile,

4. for each tile, read the values of the attributes: bbox, geom, min, and max,
and finally

5. for each tile, insert the values from steps 2, 3 and 4 into the final TIN.

4.4.3 Implementation algorithms

Preparation phase

Here, we implement the algorithm steps of the preparation phase designed
above as functions. We provide short overview descriptions of the implemented
algorithms. For the source code, see Appendix A. Algorithms overview are as
follows.

(1) Building the intermediate temporary database

Function: tin build tmp tables()

Description: It executes a Data Definition Language (DDL) SQL code and
PostgreSQL/PostGIS AddGeometryColumn [Pos08a] functions required to
create the four tables: tmp tile, tmp vertex, tmp vertile, and tmp triangle
designed in Section 4.4.2. This function is called under a preparation func-
tion, i.e., tin preparation phase, in the main TIN loader tin2pgsql. For the
function source code, see Appendix A.1.

Arguments: An integer number represents the Spatial Reference Identifica-
tion number (SRID) of the TIN, which is recognized by PostgreSQL/PostGIS
as a unique identifier for the SRS within the database [Pos08a].

Returns: Table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(2) Reading data from a TIN file into the temporary database

Function: tin initialize tmp tables

Description: Open and read a CGAL TIN file and load data into the corre-
sponding temporary tables. Vertices are loaded into tmp vertex and tri-
angles are loaded into tmp triangle. During the loading process, first, if
the TIN field value is not provided, i.e., in case of the data available for
testing, then we generate the field value as a function of x and y with some
random variation, second, we adopt the reference numbers to be compati-
ble with our approach, i.e., we start numbering from 1 and not from 0 as
CGAL do, we give the number -1 for the cases where no neighbor triangles
exists. For more details, see the source code in Appendix A.2.

Arguments: The full path of the CGAL file of type text

Returns: Table names of type text
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Language: PLpythonu

Function: tin initialize tmp tables off

Description: Open and read an OFF TIN file and load data into the corre-
sponding temporary tables. In general, it works rather similar to the
function tin initialize tmp tables, however, there is some different con-
sideration inside the function. For more details, see the source code in
Appendix A.2.

Arguments: The full path of the OFF file of type text

Returns: Table names of type text

Language: PLpythonu

(3) Constructing the required ‘geom’ attributes in the corresponding tables

Function: tin geoms in tmp tables

Description: For each vertex, we construct a geometry of type point and we in-
sert the value under the attribute ‘geom’ into tmp vertex table. Similarly,
for each triangle, we build a geometry of type polygon, then, we insert the
result value into tmp triangle in the attribute ‘geom’. For more details,
see the source code in Appendix A.3.

Arguments: An integer number represents the TIN SRID

Returns: Table names of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(4) Creating spatial indexes using GIST [Pos08a]

Function: tin createspatialindexes

Description: Create spatial indexes on ‘geom’ column and the three tables:
tmp vertex, tmp triangle, and tmp tile using GIST. For more details, see
the source code in Appendix A.4.

Arguments: None

Returns: Table names of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(5) Run the VACUUM ANALYZE command We manually run this command
‘VACUUM ANALYZE [table name] [column name]’ for the three tables:
tmp vertex, tmp triangle, and tmp tile to help optimizing query plans.

(6) For CGAL files only, maintain neighbor triangle references
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Function: tin trianglesfilter

Description: Update t1, t2, or t3 to value -1 for triangles at the boarder where
t1, t2, or t3 refers to outside the TIN, where there are no triangles. For
more details, see the source code in Appendix A.6.

Arguments: None

Returns: triangles table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(7) Populate tmp tile table with the bounding boxes

Function: tin populate tmp tile

Description: Generate tiles and populate them to tmp tile table. User pro-
vides four parameters: the width and height parameters of the tiling unit
and an origin point, i.e., x- and y-coordinate, that is used to reference the
tile system. Then, the number of tiles is derived from the width and height
parameters. After that, these tiles are generated as values of type box2d.
Finally, these values are populated as bounding boxes into tmp tile under
the attribute ‘bbox’. For more details, see the source code in Appendix A.7.

Arguments: Four double precision number represents tile width, tile height,
x-coordinate, and y-coordinate of the origin point.

Returns: tiles table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(8) Determine which triangle and vertex belongs to which tile

(a) Assign one tile to each triangle

Function: tin a tile to a triangle

Description: Assign a triangle to the tile with which its overlap is biggest, if
two or more tiles have the same area of overlap, we assign the triangle to
the tile with lowest primary key value ‘tileid’. For more details, see the
source code in Appendix A.8.

Arguments: None

Returns: triangles table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(b) Populate tmp vertile table

Function: tin trianglesfilter
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Description: Relate a tile with vertices that are incident to the resulted sub-
TIN of that tile. Using tmp triangle table, for each triangle, we extract
the relation between triangle’s vertices and tiles resulting in tmp vertile
table. For more details, see the source code in Appendix A.8.

Arguments: None

Returns: tmp vertile table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(9) Construct the geometry column in tmp tile table

Function: tin tmp tile geom

Description: Construct the geometry column, i.e., attribute ‘geom’, in tmp tile
table, as a true multiplygonal boundary of patch of triangles that makes
up the tile. For each tile, we aggregate all triangles as true polygons using
a geometric union operation and store the result in the attribute ‘geom’ of
the table tmp tile. For more details, see the source code in Appendix A.9.

Arguments: None

Returns: tiles table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(10) Per tile, compute and populate the new sequence of triangles and vertices

Vertices new sequence

Function: tin tmp vertile seq

Description: For each tile, we determine the value of the new sequence of
vertices and populate them into the attributes ‘seq’ in tmp vertile table.
For more details, see the source code in Appendix A.10.

Arguments: None

Returns: tmp vertile table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

Triangles new sequence

Function: tin tmp triangle seq

Description: For each tile, we determine the value of the new sequence of
triangles and populate them into the attributes ‘seq’ in the triangle table.
For more details, see the source code in Appendix A.10.

Arguments: None
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Returns: triangles table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(11) Per tile, compute the minimum and maximum field value of the subTIN

Function: tin tmp tile minmax

Description: For each tile, we determine the minimum and maximum field
value and we set the result to the two attributes: min and max in tmp tile
table, respectively. For more details, see the source code in Appendix B.5.

Arguments: None

Returns: tmp tile table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(12) [For OFF files only, compute the references of neighbor triangles

Function: tin tmp triangle ts

Description: Only for OFF files, we determine the reference values of triangle
neighbors, i.e., t1, t2 and t3. For more details, see the source code in
Appendix A.11.

Arguments: None

Returns: tmp triangle table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

(13) Update the reference values of all vertices and triangles

Update vertex sequence

Function: tin tile triangles v update

Description: For each tile, for each triangle, update the reference values of
the incident vertices, i.e., v1, v2, v3. For more details, see the source code
in Appendix A.12.

Arguments: None

Returns: triangles table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

Update triangle sequence

Function: tin tile triangles t update
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Description: For each tile, for each triangle, update the reference values of
the triangle neighbors, i.e., t1, t2, t3. For more details, see the source code
in Appendix A.12.

Arguments: None

Returns: triangles table name of type text

Language: PLpgSQL

Populating TIN table

Here, we implement the algorithms of the populating phase designed above.
Overview descriptions of the implemented algorithms follow. For the source
code, see Appendix B.

(1) Create the eventual TIN table: We create the TIN table according to the
structure described in Section 4.4.2. For more details, see the source code
in Appendix B.3

(2) Prepare a value of type vertex-array for a given tile

Function: tin tile vertices array

Description: For a given tile, create a value of type vertex[]. We determine
a list of vertices and store them as an array of type vertex[]. For more
details, see the source code in Appendix B.1.

Arguments: An integer represents the tile number

Returns: A value (an array) of type vertex[]

Language: PLpgSQL

(3) For a given tile, return a value of type triangle-array

Function: tin tile triangles array

Description: For a given tile, create a value of type triangle[]. We determine
a list of triangles and store them as an array of type triangle[]. For more
details, see the source code in Appendix B.2.

Arguments: An integer represents the tile number

Returns: A value (an array) of type triangle[]

Language: PLpgSQL

(4, 5) For each tile, insert its full values into the eventual TIN table

Function: tin create populate subtin table
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Description: For each tile, insert into the TIN table its vertices array (in at-
tribute ‘vertarr’ of type vertex[]), triangles array (in ‘triarr’ of type trian-
gle[]), bounding box (in ‘bbox’ of type box2d), geometry (in ‘geom’ of type
MultiPolygon), minimum and maximum field value (in ‘min’ and ‘max’
of type double precision). For more details, see the source code in Ap-
pendix B.3.

Arguments: TIN table name as text type

Returns: TIN table name as text type

Language: PLpgSQL

TIN loader

Here, the final function that is used as the TIN loader is described below.

Function: tin2pgsql ( varchar, varchar, integer, double precision, double preci-
sion, double precision, double precision )

Description: Syntax: tin2pgsql(〈tin name〉, 〈tin file full path〈, 〈srid〈, 〉x-tile〈,
〉y-tile〈, 〉x-origin〈, 〉y-origin〈). Loads a TIN data set from a file into a
database. The tin name is a given name for the TIN, it should be unique.
The tin file full path is the full path of the file that holds the TIN. The srid
must be an integer value reference to a value in the SPATIAL REF SYS
table. The x-tile and y-tile are the width and height of the tile that will
be applied in the tiling process, respectively. The x-origin and y-origin
are the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the origin point that will be used
for referencing the tile system. For more details, see the source code in
Appendix B.4.

Returns: the tin name as text type, that can be stored probably in an attribute
of a user table to be used later as the unique name to the TIN.

Language: PLpgSQL

4.5 Function implementations

A number of TIN manipulation functions can be developed on top of the imple-
mented TIN data type in Section 4.4. Considering the list of functions defined
in Section 2.2.2, there are various classes of functions, for example, there are
set functions, predicates, aggregation functions, and a few numeric functions
that need to be implemented. In this project, however, we have prioritized the
function implementations. The selection considers the functions that provide
interesting results that are expected from a TIN-in-database and functions that
takes a TIN and other spatial data sets such as point and polygons.
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4.5.1 TIN functions scope

There is a wide range of TIN usages such as conversions, interpolations, and
other applications. Here, we consider TIN interpolation functions as our first
necessary functions that need to be implemented. There are different interpola-
tion functions around such as a function to interpolate the field value at a given
point and a function to generate contour lines. For this project, we implement
the following functions:

Point interpolation A function to interpolate the TIN field value at a given
point.

Contour interpolation A function to interpolate contour lines according to
some given parameters.

4.5.2 TIN functions algorithms implementation

To implement TIN functions properly, we need to design algorithms for the
functions to be implemented for the two main functions mentioned above.

The interpolation of the field value at a given point

The task here is to determine the TIN field value, i.e., elevation value, at a given
point. Below, we provide the algorithm needed to implement the function that
will do this task, the function called tin z(). Here, this function will probably
use the given point as a PostGIS geometry of type POINT, this contribute to
have TIN-in-database usable with other spatial data sets. Hence, this function
takes a point geometry as one of its arguments.

1. Check pre-conditions.

• Check if the given point is of type POINT, otherwise raise exception
that it is invalid point.

• Check if the provided TIN unique name exists in the database, oth-
erwise raise exception that it is not exists.

• Check if the point’s SRID is the same SRID of the TIN, otherwise
raise exception about that.

• Check if the given point is not within the TIN extent, otherwise raise
exception about that.

2. Find the subTIN that holds the given point, if the result is more than one,
we pick the first. That will happen if the point is on the common edges,
observe that the result interpolate value is the same whatever subTIN is
selected.

3. The function tin triangle z() reads the triangle array of the selected tile
and starting from the first triangle, it reads v1, v2 and v3 of the triangle
and provide them to a function that will answer if the point is inside the
triangle or not, that is tin point inside(). If it is not inside the triangle,
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then the next triangle is read and checked similarly until the triangle
that contains the point is found.

4. Now, we know the triangle that holds the point. Then, we compute its field
value using linear algebraic formulas, the equation of the triangle leads
to determine the field value at any specific point in the triangle [AR05]. A
function called tin field value() does this computation.

Here, we provide an overview description of the algorithms used to imple-
ment the functions mentioned above. For the source code, see Appendix B.5.

Function: tin point inside

Description: For a specific triangle, determine if a given point is located within
this triangle or not. To do this test there are four different approaches: us-
ing PostGIS functions [Pos08a], Plumb-line/Dropped-line approach, Angle/Azimuth-
based approach, and sign of lines equations approach [Rah92]. We use the
last approach because it uses simple substituting and evaluating three
linear equations, whereas other approaches requires other computations.
For more details, see the source code in Appendix B.5.

Arguments: The three vertices of a triangle as pairs of double precision num-
bers, i.e., x, y, the candidate point, i.e., the point we need to compute the
field value at, also as a pair of double precision numbers.

Returns: True or False, i.e., boolean value.

Language: PLpgSQL

Function: tin field value

Description: For a certain triangle and a given point, compute the point’s field
value using linear algebraic formulas, the equation of the triangle leads
to determine the field value at any specific point in the triangle [AR05].
For more details, see the source code in Appendix B.5.

Arguments: The three vertices of a triangle as pairs of double precision num-
bers, i.e., x, y, the candidate point also as a pair of double precision num-
bers.

Returns: double precision value represents the TIN field value at the given
point.

Language: PLpgSQL

Function: tin triangle z

Description: For a selected tile, read v1, v2 and v3 of a triangle and provide
them to the function tin point inside() to do the containment test of the
point. If it is not inside the triangle the next triangle is read and checked
similarly until it finds the triangle that holds the point. For more details,
see the source code in Appendix B.5.
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Arguments: The three vertices of a triangle as reference positions, i.e., v1,
v2, v3, of type integer, the candidate point as a pair of double precision
numbers, i.e., x, y, the TIN table name of type varchar.

Returns: TIN field value of type double precision

Language: PLpgSQL

Function: tin z

Description: This function is the final one that uses the other function de-
scribed above. It check if the given point is of type POINT, if the provided
TIN unique name exists in the database, if the point’s SRID is the same
SRID of the TIN, and if the given point is not within the TIN extent. For
more details, see the source code in Appendix B.5.

Arguments: The TIN table name of type varchar, the candidate point of geom-
etry type POINT.

Returns: TIN field value of type double precision

Language: PLpgSQL

Contour lines

Here, we want to address the problem of computing the contour lines within a
specific tile according to a given interval size and starting from a certain TIN
field value. Below, we provide the algorithm needed to implement the function
that will do this task, the function called tin contour tile().

Language: PLpgSQL

Function: tin contour tile(varchar, integer, double precision, double precision,
double precision, varchar)

Description: Syntax: tin contour tile(〉tin table〈, 〉tile number〈, 〉min start〈,
〉max end〈, 〉step〈, 〉contour table〈).

Algorithm:

1. Check pre-conditions.

• Check if the provided TIN unique name exists in the database, oth-
erwise raise exception that it is not exists.

• Check if the starting and ending provided values are within the range
of the actual TIN values, otherwise return null.

• Check if any of the starting or ending values is null, then instead
provide the TIN minimum or maximum field value, respectively.

2. Compute the considered contour line, i.e., generate a list of the field values
of them.
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3. For each triangle in the subTIN of the tile, and for each contour line, let
the function tin contour triangle() perform.

Language: PLpgSQL

Function: tin contour triangle()( varchar, integer, integer, integer, integer, dou-
ble precision)

Description: Syntax: tin contour tile(〉tin table〈, 〉tile num〈, 〉triangle v1〈, 〉triangle v2〈,
〉triangle v3〈, 〉contour field value〈).Check the triangle three edges. If the
current contour line value is within the range of the field values defined
by the two field values of the two point of each edge

Algorithm:

1. For each triangle, extract the three edges.

2. For each edge, check if contour intersects the edge. If so, interpolate the
intersection point.

3. We look at the triangle and we ignore any intersection with the contour
that produce only single point on the triangle. There are two cases that
cause this: contour intersects only one of the three vertices, contour inter-
sects the triangle at two points but they coincide.

4. At a triangle, we consider contour lines that intersects with two edges
at different points (not at the common vertex). In addition, we consider
contour lines that intersects with two edges at the common vertex but also
intersects with the third edge, so a line can go through the triangle.

5. We memorize the parts of the contour line until we finish all triangle for
the tile.

6. Grouping by the field value, we do union for the parts of the contour line
(of type LineString) and we collect them in MultiLineString type.

For more details, see the source code in Appendix B.5.

Management functions

Here, we describe some management functions which a user of this project may
need.

addtincolumn(varchar, varchar, varchar) Syntax: addtincolumn(〉schema name〈,
〉table name〈, 〉column name〈). Adds a column, to hold the TIN unique
name, to an existing table of attributes. The schema name is the name of
the table schema. The table name is the name of the existing table which
user wants to add (the column name) TIN column to.

droptincolumn(varchar, varchar, varchar) Syntax: droptincolumn(〉schema name〈,
〉table name〈, 〉column name〈). Remove a column, which holds TIN unique
name(s), from an existing spatial table.
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Discussions, Conclusions and
Recommendations

In this project, a library of TIN storage and manipulation functions has been
developed. The implementation alternative chosen based on an ADT of TIN has
been implemented under a number of considerations related to the platform
and working environment. This chapter discusses the achievements, existing
problems and the improvements that can be done in the future for the TIN-in-
database library. Finally, it provides a summary and conclusion of this project.

5.1 Discussion

To verify that the research questions defined in Section 1.2.2 have been ad-
dressed and the project objectives have been accomplished, the discussion is
provided in three sections to cover three issues: research questions, advantages,
and some limitations.

5.1.1 Research questions

Definition of an ADT of TIN

In Chapter 2, we discussed how to define an ADT for TIN using various ways: a
quite informal definition, the ISO abstract spatial schema specification [Int02],
the OGC abstract and implementation specifications [Ope96, Ope06, Ope99],
and the second-order-signature specification framework [Güt93, SB06].

To define an ADT for TIN such that type constructors can be applied uni-
formly and operations act consistently over many types, it is necessary to de-
fine one integrated ADT, that consists of a type system and operations that
encapsulate the type. Therefore, we require using the second-order-signature
specification framework that uses a system of two coupled signatures where the
first signature describes a type system and the second one an algebra over the
types of the first signature. Such framework is used to define an ADT for TIN
considering the ISO and the OGC specifications.
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Definition of TIN implementation alternatives

As discussed in Chapter 3, there exist various implementation approaches vary-
ing from one extreme case (serialized object approach) to other extreme ones
(tabular and multiple row object approaches). To define each implementation
alternative of TIN data structure we describe a number of aspects, we describe
the data structure itself, we describe how it complies with the definition of the
ADT of TIN, also based on the defined operations in the ADT, we explain the ap-
plicability of these operations using the approach, and we relate the feasibility
of what platform and environment are desired to implement these operations
on top of.

Selecting an implementation alternative

To decide on the desired TIN data structure, the requirements of the desired
TIN were tested with each alternative and the preferred one was chosen, if
there is no such one, a new approach is developed, and this is what happened.
Based on the evaluation of the available TIN data structures which is discussed
in Section 3.3 and while sufficient details are provided by the definitions of the
alternatives, we found that the existing approaches do not satisfy the require-
ment. These requirements include the following:

• compliance with the definition of the ADT of TIN

• considering that the working environment is an open source spatial database
and not main memory

• allowing to make use of the offered capabilities and features of spatial
databases such as querying and spatial indexing

• considering the limitations of the database such as unavailability of point-
ers

• considering the challenge of having extremely large tables on the query
planner and the performance in general

• ability to serve and accommodate a variety of TIN manipulation functions
according to the definition of the ADT allowing us to regularly use TINs
with other spatial data sets available in the database

Therefore, a new approach is adopted was adopted with the tiling approach.
It fits in between the tabular multiple rows approach and the single serialized
object approach and it satisfies the desired requirements.

Implementation requirements

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the TIN implementation requirements were sep-
arated in two parts: the platform and working environment, and the external
sources.

In the platform and working environment, the PostgreSQL/PostGIS plat-
form [Pos08b, Pos08a] is used as the selected open source spatial database. We
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mentioned a number of reasons for the selection. Besides the standard SQL,
the PL/pgSQL and the PL/Pythonu procedural languages were chosen to de-
velop the TIN storage and manipulation functions.

In the external sources of TIN data set, as discussed in Section 4.2.2, the
directly supported file formats are the OFF and CGAL file format and there are
more than twenty different file formats that can be supported indirectly using
a converter such as the IVCON converter [Bur09a].

TIN Implementation

This section briefly describes and discusses the two implementation steps: TIN
loader implementation, and implementation of TIN manipulation functions:

TIN loader implementation The loader was implemented by, first studying
and analyzing the required TIN input format of the source and the de-
sired TIN format in the database. Second, we design a method to execute
the loading process, third, we implemented the designed loader using the
selected procedural languages, i.e., the PL/pgSQL and the PL/Pythonu.
Finally, we tested the loader using some TIN data.

The implementation of TIN functions TIN Interpolation functions of the TIN
field value at a given point and of contour lines were developed on top of
the implemented TIN data type based on function prioritization. Besides,
other functions were developed such as a function to get/set an SRID to a
TIN and a function to determine the minimum and maximum values of a
TIN.

TIN with other spatial data types

As discussed in Section 3.3, a specific implementation alternative was chosen
and one of the important reasons for this selection is that the selected alterna-
tive offers a number of TIN functions allowing to routinely use TIN with other
spatial data types leading to a good TIN-in-database system. For example, the
function tin z() has been developed and implemented to determine the TIN field
value at a given point of type POINT, that is a PostGIS point geometry type
available already in the database and compliant with the OGC Simple Feature
Specification [Ope99] as an interoperable solution.

5.1.2 Advantages and features

In this section, some advantages and features of the TIN support in an open
source spatial database are discussed.

• As far as we know, there is no other work that extends an open source
spatial database with an ADT of TIN composed of storage and manipula-
tion functions allowing us to ‘interoperably’ use it along with other spatial
data sets and making use of the capabilities of databases and addressing
real use-case needs of TIN-in-database.
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• A large portion of this project is implementation-independent. Hence, it
can be applied in any other spatial database using the same definition
ADT of TIN and implementation alternative. The implementation of the
project on top of PostgreSQL/PostGIS is just a sample to mainly show that
it is applicable.

• PostgreSQL/PostGIS provides a rich function set that has been used through-
out the implementation stage especially in the implementation of the TIN
loader. In addition, a good support is provided from the relatively large
PostgreSQL/PostGIS community.

• Although PostgreSQL/PostGIS has been extend to support a TIN using
this project, there is no change in its internal libraries. Meaning that, ex-
tending PostgreSQL/PostGIS with TIN is independent of its installation.
Hence, one can install PostgreSQL/PostGIS normally and then execute
the TIN extension library.

• Parametrization of the functions provides easy extension and developing
of new functions. The implemented TIN storage and manipulation func-
tions were developed in such a way that they are broken down into small
functions allowing to reuse them in other functions, it gives also a clear
understanding of the functions for further extending.

• In addition to the functions that provide access to a TIN object, one can
do other useful things with the TIN such as visualizing it in an OGC com-
plaint software such as Quantum GIS.

• As a TIN external source, more than twenty various file formats, as de-
scribed in Section 4.2.2, are supported indirectly by converting them into
the main directly supported file format (OFF files) using a suitable con-
verter such as the IVCON converter [Bur09a].

5.1.3 Limitations and difficulties

In this section we discuss some important considerations of this project that
present difficulties during its execution and may be considered an limitations
of the project.

Since database technology does not support pointers, we have been forced
to use static arrays for the design and development of the type system. This
may restricts or affects the performance of some functions, though this can be
recovered to some extent by adjusting parameters in the tiling system such as
the number of tiles.

A further disadvantage behind the nonexistence of pointers is that build-
ing a TIN from other real spatial data sets, i.e., set of points of spot heights,
in the database is rather expensive and difficult. However, we still have the
opportunity to do it in main memory using some programs.
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5.2 Conclusions

In this project, a library of TIN storage and manipulation functions were de-
veloped. Based on the review of the available researches in extending open
source spatial databases, this project is the first attempt to develop an ADT
of TIN. It composed of type system and manipulation functions, allowing us
to ‘interoperably’ use it along with other spatial data sets in an open source
spatial database. That is while making use of the capabilities, scalability, se-
curity, and performance of such database and addressing real use-case needs of
TIN-in-database.

From the discussion and research accomplishments, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

• Three important sections were separated according to the concept of sepa-
ration of concerns: the conceptual model, that is the definition of an ADT
of TIN, the logical model, that is the implementation alternatives, and the
implementation model. The conceptual model and the logical model are
independent of implementation platform and environment. Whereas only
the implementation model is using a specific platform and environment.

• An important challenge is raised to develop such structures and functions
contributing in providing new technology to maintain and process data.
This is due to many reasons such as Internet connections are becoming
faster, spatial services via the Internet are increasingly required around
the world and huge amount of spatial data are produced, i.e., simulation
data, moving objects data, and high precision measured data. Various and
different types are considered such as raw data, images, TINs and even
more complex data sets. These data sets are globally shared, processed,
maintained and disseminated. Hence, it has become illogical to maintain
and analyze such spatial information from these data using conventional
tools. Therefore development of new technology to maintain and process
data is required.

An important challenge is raised to develop such structures and functions con-
tributing in providing new technology to maintain and process data. This is due
to many reasons such as Internet connections become faster, spatial services via
the Internet are increasingly required around the world and huge amount of
spatial data are produced, i.e., simulation data, moving objects data, and high
precision measured data. Various and different types are considered such as
raw data, images, TINs and even more complex data sets. These data sets are
globally shared, processed, maintained and disseminated. Hence, it become il-
logical to maintain and analyze such spatial information from these data using
conventional tools. Therefore development of new technology to maintain and
process data is required.
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5.3 Future improvements

In this section, we discuss some improvements for TIN implementation in this
project.

• Perform a performance evaluation for the implementation of TIN stor-
age and manipulation functions against other implementation(s) that use
another data structure alternative(s) and using variety of TIN data sets.
Based on the evaluation outcome, develop an optimization approach to
cover the problem introduced above of the nonexistence of the pointer and
determining the optimal size of the tile.

• Make a research on determining the possibilities of building TIN inside a
database.

• Add a MultiTIN ADT that will represent Multiple TINs perhaps in the
same way that the type MultiPolygon represents Multiple Polygons, that
is to have a more uniform and integrated system to support some functions
such as the intersection outcome of two TIN values in the 21

2 dimension or
to represent TINs that has holes.

• Implement more functions such as: TIN2Slope, TIN2Aspect, TIN2ContourPlgn,
TIN2Vertices, TSectorize, 2DArea, volume, SurfaceArea, and others as de-
fined in Section 2.2.2.

• Develop the tiling system to produce Polygons instead of MultiPolygons, if
a small research on that suggests such development.

• Implement a TIN dumper to export TINs back to external file(s).
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Preparation phase

A.1 Building the intermediate temporary database

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_build_tmp_tables(srid integer)
RETURNS text[]
AS \$\$

begin

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE tmp\_tile (tileid serial, bbox box2d,
CONSTRAINT tmp\_tile_pkey PRIMARY KEY (tileid))’;

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’, ’tmp\_tile’,’geom’,srid,
’MULTIPOLYGON’,2);

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE tmp_vertex (vertid serial, x double precision,
y double precision, field_value double precision,
CONSTRAINT tmp_vertex_pkey PRIMARY KEY (vertid))’;

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’, ’tmp_vertex’,’geom’,srid,’POINT’,2);

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE tmp_vertile (vertid integer, tileid integer,
seq integer, CONSTRAINT tmp_vertile_pkey PRIMARY KEY (vertid, tileid))’;

EXECUTE’ ALTER TABLE tmp_vertile ADD FOREIGN KEY (tileid)
REFERENCES tmp\_tile (tileid)
ON UPDATE NO ACTION ON DELETE NO ACTION’;
EXECUTE ’ALTER TABLE tmp_vertile ADD FOREIGN KEY (vertid)
REFERENCES tmp_vertex (vertid)
ON UPDATE NO ACTION ON DELETE NO ACTION’;

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE tmp_triangle (triid serial,
v1 integer, v2 integer, v3 integer, t1 integer, t2 integer,
t3 integer, tile integer, seq integer,
CONSTRAINT tmp_triangle_pkey PRIMARY KEY (triid))’;
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EXECUTE ’ALTER TABLE tmp_triangle ADD FOREIGN KEY (tile)
REFERENCES tmp\_tile (tileid)
ON UPDATE NO ACTION ON DELETE NO ACTION’;

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’, ’tmp_triangle’,’geom’,srid,’POLYGON’,2);

RETURN ’{"tmp\_tile","tmp_vertex","tmp_vertile","tmp_triangle"}’;
END;
\$\$LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE STRICT;

A.2 Reading data from the external TIN

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION
tin_initialize_tmp_tables(file_name text) returns text as $$ fin =
file i = True j= False v= False t= False k = 1

tablesnames=’tmp_vertex tmp_triangle’
try:

fin = open(file_name)
for line in fin:

if not line.isspace():
if i:

line_a = line.rsplit(’ ’)
vnum= int(line_a[0]) -1
infvert = 0
ttnum= int(line_a[1])
vtnum= int(line_a[1])
i= False
j = True

elif j and vnum != 0:
line_b = line.rsplit(’ ’)
x= float(line_b[0])
y= float(line_b[1])
if len(line_b) == 3:

w= float(line_b[2])
else: w= abs(x-y)
plan1 = plpy.prepare("insert into tmp_vertex(x, y, field_value)

values($1, $2, $3)", ["double precision", "double precision",
"double precision"])

out1 = plpy.execute(plan1, [x, y, w])
vnum = vnum - 1
if vnum == 0:

j= False
v= True

elif v and vtnum != 0:
line_c = line.rsplit(’ ’)
if infvert != int(line_c[0]):

v1= int(line_c[0])
else: v1= int(line_c[1])
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if infvert != int(line_c[1]):
v2= int(line_c[1])

else: v2= int(line_c[2])
if infvert != int(line_c[2]):

v3= int(line_c[2])
else: v3= int(line_c[0])
plan2 = plpy.prepare("insert into tmp_triangle(v1, v2, v3)
values($1, $2, $3)", ["integer", "integer", "integer"])
out2 = plpy.execute(plan2, [v1, v2, v3])
vtnum = vtnum - 1
if vtnum == 0:

v= False
t= True

elif t and ttnum != 0:
line_d = line.rsplit(’ ’)
t1= int(line_d[0])
t2= int(line_d[1])
t3= int(line_d[2])
plan3 = plpy.prepare("update tmp_triangle
set t1 = $1+1, t2 = $2+1, t3 = $3+1
where triid = $4", ["integer", "integer", "integer", "integer"])
out3 = plpy.execute(plan3, [t1, t2, t3,k])
k=k+1
ttnum = ttnum -1
if ttnum == 0:

t= False
except IOError:

tablesnames=""
return tablesnames
$$language PLPYTHONU VOLATILE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION
tin_initialize_tmp_tables_OFF(file_name text) returns text as $$ fin
= file OFF = True i = False j= False v= False t= False k = 1

tablesnames=’tmp_vertex tmp_triangle’
try:

fin = open(file_name)
for line in fin:

if not line.isspace():
if OFF:

if line[0:3] != ’OFF’:
print ’ This is not a file of the format OFF’
return ’ This is not a file of the format OFF’
break

else:
OFF= False
i = True

elif i:
line_a = line.rsplit(’ ’)
vnum= int(line_a[0])
infvert = -1
ttnum= 0
vtnum= int(line_a[1])
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i= False
j = True

elif j and vnum != 0:
line_b = line.rsplit(’ ’)
x= float(line_b[0])
y= float(line_b[1])
if len(line_b) == 3:

w= float(line_b[2])
else: w= abs(x-y)
plan1 = plpy.prepare("insert into tmp_vertex
(x, y, field_value)

values($1, $2, $3)", ["double precision", "double precision",
"double precision"])

out1 = plpy.execute(plan1, [x, y, w])
vnum = vnum - 1
if vnum == 0:

j= False
v= True

elif v and vtnum != 0:
line_c = line.rsplit(’ ’)
if infvert != int(line_c[1]):

v1= int(line_c[1])
else: v1= int(line_c[2])
if infvert != int(line_c[2]):

v2= int(line_c[2])
else: v2= int(line_c[3])
if infvert != int(line_c[3]):

v3= int(line_c[3])
else: v3= int(line_c[1])
plan2 = plpy.prepare("insert into tmp_triangle
(v1, v2, v3)
values($1+1, $2+1, $3+1)",
["integer", "integer", "integer"])
out2 = plpy.execute(plan2, [v1, v2, v3])
vtnum = vtnum - 1
if vtnum == 0:

v= False
t= True

elif t and ttnum != 0:
line_d = line.rsplit(’ ’)
t1= int(line_d[0])
t2= int(line_d[1])
t3= int(line_d[2])

plan3 = plpy.prepare("update tmp_triangle set t1 =
$1+1, t2 = $2+1, t3 = $3+1

where triid = $4", ["integer", "integer",
"integer", "integer"])
out3 = plpy.execute(plan3, [t1, t2, t3,k])
k=k+1
ttnum = ttnum -1
if ttnum == 0:

t= False
fin.close()
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except IOError:
tablesnames=""

return tablesnames
$$language PLPYTHONU VOLATILE STRICT;

A.3 Constructing the required geometries for the ‘geom’
attributes probable in the corresponding tables

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION vertex2point( double precision,
double precision, integer) RETURNS geometry

AS $$

DECLARE

_x alias for $1;
_y alias for $2;
_srid alias for $3;
srd integer := _srid;

geom geometry;

BEGIN
if srd is null then

srd := -1;
end if;
if ($1 is null) or ($2 is null) then

RAISE NOTICE ’Invalid coordinates x and/or y’;
RETURN null;

else RETURN st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint($1, $2), srd);
end if;

END;
$$

LANGUAGE PLPGSQL IMMUTABLE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION vertex2point( double precision,
double precision)
RETURNS geometry

AS $$

DECLARE

_x alias for $1;
_y alias for $2;

geom geometry;
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BEGIN
select vertex2point($1,$2,null ) into geom;
RETURN geom;

END ;
$$

LANGUAGE PLPGSQL IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION xys2triangle
(double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision, integer)

RETURNS geometry
AS $$

select ST_GeomFromText(’POLYGON ((’ || $1 || ’ ’ || $2 || ’,’ || $3 || ’ ’
|| $4 || ’,’ || $5 || ’ ’ || $6 || ’,’ || $1 || ’ ’ || $2 || ’))’, $7);

$$
LANGUAGE ’SQL’ IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION xys2triangle(double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision, double precision)
RETURNS geometry
AS $$

select xys2triangle($1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, -1);

$$
LANGUAGE ’SQL’ IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_geoms_in_tmp_tables(srid integer)
RETURNS text[] AS
$$
DECLARE
x1 double precision;
x2 double precision;
x3 double precision;
y1 double precision;
y2 double precision;
y3 double precision;

i integer :=1;
j integer :=1;
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t record;
v record;
txt text;
g geometry;

BEGIN

for v in select x, y from tmp_vertex loop
EXECUTE ’update tmp_vertex set geom = vertex2point(’ || v.x || ’, ’
|| v.y || ’, ’ || srid ||’) where vertid =’ || i;
i=i+1;

end loop;

for t in select triid, v1, v2, v3 from tmp_triangle order by triid loop

if not (t.v1 = t.v2) and not (t.v2 = t.v3) and not (t.v3 = t.v1) then
select st_astext(ST_ConvexHull(collect(geom))) into txt from
(select geom from tmp_vertex
where vertid = t.v1 or vertid = t.v2 or vertid = t.v3) as foo;
EXECUTE ’update tmp_triangle
set geom = GeomFromText(’|| quote_literal(txt) || ’,’ || srid || ’)
where triid = ’|| j ;
end if;

j=j+1;
end loop;

RETURN ’{"tmp_vertex", "tmp_triangle"}’;
END
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

A.4 Creating spatial indexes on the tables to help speedup
the spatial search in PostgreSQL/PostGIS

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_createspatialindexes()
RETURNS text[] AS

$$
BEGIN create index tmp_vertex_geom_index on tmp_vertex using GIST
(geom); create index tmp_triangle_geom_index on tmp_triangle using
GIST (geom); create index tmp\_tile_geom_index on tmp\_tile using
GIST (geom);

RETURN ’{"tmp\_tile","tmp_vertex","tmp_triangle"}’; END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;
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A.5 Running the VACUUM ANALYZE command
VACUUM ANALYZE

A.6 Maintaining the reference positioning values for
neighbor triangles, for CGAL files only

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_trianglesfilter()
RETURNS text AS
$$

DECLARE

t record;

BEGIN

for t in select * from tmp_triangle loop
if t.t1 = any(select triid from tmp_triangle where geom is null) then
update tmp_triangle set t1 = -1 where triid = t.triid;
elsif t.t2 = any(select triid from tmp_triangle where geom is null) then
update tmp_triangle set t2 = -1 where triid = t.triid;
elsif t.t3 = any(select triid from tmp_triangle where geom is null) then
update tmp_triangle set t3 = -1 where triid = t.triid;
end if;

end loop;

DELETE FROM tmp_triangle
WHERE triid = any((select triid from tmp_triangle where geom is null));

RETURN ’tmp_triangle’;
END;

$$
LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

A.7 Populating tmp tile table with the bounding boxes

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_overall_spatial_extent(OUT tin_box box2d) AS
$$

BEGIN
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select ST_box2d(collect(geom)) into tin_box
from (
select geom from tmp_vertex) as pts;

RETURN;
END;

$$
LANGUAGE plpgsql IMMUTABLE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tiles(double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision, box2d, out box2d[])
AS
$$
DECLARE

xp alias for $1; -- tile unit x
yp alias for $2; -- tile unit y
_xo alias for $3; -- origion x
_yo alias for $4; -- origion y
tin_tile alias for $5;
subtin_tiles alias for $6;

xo double precision;
yo double precision;

bcols integer;
brows integer;

BEGIN

if (_xo is null) or (_yo is null) then
xo:= ST_XMin(tin_tile);
yo:= ST_YMin(tin_tile);

else
xo:= _xo;
yo:= _yo;

end if;

if (xo >= ST_XMin(tin_tile)) and (xo <= ST_XMax(tin_tile)) and
(yo >= ST_YMin(tin_tile)) and (yo <= ST_YMax(tin_tile)) then
if (xp <= abs(ST_XMax(tin_tile) - xo) ) and
(yp <= abs(ST_YMax(tin_tile) - yo)) then

if ((ST_XMax(tin_tile) - xo) / xp) = trunc((ST_XMax(tin_tile) - xo) / xp)
then

bcols:=(ST_XMax(tin_tile) - xo) / xp;
else

bcols := trunc((ST_XMax(tin_tile) - xo) / xp) + 1;
end if;

if ((ST_YMax(tin_tile) - yo) / yp) = trunc((ST_YMax(tin_tile) - yo) / yp)
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then
brows:=(ST_YMax(tin_tile) - yo) / yp;

else
brows := trunc((ST_YMax(tin_tile) - yo) /yp) + 1;

end if;

for i in 1..brows::integer loop
for j in 1..bcols::integer loop
subtin_tiles[j+bcols*(i-1)] := ST_MakeBox2D
(ST_MakePoint(( xo + (j-1) * xp), ( yo + (i-1) * yp) ),
ST_MakePoint(( xo + j * xp), (yo + i * yp) ) );

end loop;
end loop;

else RAISE WARNING ’Tile unit given is greater than TIN field extent.’;
end if ;

else RAISE WARNING ’Origion given is not within TIN extent.’;
end if ;
RETURN ;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql IMMUTABLE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tiles(double precision,
double precision, box2d, out box2d[])
AS

$$
DECLARE

xp alias for $1; -- tile unit x
yp alias for $2; -- tile unit y
tin_tile alias for $3;
subtin_tiles alias for $4;

xo double precision;
yo double precision;

bcols integer;
brows integer;

BEGIN

select tin_tiles($1, $2, null, null, $3) into subtin_tiles;

RETURN ;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql IMMUTABLE;
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A.8 Determining which triangle and vertex belongs
to which tile

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_a_tile_to_a_triangle()
RETURNS text AS
$$
DECLARE

srd integer;
tileid integer;
triid integer:=-1;
t record;

BEGIN

select into srd st_srid(geom) from tmp_triangle as tri limit 1 ;

for t in (select tri.triid as tri_id, max(st_area(st_intersection(
st_setsrid(ST_ConvexHull(tile.bbox), srd ) , tri.geom ))) as max_area,
tile.tileid as tile_id from tmp_triangle as tri, tmp\_tile as tile
where st_setsrid(ST_ConvexHull(tile.bbox), srd ) && tri.geom and
st_intersects(st_setsrid(ST_ConvexHull(tile.bbox), 4326 ),tri.geom)
group by tri.triid, tile.tileid order by tri.triid ASC ,
max_area DESC , tile.tileid ASC) loop

if triid <> t.tri_id then
triid:= t.tri_id;
tileid:= t.tile_id;

execute ’update tmp_triangle set tile = ’|| tileid ||
’where triid = ’ || triid ;
end if;
end loop;

RETURN ’tmp_triangle’;
END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

A.9 Computing the geometry in tmp tile table, as a
true polygonal boundary

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tmp\_tile_geom() RETURNS text AS
$$
DECLARE

t record;
txt text;
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srd integer;

BEGIN

for t in select tri.tile as tile ,
st_astext(st_multi(st_union(tri.geom)))
as tilegeomtxt, st_srid(st_union(tri.geom)) as tilegeomsrd
from tmp_triangle as tri where tri.tile is not null
group by tri.tile order by tri.tile loop

txt := t.tilegeomtxt;
srd := t.tilegeomsrd;
execute ’update tmp\_tile set geom = GeomFromText
(’|| quote_literal(txt) || ’,’ || srd || ’)
where tileid = ’|| quote_literal(t.tile) ;

end loop;

RETURN ’tmp\_tile’; END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

A.10 Finding the value of the new sequence of tri-
angles and vertices and populate them into the
corresponding tables

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tmp_vertile_seq()
RETURNS text AS
$$
DECLARE

ti record;
p record;
i integer:= 1;

BEGIN
for ti in select * from tmp\_tile order by tileid loop

for p in select vt.vertid, v.x, v.y, v.field_value, v.geom from
tmp_vertile as vt, tmp_vertex as v where vt.tileid = ti.tileid and
v.vertid = vt.vertid order by vt.vertid loop
execute ’update tmp_vertile set seq = ’|| i || ’where
vertid=’|| p.vertid || ’ and tileid=’|| ti.tileid ;
i=i+1;
end loop;

i=1;
end loop;
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RETURN ’tmp_vertile’;
END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tmp_triangle_seq()
RETURNS text AS
$$
DECLARE

ti record;
p record;
i integer:= 1;

BEGIN
for ti in select * from tmp\_tile order by tileid loop

for p in select * from tmp_triangle as t
where t.tile = ti.tileid order by t.triid loop
execute ’update tmp_triangle set
seq = ’|| i || ’where triid=’|| p.triid || ’ and tile=’|| ti.tileid ;
i=i+1;
end loop;

i=1;
end loop;

RETURN ’tmp_triangle’;
END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

A.11 For OFF files only, compute the references of
neighbor triangles

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_triangles_t_add_OFF()
RETURNS text AS $$
DECLARE
rt record;
tri record;
i integer := 1;

BEGIN
for rt in select * from tmp_triangle loop

i:=1;
for tri in select * from tmp_triangle as n, tmp_triangle as t

where n.geom && t.geom and GeometryType(st_intersection(n.geom, t.geom))
= ’LINESTRING’ and t.triid <> n.triid and t.triid = rt.triid loop
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if i = 1 and rt.t1 is null then
execute ’insert into tmp_triangle (t1) values(’|| tri.triid || ’)’;

end if;
if i = 2 and rt.t2 is null then

execute ’insert into tmp_triangle (t2) values(’|| tri.triid || ’)’;
end if;

if i = 3 and rt.t3 is null then
execute ’insert into tmp_triangle (t3) values(’|| tri.triid || ’)’;

end if;
i:=i+1;
end loop;

end loop;
RETURN ’tmp_triangle’;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE ;

A.12 Updating the reference positioning values of the
incident vertices and neighbor triangles, for all
tiles, for each triangle

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tile_triangles_v_update()
RETURNS text AS $$
DECLARE
ti record;
rt record;
tri record;

BEGIN
for ti in select * from tmp\_tile order by tileid loop
for rt in select * from tmp_triangle as t

where t.tile = ti.tileid order by t.triid loop
for tri in select v.vertid as vid, st_astext(v.geom),
vt.seq as seq from tmp_vertile as vt, tmp_vertex as v,
tmp_triangle as t, tmp\_tile as tl
where vt.vertid = v.vertid and vt.tileid = ti.tileid and
v.geom && t.geom and st_intersects(v.geom, t.geom) and
t.triid = rt.triid and t.tile = tl.tileid and
tl.tileid = vt.tileid loop

if tri.vid = rt.v1 then
execute ’update tmp_triangle set v1 = ’|| tri.seq ||
’where triid=’|| rt.triid || ’ and tile=’|| ti.tileid ;
elsif tri.vid = rt.v2 then

execute ’update tmp_triangle set v2 = ’|| tri.seq ||
’where triid=’|| rt.triid || ’ and tile=’|| ti.tileid ;
elsif tri.vid = rt.v3 then

execute ’update tmp_triangle set v3 = ’|| tri.seq ||
’where triid=’|| rt.triid || ’ and tile=’|| ti.tileid ;

end if;
end loop;
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end loop;
end loop;

RETURN ’tmp_triangle’;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE ;
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Populating TIN table

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tile_vertices_array
(tile integer,OUT vmatrix vertex[])
AS $$
DECLARE

vtmp vertex;
r record;

BEGIN
for r in select vt.seq, vt.vertid as vertid, v.x, v.y,
v.field_value from tmp_vertile as vt, tmp_vertex as v
where vt.tileid = tile and v.vertid = vt.vertid
order by vt.vertid loop

vtmp.x := r.x;
vtmp.y := r.y;
vtmp.field_value := r.field_value;
vtmp.vertid := r.vertid;
vmatrix[r.seq] := vtmp;

end loop;
RETURN ;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tile_triangles_array
(tile integer,OUT tmatrix triangle[])
AS $$
DECLARE

ttmp triangle;
r record;

BEGIN
for r in select * from tmp_triangle as t
where t.tile = tile order by t.triid loop

ttmp.v1 := r.v1;
ttmp.v2 := r.v2;
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ttmp.v3 := r.v3;
ttmp.t1 := r.t1;
ttmp.t2 := r.t2;
ttmp.t3 := r.t3;
ttmp.triid := r.triid;
tmatrix[r.seq] := ttmp;

end loop;
RETURN ;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_create_populate_subtin_table
(character varying, character varying)
RETURNS text AS $$
DECLARE
tablename alias for $1;
cons_name alias for $2;
srid integer;

r record;

BEGIN
-- create table

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE ’|| quote_ident(tablename) ||’
(tileid integer, bbox box2d, vertarr vertex[], triarr triangle[],
CONSTRAINT ’|| quote_ident(cons_name)|| ’ PRIMARY KEY (tileid))’;

select into srid st_srid(geom) from tmp\_tile
where geom is not null limit 1;

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’, tablename,’geom’,srid,’MULTIPOLYGON’,2);

-- populate table

for r in select * from tmp\_tile where geom is not null
order by tileid loop

execute ’ insert into ’|| quote_ident(tablename) ||
’(tileid, bbox, geom , vertarr, triarr)
values(’|| r.tileid ||’,’ || quote_literal(r.bbox) || ’,
GeomFromText(’|| quote_literal(st_astext(r.geom)) || ’,’ ||
st_srid(r.geom) || ’) ,’ ||
quote_literal(tin_tile_vertices_array(r.tileid)) || ’,’ ||
quote_literal(tin_tile_triangles_array(r.tileid)) ||’)’;

end loop;

RETURN tablename;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE ;
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B.1 Create an object of type vertex[]

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tile_vertices_array
(tile integer,OUT vmatrix vertex[])
AS $$
DECLARE

vtmp vertex;
r record;

BEGIN
for r in select vt.seq, vt.vertid as vertid, v.x, v.y,
v.field_value from tmp_vertile as vt, tmp_vertex as v
where vt.tileid = tile and v.vertid = vt.vertid
order by vt.vertid loop

vtmp.x := r.x;
vtmp.y := r.y;
vtmp.field_value := r.field_value;
vtmp.vertid := r.vertid;
vmatrix[r.seq] := vtmp;

end loop;
RETURN ;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

B.2 Create an object of type triangle[]

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tile_triangles_array
(tile integer,OUT tmatrix triangle[])
AS $$
DECLARE

ttmp triangle;
r record;

BEGIN
for r in select * from tmp_triangle as t
where t.tile = tile order by t.triid loop

ttmp.v1 := r.v1;
ttmp.v2 := r.v2;
ttmp.v3 := r.v3;
ttmp.t1 := r.t1;
ttmp.t2 := r.t2;
ttmp.t3 := r.t3;
ttmp.triid := r.triid;
tmatrix[r.seq] := ttmp;

end loop;
RETURN ;
END;
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$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

B.3 Populate TIN table

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_create_populate_subtin_table(
character varying, character varying)
RETURNS text AS $$
DECLARE
tablename alias for $1;
cons_name alias for $2;
srid integer;

r record;

BEGIN
-- create table

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE ’|| quote_ident(tablename) ||’
(tileid integer, bbox box2d, vertarr vertex[], triarr triangle[],
CONSTRAINT ’|| quote_ident(cons_name)|| ’ PRIMARY KEY (tileid))’;

select into srid st_srid(geom) from tmp\_tile
where geom is not null limit 1;

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’, tablename,’geom’,srid,’MULTIPOLYGON’,2);

-- populate table

for r in select * from tmp\_tile
where geom is not null order by tileid loop

execute ’ insert into ’|| quote_ident(tablename) ||
’(tileid, bbox, geom , vertarr, triarr)
values(’|| r.tileid ||’,’ || quote_literal(r.bbox) || ’,
GeomFromText(’|| quote_literal(st_astext(r.geom)) || ’,’ ||
st_srid(r.geom) || ’) ,’ ||
quote_literal(tin_tile_vertices_array(r.tileid)) || ’,’ ||
quote_literal(tin_tile_triangles_array(r.tileid)) ||’)’;

end loop;

RETURN tablename;
END;
$$ LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE ;

B.4 TIN loader

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION AddTinColumn(character varying,
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character varying, character varying)
RETURNS text AS

$$
DECLARE

schema_name alias for $1;
table_name alias for $2;
column_name alias for $3;
rec RECORD;
schema_ok bool;
real_schema name;

BEGIN
IF ( schema_name != ’’ ) THEN

schema_ok = ’f’;

FOR rec IN SELECT nspname FROM pg_namespace
WHERE text(nspname) = schema_name LOOP

schema_ok := ’t’;
END LOOP;

if ( schema_ok <> ’t’ ) THEN
RAISE NOTICE ’Invalid schema name ’;
SELECT current_schema() into real_schema;

ELSE
real_schema = schema_name;

END IF;

ELSE
SELECT current_schema() into real_schema;

END IF;

EXECUTE ’ALTER TABLE ’ ||

quote_ident(real_schema) || ’.’ || quote_ident(table_name)

|| ’ ADD COLUMN ’ || quote_ident(column_name) ||
’ character varying ’;
-- adding a column as a handle for the TIN (Fake TIN)

return

real_schema || ’.’ || table_name || ’.’ || column_name ;

END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION AddTinColumn
( character varying, character varying)
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RETURNS text AS
$$
DECLARE

Ret TEXT ;

BEGIN
SELECT AddTinColumn(’’,$1,$2 ) INTO Ret;
RETURN Ret;

END ;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION droptincolumn
(character varying, character varying, character varying)

RETURNS text AS
$$
DECLARE

schema_name alias for $1;
table_name alias for $2;
column_name alias for $3;
rec record;
i record;
ta text[];
schema_ok bool;
real_schema name;

BEGIN
IF ( schema_name != ’’ ) THEN

schema_ok = ’f’;

FOR rec IN SELECT nspname FROM pg_namespace
WHERE text(nspname) = schema_name LOOP

schema_ok := ’t’;
END LOOP;

if ( schema_ok <> ’t’ ) THEN
RAISE NOTICE ’Invalid schema name ’;
SELECT current_schema() into real_schema;

ELSE
real_schema = schema_name;

END IF;

ELSE
SELECT current_schema() into real_schema;

END IF;

-- Drop related TIN tables
--EXECUTE’select ’ || quote_ident(column_name) ||’ into ’ || ta || ’
from ’ || real_schema || ’.’ || table_name;

--for i in array_lower(ta,1) .. array_upper(ta,1) loop
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-- EXECUTE ’DROP TABLE ’ || quote_ident(real_schema)
|| ’.’ || ta[i] || ’ CASCADE’;
--end loop;

for i in EXECUTE’select ’ || quote_ident(column_name) ||’ as ct
from ’ || real_schema || ’.’ || quote_ident(table_name) loop

if i.ct is not null then
EXECUTE ’DROP TABLE ’ || i.ct || ’ CASCADE’;

end if;
end loop;

-- Remove table column
EXECUTE ’ALTER TABLE ’ || quote_ident(real_schema) || ’.’ ||

quote_ident(table_name) || ’ DROP COLUMN ’ ||
quote_ident(column_name);

RETURN real_schema || ’.’ || table_name || ’.’ || column_name ||’
effectively removed.’;

END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

--////////// DROP COLUMN OF TIN TYPE
Version 2 ////////////

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION droptincolumn
( character varying, character varying)
RETURNS text AS

$$
DECLARE

Ret TEXT ;

BEGIN
SELECT droptincolumn(’’,$1,$2 ) INTO Ret;
RETURN Ret;

END ;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_tmp\_tile_bbox_geom(integer) RETURNS
text AS
$$
DECLARE

srd alias for $1;
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t record;
txt text;

BEGIN

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’, ’tmp\_tile’,’bboxgeom’,srd,
’POLYGON’,2);

for t in select tileid ,
st_astext(st_setsrid(ST_ConvexHull(ti.bbox), srd )) as tilegeomtxt,
st_srid(ti.bbox) as tilegeomsrd from tmp\_tile as ti
order by tileid loop

txt := t.tilegeomtxt;
execute ’update tmp\_tile set bboxgeom = GeomFromText(’||
quote_literal(txt) || ’,’ || srd || ’) where tileid = ’||
quote_literal(t.tileid) ;

end loop;

RETURN ’tmp\_tile’; END;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_preparation_phase
( character varying, integer , double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision )
RETURNS text AS

$$
DECLARE

tin_file alias for $1;
srid alias for $2; -- TIN’s Spatial Reference ID (SRID).
xp alias for $3; -- TIN’s partitioning unit distance in x dimension.
yp alias for $4; -- TIN’s partitioning unit distance in y dimension.
xo alias for $5;
yo alias for $6;

BEGIN

perform tin_build_tmp_tables(srid); -- 1

-- copying data from files to db

perform tin_initialize_tmp_tables(tin_file); -- 2

-- generating geometries in tables

perform tin_geoms_in_tmp_tables(srid); -- 3
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-- Create spatial indexes : CREATE INDEX [indexname]
ON [tablename] USING GIST ( [geometrycolumn] );

perform tin_createspatialindexes(); -- 4

-- run the VACUUM ANALYZE command.
-- do this manually..................

-- remove invalid triangles

perform tin_trianglesfilter(); -- 5

-- populate tmp\_tile table

perform tin_populate_tmp\_tile(xp, yp, xo, yo); -- 6

-- (2.3.1) Assign one tile to each triangle within
the selected extent defined by origion xo, yo

perform tin_a_tile_to_a_triangle(); -- 7

-- (2.3.2) populate tmp_vertile table

perform tin_populate_tmp_vertile(); -- 8

-- (2.3.3) Computing the geometry in tmp\_tile table,
as the boundary of patch of triangles that makes up the tile.

perform tin_tmp\_tile_geom(); -- 9

perform tin_tmp\_tile_bbox_geom(srid);

-- (2.3.4) find the seq

perform tin_tmp_vertile_seq(); -- 10

perform tin_tmp_triangle_seq(); --11

--(2.3.5) update vertices’ and
triangles’ referneces attributes for all triangles per tile.

perform tin_tile_triangles_v_update(); --12
perform tin_tile_triangles_t_update(); --13

RETURN ’Done’;

EXCEPTION WHEN RAISE_EXCEPTION THEN
RAISE EXCEPTION ’Can not open file or file is empty’;
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END ;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_preparation_phase_OFF ( character
varying, integer , double precision, double precision, double
precision, double precision )

RETURNS text AS
$$
DECLARE

tin_file alias for $1;
srid alias for $2;
xp alias for $3;
yp alias for $4; --
xo alias for $5;
yo alias for $6;

BEGIN

-- (2) Preparation phase before pubulating the final table for subtins

perform tin_build_tmp_tables(srid); -- 1

-- (2.2) TIN import from an external source to
intermediate containers (i/p: tin file)

-- copying data from files to db

perform tin_initialize_tmp_tables(tin_file); -- 2

-- generating geometries in tables

perform tin_geoms_in_tmp_tables(srid); -- 3

-- Create spatial indexes : CREATE INDEX [indexname]
ON [tablename] USING GIST ( [geometrycolumn] );

perform tin_createspatialindexes(); -- 4

-- run the VACUUM ANALYZE command.
-- do this manually..................

-- remove invalid triangles

-- perform tin_trianglesfilter(); -- 5 -
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-- populate tmp\_tile table

perform tin_populate_tmp\_tile(xp, yp, xo, yo); -- 6

perform tin_a_tile_to_a_triangle(); -- 7

-- (2.3.2) populate tmp_vertile table

perform tin_populate_tmp_vertile(); -- 8

perform tin_tmp\_tile_geom(); -- 9

perform tin_tmp\_tile_bbox_geom(srid);

perform tin_tmp_vertile_seq(); -- 10

perform tin_tmp_triangle_seq(); --11

-- (2.3.4) add t1, t2, t3 in case of OFF format

perform tin_triangles_t_add_OFF();

--(2.3.5) update vertices’ and triangles’ references
attributes for all triangles per tile.

perform tin_tile_triangles_v_update(); --12

perform tin_tile_triangles_t_update(); --13

RETURN ’Done’;

EXCEPTION WHEN RAISE_EXCEPTION THEN
RAISE EXCEPTION ’Can not open file or file is empty’;

END ;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin2pgsql
( character varying, character varying, integer ,
double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision )
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RETURNS character varying AS
$$
DECLARE

tin_id_name alias for $1;
tin_file alias for $2;
srid alias for $3; -- TIN’s Spatial Reference ID (SRID).
xp alias for $4; -- TIN’s partitioning unit distance in x dimension.
yp alias for $5; -- TIN’s partitioning unit distance in y dimension.
xo alias for $6;
yo alias for $7;

tin_table_oid integer ;
tin_new_name character varying;
tin_cons_name character varying;

BEGIN
if tin_id_name = any(select relname from pg_class) then
raise EXCEPTION ’There is already a TIN called "
\% ". Provide new name for your TIN’, tin_id_name;
return null;
end if;
-- Temporary tables preparation phase

perform tin_preparation_phase(tin_file, srid, xp, yp, xo, yo);

-- for OFF format

-- perform tin_preparation_phase_OFF(tin_file, srid, xp, yp,
xo, yo);

-- tin table details

tin_new_name = tin_id_name;
tin_cons_name = tin_id_name || ’_pk’;

-- Creating TIN object

perform tin_create_populate_subtin_table(tin_new_name,
tin_cons_name) ; -- 2

-- Drop temporary tables

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS tmp_vertile, tmp_vertex,
tmp_triangle, tmp\_tile CASCADE; --3

RETURN tin_new_name;

END ;
$$
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LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin2pgsql( character varying,
character varying, integer , double precision, double precision )

RETURNS character varying AS
$$
DECLARE

tin_id_name alias for $1;
tin_file alias for $2;
srid alias for $3;
xp alias for $4;
yp alias for $5;
rt character varying;

BEGIN

select tin2pgsql(tin_id_name, tin_file, srid, xp, yp, null, null) into rt;

RETURN rt;

END ;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin2pgsql( character varying,
character varying, double precision, double precision )
RETURNS character varying AS

$$
DECLARE tin_id_name alias for $1;

tin_file alias for $2;
xp alias for $3;
yp alias for $4;
rt character varying;

BEGIN

select tin2pgsql(tin_id_name, tin_file, -1, xp, yp, null, null) into rt;

RETURN rt;

END ;
$$

LANGUAGE plpgsql VOLATILE;
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B.5 TIN functions

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_sign(
double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision) RETURNS double precision AS
$$

DECLARE

x1 alias for $1;
y1 alias for $2;
x2 alias for $3;
y2 alias for $4;

xp alias for $5;
yp alias for $6;

tolerance alias for $7; --0.0000001

r double precision;

BEGIN
r:= (x2-x1)ˆ2 + (y2-y1)ˆ2;
if r <= tolerance then

raise exception ’Points coincides’;
return null;

end if;

return (-(y2-y1) / sqrt(r) )*xp + ((x2-x1) / sqrt(r))*yp +
((x1*y2)-(x2*y1))/sqrt(r);
END;
$$
language plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_point_inside( double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision) RETURNS boolean AS

$$

DECLARE

x1 alias for $1;
y1 alias for $2;
x2 alias for $3;
y2 alias for $4;
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x3 alias for $5;
y3 alias for $6;

xp alias for $7;
yp alias for $8;

tolerance alias for $9; --0.0000001

s1 double precision;
s2 double precision;
s3 double precision;

BEGIN
s1 := tin_sign(x1, y1, x2, y2, xp, yp, tolerance);
s2 := tin_sign(x2, y2, x3, y3, xp, yp, tolerance);
s3 := tin_sign(x3, y3, x1, y1, xp, yp, tolerance);
if ((s1 < 0) and (s2 < 0) and (s3 < 0)) or

((s1 > 0) and (s2 > 0) and (s3 > 0)) or
((s1 = 0) and (s2 < 0) and (s3 < 0)) or
((s1 = 0) and (s2 > 0) and (s3 > 0)) or
((s2 = 0) and (s1 < 0) and (s3 < 0)) or
((s2 = 0) and (s1 > 0) and (s3 > 0)) or
((s3 = 0) and (s1 < 0) and (s2 < 0)) or
((s3 = 0) and (s1 > 0) and (s2 > 0)) then
return True;

else
return False;

end if;
END;
$$
language plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_field_value
( double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision,
double precision, double precision, double precision)
RETURNS double precision AS

$$

DECLARE

x1 alias for $1;
y1 alias for $2;
w1 alias for $3;
x2 alias for $4;
y2 alias for $5;
w2 alias for $6;
x3 alias for $7;
y3 alias for $8;
w3 alias for $9;
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xp alias for $10;
yp alias for $11;

tolerance alias for $12; --0.0000001

a double precision;
b double precision;
c double precision;

BEGIN
a := ((y2-y1) * (w3-w1) - (w2-w1) * (y3-y1));
b := ((w2-w1) * (x3-x1) - (x2-x1) * (w3-w1));
c := ((x2-x1) * (y3-y1) - (y2-y1) * (x3-x1));
if abs(c) < tolerance then

raise exception ’Some thing went wrong’;
return null;

end if;
return (w1 - (((a * (xp-x1))+(b * (yp-y1)))/c));

END;
$$
language plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

select tileid, triarr[6] from tinfull
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(0, 0), 4326) && geom and
st_intersects(st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(0, 0), 4326), geom)

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_triangle_z
( integer, integer, integer, double precision,
double precision, integer, character varying, double precision)
RETURNS double precision AS

$$

DECLARE

v1 alias for $1;
v2 alias for $2;
v3 alias for $3;

xp alias for $4;
yp alias for $5;

srid alias for $6;
tin_table alias for $7;
tolerance alias for $8;

x1 double precision;
y1 double precision;
w1 double precision;
x2 double precision;
y2 double precision;
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w2 double precision;
x3 double precision;
y3 double precision;
w3 double precision;

ix record;
iy record;
iw record;
jx record;
jy record;
jw record;
kx record;
ky record;
kw record;

BEGIN

for ix in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v1 ||’].x as vx1
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp ||
’),’ || srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(
st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’
|| srid ||’), geom)’ loop

x1:= ix.vx1;
end loop;
for iy in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v1 ||’].y as vy1
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp ||
’),’ || srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(
st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp ||
’),’ || srid ||’), geom)’ loop

y1:= iy.vy1;
end loop;
for iw in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v1 ||’].field_value
as vw1 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’
|| srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || srid ||’), geom)’ loop

w1:= iw.vw1;
end loop;
for jx in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v2 ||’].x as vx2
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp ||
’),’ || srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(st_setsrid(
ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’
|| srid ||’), geom)’ loop

x2:= jx.vx2;
end loop;
for jy in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v2 ||’].y as vy2
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp ||
’),’ || srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(st_setsrid
(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || srid
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||’), geom)’ loop
y2:= jy.vy2;

end loop;
for jw in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v2 ||’].field_value
as vw2 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’
|| srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(st_setsrid

(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || srid ||’), geom)’ loop
w2:= jw.vw2;

end loop;
for kx in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v3 ||’].x as vx3
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’
|| srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || srid ||’), geom)’ loop

x3:= kx.vx3;
end loop;
for ky in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v3 ||’].y as vy3
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || srid ||’) && geom
and st_intersects(st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || srid ||’), geom)’ loop

y3:= ky.vy3;
end loop;
for kw in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v3 ||’].field_value
as vw3 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’
|| srid ||’) && geom and st_intersects(st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || srid ||’), geom)’ loop

w3:= kw.vw3;
end loop;

if tin_point_inside(x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, xp, yp, tolerance)
or (xp = x1 and yp = y1) or (xp = x2 and yp = y2) or
(xp = x3 and yp = y3) then

return tin_field_value
(x1, y1, w1, x2, y2, w2, x3, y3, w3, xp, yp, tolerance);

else
return ’-Infinity’ ;

end if;

END;
$$
language plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_z
( character varying, geometry, double precision)
RETURNS double precision AS
$$
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DECLARE

tin_table alias for $1;
candidate_point alias for $2;
tolerance alias for $3;

inside boolean;
point_srid integer;
i record;
j record;
k record;
t integer;

xp double precision;
yp double precision;
ret double precision;

triarr triangle[];

point_txt text;

BEGIN

if not ( geometrytype(candidate_point)
=’POINT’ ) then

raise exception ’Invalid point -
valid one should be of type: POINT’;
return null;

end if;

if not ( tin_table = any(select relname from pg_class
where relname = tin_table)) then

raise exception ’Invalid TIN -
Check that you provide a valid one’;
return null;

end if;

for i in execute ’select st_srid(geom) as srd
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’ limit 1 ’ loop

point_srid := i.srd;
end loop;

if not ( st_srid(candidate_point) = point_srid )then
raise exception
’Point SRID is not the same of the TIN SRID’;
return null;

end if;

point_txt := st_astext(candidate_point);
xp := st_x(candidate_point);
yp := st_y(candidate_point);
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for j in execute ’select st_intersects
(GeomFromText(’|| quote_literal(point_txt) || ’,’ ||
point_srid || ’), st_setsrid(ST_convexhull(collect(geom)), ’ ||
point_srid || ’)) as here from (select geom from ’
|| quote_ident(tin_table) ||’) as foo’ loop

inside := j.here;
if not( True = inside) then

raise exception ’Point is out of the TIN extent ’;
return null;

end if;
end loop;

for k in execute ’ select triarr from ’||
quote_ident(tin_table) || ’ where st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp ||’ ,’ || yp || ’),’ || point_srid ||’) && geom and
st_intersects(st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp ||’ ,’
|| yp || ’),’ || point_srid ||’), geom)’ loop

triarr := k.triarr;
end loop;

for t in array_lower(triarr,1) .. array_upper(triarr, 1) loop
ret:= tin_triangle_z(triarr[t].v1, triarr[t].v2,

triarr[t].v3, xp, yp, point_srid, tin_table, tolerance);
if ret <> ’-Infinity’ then

return ret;
--else return 0;
end if;

end loop;

END;
$$
language plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_min_max_tile
( character varying, integer) RETURNS double precision[2] AS
$$

DECLARE

tin_table alias for $1;
tile alias for $2;

j record;
k record;
t integer;

wmin double precision := ’Infinity’;
wmax double precision := ’-Infinity’;
vertarr vertex[];
--wmin_max double precision[2];
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BEGIN
if not ( tin_table = any(select relname
from pg_class where relname = tin_table)) then

raise exception ’Invalid TIN -
Check that you provide a valid one’;
return null;

end if;

for k in execute ’ select vertarr
from ’|| quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid =’|| tile loop

vertarr := k.vertarr;
end loop;

for t in array_lower(vertarr,1) .. array_upper(vertarr, 1) loop
if wmin > vertarr[t].field_value then

wmin := vertarr[t].field_value;
end if;
if wmax < vertarr[t].field_value then

wmax := vertarr[t].field_value;
end if;

end loop;
return ARRAY[wmin, wmax];

END;
$$
language plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_min_max( character varying)
RETURNS double precision[2] AS

$$

DECLARE

tin_table alias for $1;

k record;
tinmin double precision := ’Infinity’;
tinmax double precision := ’-Infinity’;

min_max_til_tmp double precision[2];

--tinmax double precision := ’-Infinity’;

BEGIN
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if not ( tin_table = any
(select relname from pg_class
where relname = tin_table)) then

raise exception ’Invalid TIN -
Check that you provide a valid one’;
return null;

end if;

for k in execute ’ select tileid as tileid
from ’|| quote_ident(tin_table) loop
min_max_til_tmp := tin_min_max_tile(tin_table, k.tileid);
if tinmin > min_max_til_tmp[1] then

tinmin := min_max_til_tmp[1];
end if;
if tinmax < min_max_til_tmp[2] then

tinmax := min_max_til_tmp[2];
end if;

end loop;
return ARRAY[tinmin, tinmax];

END;
$$
language plpgsql IMMUTABLE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_contour_triangle
(character varying, integer, integer, integer,
integer, double precision, integer) RETURNS text AS
$$

DECLARE
DECLARE
tin_table alias for $1;
tile alias for $2;
v1 alias for $3;
v2 alias for $4;
v3 alias for $5;
w alias for $6;
srid alias for $7;

w1 double precision;
x1 double precision;
y1 double precision;
w2 double precision;
x2 double precision;
y2 double precision;
w3 double precision;
x3 double precision;
y3 double precision;

xp1 double precision := ’Infinity’;
yp1 double precision := ’Infinity’;
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xp2 double precision := ’Infinity’;
yp2 double precision := ’Infinity’;

xp3 double precision := ’Infinity’;
yp3 double precision := ’Infinity’;

inf double precision := ’Infinity’;

minw12 double precision;
maxw12 double precision;

minw23 double precision;
maxw23 double precision;

minw31 double precision;
maxw31 double precision;

iw record;
ix record;
iy record;

jw record;
jx record;
jy record;

kw record;
kx record;
ky record;

BEGIN

for iw in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v1 ||’].field_value
as vw1 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

w1:= iw.vw1;
end loop;

for ix in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v1 ||’].x
as vx1 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

x1:= ix.vx1;
end loop;

for iy in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v1 ||’].y
as vy1 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

y1:= iy.vy1;
end loop;

for jw in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v2 ||’].field_value
as vw2 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
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where tileid = ’ || tile loop
w2:= jw.vw2;

end loop;
for jx in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v2 ||’].x
as vx2 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

x2:= jx.vx2;
end loop;
for jy in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v2 ||’].y
as vy2 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

y2:= jy.vy2;
end loop;

for kw in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v3 ||’].field_value
as vw3 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

w3:= kw.vw3;
end loop;
for kx in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v3 ||’].x
as vx3 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

x3:= kx.vx3;
end loop;
for ky in execute ’select vertarr[’|| v3 ||’].y
as vy3 from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid = ’ || tile loop

y3:= ky.vy3;
end loop;

-- 1st edge

minw12 := w1;
maxw12 := w1;
if w2 < minw12 then -- find min

minw12 := w2;
end if;
if w2 > maxw12 then -- find max

maxw12 := w2;
end if;
if w >= minw12 and w <= maxw12 then -- test if edge cut the value

if w2 <> w1 then
-- if the edge slope is not zero (field values are different)

xp1 := (x1 + (1/(w2-w1) * (w-w1) * (x2-x1)));
yp1 := (y1 + (1/(w2-w1) * (w-w1) * (y2-y1)));

else
-- in case the edge has slope of zero (equals field values)

xp1 := x1; -- then, we pick one of the edge’s vertices
yp1 := y1;

end if;
end if;
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-- 2nd edge

minw23 := w2;
maxw23 := w2;
if w3 < minw23 then

minw23 := w3;
end if;
if w3 > maxw23 then

maxw23 := w3;
end if;
if w >= minw23 and w <= maxw23 then

if w3 <> w2 then -- see above, same idea
xp2 := (x2 + (1/(w3-w2) * (w-w2) * (x3-x2)));
yp2 := (y2 + (1/(w3-w2) * (w-w2) * (y3-y2)));

else
xp2 := x2;
yp2 := y2;

end if;
end if;

-- 3rd edge

minw31 := w3;
maxw31 := w3;
if w1 < minw31 then

minw31 := w1;
end if;
if w1 > maxw31 then

maxw31 := w1;
end if;
if w >= minw31 and w <= maxw31 then

if w1 <> w3 then -- see above, same idea
xp3 := (x3 + (1/(w1-w3) * (w-w3) * (x1-x3)));
yp3 := (y3 + (1/(w1-w3) * (w-w3) * (y1-y3)));

else
xp3 := x3;
yp3 := y3;

end if;
end if;

if xp1 <> inf and yp1 <> inf then -- contour intersect edge 1
if xp2 <> inf and yp2 <> inf and xp3 = inf and
yp3 = inf then -- contour intersect edge 2 but not 3

if xp1 = xp2 and yp1 = yp2 then
-- execute’ insert into contourarray (x, y, w, geom)
values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’ || w ||’,
st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp1 ||’ ,’ || yp1 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’
|| srid ||’))’;

else -- contour intersects 2 edges of triangle
--
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execute’ insert into contourarray (x, y, x2, y2, w, geomline)
values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’ || xp2 ||’,’|| yp2|| ’,’

|| w ||’, ST_MakeLine( st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp1 ||’ ,’
|| yp1 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’ || srid ||’), st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’
|| xp2 ||’ ,’ || yp2 || ’ ,’ || w ||’),’ || srid ||’) ))’;

end if;
elsif xp2 <> inf and yp2 <> inf and xp3 <> inf and yp3 <>
inf then

-- contour intersect edge 2 and 3 (contour intersects the 3 edges of
triangle) -- means: intersects vertex and edge -- this disting. -->
3 points coincide ! imposible

if xp1 = xp2 and yp1 = yp2 and xp1 = xp3 and yp1 = yp3
then

-- triangle with slope = 0 (3 equal field value)
==> take one point of them

-- execute’ insert into contourarray (x, y, w, geom )
values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’ || w ||’, st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp1 ||’ ,’ || yp1 || ’ ,’ || w ||’),’ || srid ||’))’;
--linestring := ARRAY[xp1, yp1, w1];

elsif xp1 = xp2 and yp1 = yp2 and xp1 <> xp3 and yp1 <> yp3
then -- one edge with slope= 0
-- make line between one of the points and the 3rd
execute’ insert into contourarray (x, y, x2, y2, w, geomline)
values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’ || xp3 ||’,’|| yp3|| ’,’
|| w ||’, ST_MakeLine( st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp1 ||
’ ,’ || yp1 || ’ ,’ || w ||’),’ || srid ||’), st_setsrid
(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp3 ||’ ,’ || yp3 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’
|| srid ||’) ))’;

elsif xp1 = xp3 and yp1 = yp3 and xp2 <>
xp3 and yp2 <> yp3 then -- same as above

execute’ insert into contourarray
(x, y, x2, y2, w, geomline)
values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’ || xp2 ||’,’||

yp2|| ’,’ || w ||’, ST_MakeLine( st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp1 ||’ ,’ || yp1 || ’ ,’ || w ||’),’ || srid ||’),

st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp2 ||’ ,’ || yp2 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’
|| srid ||’) ))’;

elsif xp1 <> xp3 and yp1 <> yp3 and xp3 = xp2
and yp3 = yp2 then --same as above

execute’ insert into contourarray
(x, y, x2, y2, w, geomline) values
(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’ || xp2 ||’,’||
yp2|| ’,’ || w ||’, ST_MakeLine
( st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp1 ||’ ,’
|| yp1 || ’ ,’ || w ||’),’ || srid ||’),
st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp2 ||’ ,’ ||
yp2 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’ || srid ||’) ))’;

end if;

elsif xp3 <> inf and yp3 <> inf and xp2 = inf
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and yp2 = inf then
--contour intersect edge 2 but not 3 (same as above)

if xp1 = xp3 and yp1 = yp3 then
-- execute’ insert into contourarray
(x, y, w, geom) values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’
|| w ||’, st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp1 ||’ ,’
|| yp1 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’ || srid ||’))’;
--linestring := ARRAY[xp1, yp1, w1];

else
execute’ insert into contourarray
(x, y, x2, y2, w, geomline)
values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’
|| xp3 ||’,’|| yp3|| ’,’ || w ||’,
ST_MakeLine( st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp1 ||’
,’ || yp1 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’ || srid ||’),
st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp3 ||’ ,’ || yp3 ||
’ ,’ || w ||’),’ || srid ||’) ))’;

end if;
elsif xp3 = inf and yp3 = inf and xp2 = inf and yp2 = inf then

-- only edge 1 intersects with contour ( at a vertex)
-- execute’ insert into contourarray (x, y, w, geom)
values(’ || xp1 ||’,’|| yp1|| ’,’ || w ||’,
st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp1 ||’ ,’ || yp1 ||’ ,’ ||
w || ’),’ || srid ||’))’; --linestring := ARRAY[xp1, yp1, w1];

end if;
elsif xp1 = inf and yp1 = inf then
--no intersection with edge 1

if xp2 <> inf and yp2 <> inf and xp3 <> inf and
yp3 <> inf then
--contour intersect edge 2 and 3 (same as above)

if xp3 = xp2 and yp3 = yp2 then
-- at common vertex

-- execute’ insert into contourarray
(x, y, w, geom) values(’ || xp3 ||’,’|| yp3|| ’,’ || w ||’,
st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp3 ||’ ,’ || yp3 || ’ ,’
|| w ||’),’ || srid ||’))’;
--linestring := ARRAY[xp3, yp3, w3];

else
-- both edges intersects (line)

execute’ insert into contourarray
(x, y, x2, y2, w, geomline)
values(’ || xp3 ||’,’|| yp3|| ’,’ || xp2 ||
’,’|| yp2|| ’,’ || w ||’, ST_MakeLine( st_setsrid
(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp3 ||’ ,’ || yp3 ||’ ,’
|| w ||’),’ || srid ||’), st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint
(’ || xp2 ||’ ,’ || yp2 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’
|| srid ||’) ))’;

end if;

elsif xp3 = inf and yp3 = inf and
xp2 <>inf and yp2 <> inf then

-- intersection with one edge ( at interpolated point)
-- execute’ insert into contourarray
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(x, y, w, geom) values(’ || xp2 ||’,’|| yp2|| ’,’
|| w ||’, st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp2 ||’ ,’
|| yp2 || ’ ,’ || w ||’),’ || srid ||’))’;
--linestring := ARRAY[xp2, yp2, w2];

elsif xp3 <> inf and yp3 <> inf and xp2 = inf
and yp2 = inf then -- same as above

-- execute’ insert into contourarray
(x, y, w, geom) values(’ || xp3 ||’,’|| yp3|| ’,’
|| w ||’, st_setsrid(ST_MakePoint(’ || xp3 ||’ ,’ ||
yp3 ||’ ,’ || w || ’),’ || srid ||’))’;
--linestring := ARRAY[xp3, yp3, w3];

end if;

end if;

return ’done’;
END;
$$
language plpgsql VOLATILE STRICT;

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION tin_contour_tile
( character varying, integer, double precision,
double precision, double precision, character varying )
RETURNS double precision AS

$$

DECLARE

tin_table alias for $1;
tile alias for $2; -- to indicate which tile
minstart alias for $3;
maxend alias for $4;
step alias for $5;
contour_table alias for $6;

minstart_ double precision;
maxend_ double precision;

vertarr vertex[];
triarr triangle[];
minmax double precision[2];
k record;
t integer;

i integer;
j integer;
srid integer;
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numstep integer;
sr record;
c record;
ti record;

w double precision;
warr double precision[];

contour_cons_name character varying;

BEGIN

if not ( tin_table = any
(select relname from pg_class
where relname = tin_table)) then
raise exception ’Invalid TIN -
Check that you provide a valid one’;
return null;
end if;

minmax:= tin_min_max_tile(tin_table, tile);

if minstart is null then
minstart_:= minmax[1];

else
minstart_ := minstart;

end if;
if not minstart_ >= minmax[1]
and minstart_ <= minmax[2] then

raise exception
’The lower start TIN value is not correct’;

return null;
end if;

if maxend is null then
maxend_:= minmax[2];

elsif not maxend_ >= minmax[1] and
maxend_ <= minmax[2] then

raise exception
’The higher TIN value is not correct’;
return null;

end if;

for sr in execute ’select st_srid(geom) as srd
from ’ || quote_ident(tin_table)
|| ’ limit 1 ’ loop

srid := sr.srd;
end loop;

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE contourarray
(id serial, x double precision, y double precision,
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w double precision, x2 double precision,
y2 double precision,
CONSTRAINT contourarraypkey PRIMARY KEY (id))’;

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’,
’contourarray’,’geom’,srid,’POINT’,3);
PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’,
’contourarray’,’geomline’,srid,’LINESTRING’,3);

for k in execute ’ select triarr from
’|| quote_ident(tin_table) || ’
where tileid =’|| tile loop

triarr := k.triarr;
end loop;

warr[1]:= minstart_;
numstep:=((trunc((maxend_ - minstart_) / step))+1);

for i in 2.. numstep loop
warr[i] := minstart_ + (i-1)* step;

end loop;

for ti in execute ’select * from ’ ||
quote_ident(tin_table) loop

for t in array_lower(triarr,1) ..
array_upper(triarr, 1) loop

for j in array_lower(warr,1) ..
array_upper(warr, 1) loop

perform tin_contour_triangle
(tin_table, ti.tileid, triarr[t].v1,

triarr[t].v2, triarr[t].v3, warr[j], srid);
end loop;

end loop;
end loop;

contour_cons_name = contour_table || ’_pk’;

EXECUTE ’CREATE TABLE ’|| quote_ident(contour_table)
||’(cid serial, w double precision, CONSTRAINT ’||
quote_ident(contour_cons_name)||’ PRIMARY KEY (cid))’;

PERFORM AddGeometryColumn(’’, contour_table
,’geomcontour’,srid,’MULTILINESTRING’,3);

return numstep;
END;
$$
language plpgsql VOLATILE ;
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Data type

create type vertex as (\\
vertid \hspace{1cm} integer,
x \hspace{1cm} double precision,
y \hspace{1cm} double precision,
field_value \hspace{1cm} double precision,
a_triangle \hspace{1cm} integer \hspace{1.5cm}
);

create type triangle as(
triid integer,
v1 integer,
v2 integer,
v3 integer,

t1 integer,
t2 integer,
t3 integer
);
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